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This nineteenth annual report of the research program at the 
Southeast South Dakota Experiment Farm has special significance 
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businesses in the ten county arE:...l n: c u-=�e.as-:- ScJJ n · � The 
results shown are not necessarily complete or conclusive. Inter­
pretations given are tentative because additional data resulting 
from continuation of these experiments may result in conclusions 
different from those based on any one year. Trade names are used 
in this publication merely to provide specific information. A 
trade name quoted here does not constitute a guarantee or warranty 
and does not signify that the product is approved to the exclusion 
of other comparable products. 
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Introduction . . • • • . • . • • • . • • • • . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • Fred E. Shubeck 
Research Manager 
The yeo.r 19, 9 -waa �od year for O!ltB, CC!Z'1'L 1 Md. BOJ�tlS. 
Both oa.tG 11d corn yialded over 100 1'�shel5 p£lr :acre wi-h the 
bes:t: trl!a1:men1:& and var.ie-cies. Soyb =n yie.ld& approacht!d 60 
bunheJ.s per a.am - -som� of the highest eve-r t1bt.airtf!'d at -rhe 
Exp.er.Lmen't Pa::ttm. Theae t!lCC:H!.ptio.nal'ly ni&h yi lds oc:cnwred ,f!!Ven 
though spring� r 1ilaB dc1ayed due n:> Qold �et �eath�r and the 
fa.li harv@ t was v-ery J.i.fficul.":: to eomplei::e, espl!cla.lly on the 
imperfectly drained soils. In adt.1 . r:.:i.Dn • the �a..l su.mme:ri 
fallow after the 1978 hail storm and �he cold vet prin.g in 
1979, caused some of the most severe phosphate deficiency symp­
toms in corn early in the season that have ever occurred at the 
Experiment Farm. Fertilizer responses were substantial even 
though no fertility was removed by crops that were destroyed 
by hail the previous year. Growing degree days were somewhat 
below normal by midsummer, but were brought up to normal by 
early fall. Rainfall in June and July was a little below nor­
mal but August had 5.11 inches. 
A total of six crop tours and field days were conducted at 
the Experiment Farm in 1979. A tour by non-English speaking 
French Nationals proved to be very interesting. 
The concrete manure tank was built east of the hog house, 
even though a high water table caused serious and continuous 
problems, A drainage system consisting of gravel and drain tile 
was installed both under the floor and along the footings. 
Work on the new cattle feedlot is progressing with all the 
dirt work completed to insure good drainage. The water and elec­
tricity lines were installed and about half of the posts are in 
place. 
The solar dryer was filled with corn four times this year. 
The first three were dried and the fourth fill was cooled and 
will be dried next spring when there is more solar heat. 
A total of 4 2  meetings were held in the office-laboratory 
building. These included extension clubs, �-H clubs, adult 
education meetings, judging schools and other local groups. 
Several of the farm buildings were painted last summer by 
Green Thumb members, They also painted the interior of the 
office building. 
Greater use was made of the Eberhardt Silo Press Bags this 
year. Three bags were filled with small grain silage: one each 
of oats, wheat, and barley. The fourth was filled with shelled 
corn, treated with Pro Sil. 
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Table 1. 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1computed 
Table 2. 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total 
Temperatures at the Southeast Experiment 
1979 
Av. Temperature (F)l 
Maximum Minimum 
l0. 9 -10. 2 
14.9 -7. 2 
36. 3  18. 2 
ss.1 32. 2 
66.9 41.9 
79. 6 54. 4 
84. 2 60. 0 
80.0 57. 9 
78.0 49. 3 
6 2. 1  33. S 
40.7 20. 4 
37.4 16. 4  
from daily observation. 
27 Year 
Maximum 
25. 0 
32. 1 
43.3 
61.1 
73. 5 
8 2. 9  
87. 8 
85.9 
7 5. 9  
6 5. 6  
46. l  
31. 5 
Average 
Minimum 
3. 8 
10. S 
22. 1 
35. 5 
47. 4 
57. 3 
62. 2 
59.7 
49. 2 
40.7 
24. 1 
11. 3 
Precipitation at the Southeast Experiment 
Precipitation 27-year 
1979 Average 
Farm 
Departure from 
27 Year Average 
Maximum Minimum 
-14. 1 -14.0 
-17. 2 -17.7 
-7.0 -3. 9 
-6.0 -3.3 
-6.6 -s.s 
-3.3 -2. 9 
-3.6 -2. 2 
-5. 9 -1. 8 
+2. 1 +0.1 
-3.5 -7. 2 
-5. 4 -3. 7 
+5. 9 +5. 1 
Farm 
Departure 
from 27-yr. 
(inches) (inches) Av. (inches) 
1.11 .50 +0. 6 1  
.48 1. 12 -0. 64 
3.68 l.44 +2. 24 
1. 87 2.41 -0. 54 
4.01 3. 26 +0. 7 5  
2.69 3.99 -1. 30 
1. 56 3. 26 -1. 70 
5. 11 2. 87 +2. 24 
1. 88  2.70 -0. 82 
3.30 1. 59 +1.71 
1. 88 1.04 +0. 84 
. 13 . 6 8  -0. 55 
27. 70 24. 86 +2.84 
RATES or NITROGEN AND DATES OF PL.ANTING CORN 
r. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objecti�e.s o: Exper�n� 
1. Will pl ntin� du tee inf.!. e:n-C'= ro sponse. � ferr_iJli:,er? 
2. What is the optimum ra1 e of ni tro;en f"cri iluer .for a 
soil with a rr. rlium iDIOUITT cf organic t:r.Ar"tc...r1 
3.. -.Jill or imum ra�a r.>t nJ.:rrog� pp ·catlon !be ifluence.d 
by drought? 
�. Will high nitrogen rates influence disease or insect 
damage? 
6. Will soil temperatures serve as a dependable guide to 
determine optimum date to plant corn? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 24, 1978 
April 30, 1979 
Planting dates 
Variety 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
- Rotary chopped stalks and plowed all of 
th pl.o-r a.,..ea 
- Sprayiad --o al. p1c:rt 9.!.'ea wi h £:radiaane + 
A/JT:.l: ex J;L (t.•l ALI.) 
- r1ay J, -Ms.y 2i 1 M_y 29 1 Glld Jun� 5 1979 
- Pioneer 3��i C g day) 
- Lasso II Granules (banded) 
- Furadan lOG (banded) 
Brc:,a<.tea.st fertiliz� was ppli:eo reviou& to each p.lan ing · 1:11, 
then tandem disked, and spike toc.1t.h na! 1 uweti Li!.fore eAch pl-anting 
date. All the fertilizer was applied broadcast; no side band 
-
starter was used. 
November 13-15, 1979 - Harvested all plots 
Table 3 Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield of 
Corn (High Nitrogen Rates) 
Broadcast 'DJ.a.n-cfng Ila.ta.a 
Fertilizer Treatment Maf l Mai 21 Hay 1!9 Ju.n.e s Av@l'a.ge 
0 + 0 + 0 113 107 lJ.if 86 105 
0 + 11 + 58 117 113 110 101 110 
80 + 11 + 68 140 132 127 118 129 
160 + 11 + 58 14� 136 129 111 130 
240 + ll + 58 141 133 124 101 125 
Average 131 124 121 103 
DisllUsoien and lnU'!rl?!�,;ion of Tahl:e 3 
!O .lbs. of ni-tTOgen appl rui a:nnu 1 was sufficient to pro­
duce 125 bushels of corn per acre i-n 197g_ Additional nitrogen 
wa,11 ineffeative for increa.a.lllg yie.l.da, 
The optimum planting date has varied considerably in the 
p�rt"' For o at vears� m ... i=I"d'tely •.Hlt�ly p1.ant1n a1-e CrtbQur 
Ma._f -lJ] tilQ-P he 8, t -ui mor succ.e.sat'ul. :a wev-a1 .- in !Xlm;e of the dtt�e� ye-:Uts c:91;-1s1sJ l�t-r pl��_ngti p��du�cd mor c�rn ��­
�aUJ;;e of -ne �ail\£ 11 is-= ibYtton* 
Iil 1�·1'9,. r."',e �li'e.s-:: planting dn1: (IL.:1 :n !:;r-.;e tl\1c.:. hithert 
yie:ld. Ea.eh delay in p..L..u:tri:fr,g reduae.o yiehl , e:.op:eci.a.lly aft:l!l 
the a.rid :,f May. Attamp::-s i:o �e;la"tL an 04?Cirnw.u. pl.arrJ:::i..ng tl.=-u.! 
te �ot: �rul!pe-ra1:Ur� ha 'e been suc�ess_ ...:1 in same,.. Y,a.Jtt"$. txcep­
'tio-n.s hi!v@ o �1.tN�� �h� bnorm.:l :..L.: w ,_ i;:i;;n ! dtn J..:avie.11 r, 
latM' o:n in 1:1,e. S-�.5on _ik,e drc•.i_ght, excessively cool or hot� 
te.,rpera-t:IJ.l'le.� 1 :ru.bso..il moi.a.--:urs r·�serves or bad rainfall distri­
bution. 
Table 4 Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield of 
Corn (Low Nitrogen Rates) 
Broadcast Treatment Planting Dates 
N + P + K.,O !lct-v a Ma:t: 21 Mai 29 June 5 Average 
0 + 0 + 0 107 103 93 73 94 
20 + 11 + 58 123 113 120 99 114 
40 + ll + 58 121 118 123 115 119 
60 + 11 + 58 ll.J5 129 133 113 130 
80 + 11 + 58 142 130 130 113 129 
Average 128 119 120 103 
Discussion and Inter;eretation of Table 4 
The earliest planting date (May 3) again produced the most 
COt"n and a.l£HI the LJ.rg:e13-= !"'!!Sl)Ql\&e 1; ni _gen. When u pUCi:l­
--t-ione we.r� I!l4d.� �Uii..ll.v, &o l �· of N per acre increased yields 
about the same as 80 lbs. It should be remembered that a July 5 
h!Ul.si:al"'ffl .tn 1...978. &ever1:-1-y lillL ;;:ea v.:.e .. r4 s l.Ild aCJ<Jocia�L� nulT'i­
en"t �val iTI "t°bi;:t; yt!ar t!�ia11•. T ••d: h .. he ... h.t-:.,H! t!u.rli�Ert 
.1_:ilan'C-1.-ng date�. 
Table 5 Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Ear Moisture 
at Harvest 
Broadcast 
Fertilizer Treatment Planting Dates 
t: "'1- p K?O L'�y Mav 2..:.. Mai J9 June 5 Average 
0 + 0 + 0 19.0 21.0 23.S 24.4 22. 0 
0 + 11 + 58 17, 8  20.1 23.1 24.4 21.4 
80 + 11 + 58 17.6 19.9 23.l 25.1 21.4 
160 + 11 + 58 18.8 20. 0 23.2 25.5 21.9 
240 + 11 + 58 18.6 21.2 23.4 26.6 22.S 
Average 18. 4  20.4 23.3 25. 2 
Discussion and Inter2retation of Table 5 
N'.it!'ogM !',e-r'tili.-zer did not de1..iy maturity of corn, measured 
by t e:a"t' mtJiB1=� ar tmrve:.:.i::. ht-�an � moisture in ears increased 
as planting dates were delayed, 
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PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
3. 
II • 
s. 
Wha.t: a.rrtci.ng :r-,irc ohculd be _.ae?d lllith a hart tol�Anr 
hvb. id like r-37C'9 ii'.i a !"eiric!l of iiriy years wirh no 
subsoil moisture at pla�Ci!lf, t:im;? W�uld i� b@ �se to 
keep populations up a J.:. t �11;' t.igh�r 1:Mn yotl_ wou.l..d for­
a hybrid without the heat tolerant feature? 
I - .... · c.1� :e.I: to Scle..:..'t d H!lri-1yl"Q:L: le �Ybr id like 
� tise�d 6C��, r.:d1�� -hep! nti..:lg ra�e in dry epr!.ng 
.JllJ !.e· ha , r��- t:, a:·ch.t�:!'i:n:.i.: L.1.kc care of any 
unexpected improved growing conditions? 
How about a 11shortie 11 hyb.id - say about 5 1/2 to 6 
feet tall like YW-35A? D- we really need a big tall 
pldni: wnen m��r�- .is _1rn:i/"e� t ns..,ot-'t.i..�" whe.!t!r h.iivFJ 
-r:>.=.� · er·; lfv� l .fc. hi':11 l'!mi'ted r�inf:1.ll a.re4, ma.:y.be n 
"shortie" corn would prove to M .beneiicii.1_, 
,1n -:h- . .,o.p'"'1.trti.;Jr. p-;,hl, m_ !ie. si;.il'I.'� by usin& in& La 
t!a.!� �� s.tal 11.:ibrid ri h a 'it:rong .abi:lii:y TO intll"'e.as<: 
ea� 5iz�. :D:e 7-39�2�1 •t e�r.ctitions improv�1 
To it b ,..,:- ro uae � kiQ tall fu..1.1. seasen co?"n Cll S cJa.y) 
u S2 f'u'!'"ry's �c-' ':I) wi-rh er&<: l.eilv,es c� 2ua](e rwucim.um 
use of sunlight at high plant populations? 
Methods and Procedures 
Area was fall plowed 
April 30 - Sprayed total plot area with Eradicane + Aatrex 
�L at recommended rates 
May 14 - Broadcast 80 + 40 + 20 (oxide) and tandem disked 
to incorporate 
Ma.y 16-l.? - -n'. :• area Q-.J m din'ked, b!t� t�o--th har,rOr.(lt!d· 
PlantPu all � v-a.1•iet.ies and rla:n.1: ;iop·�.ia_irir,e 
(lOM - 18M) 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG (banded) 
Cultivated all plots once 
November 15 - Harvested all plots 
Table 6. Hybrids Used with Important Features of Each 
I:!vbrid 
Pioneer 3709 
Pioneer 3932A 
Agriseed 6072 
Curry's SC-150 
Yield Warranty 35A 
Special Plant 
Characteristics 
Heat and drought tolerant 
Ability to increase ear size 
Multi-ear tendency 
.£� £' &.ls. l I1..___.:.. q_:..4s. n 
"Sho.r1 ... :L" bc'H.2 S J /2 to 6 :fT. 
6 
Days to 
Maturity 
105 
93 
100-103 
115 
95 
D£scua&ion and Interpreun-ion of Ta.bl� 6 .  
Previous work at the Southeast Experiment Farm has shown 
that optimum plant populations may vary widely from year to 
year with changing environmental conditions. It is virtually 
impossible to accurately guess rainfall and temperature pattern 
th?'ee months in advance. The amount of subsoil moisture at 
planting ti.me wil.l help tc ie.ciae planting rates but this is 
not alwaye exactly known . Tlt.i.s !Xperiment is centered on hybrids 
wtrh uni�ua.. cha�cTeristics ha� may help reduce the necessity 
of "tl"ying t;., out guc5s the ..iua her, when trying to determine 
how ma,ny 'lce:rnels ,:o d:rop per acr�. 
Table 7. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Corn Yield 
Hybrid Plants Per Acre (Final) 
10 ,000 12 ,000 14 ,000 16,000 18 ,000 Average 
P-3709 93 96 91 103 107 98 , 0  
P-3932A 89 89 89 102 96 93. 0  
Agriseed 6072 8 7  90 105 107 104 98 . 6  
Curry ' s  SC-150 94 99 107 116 114 106.0 
YW 3SA 94 93 100 104 101 98 . '+ 
Average 91. 4 9 3 • 4 98.4 106 . 4  10� . 4  
Discus,siQn and !nterE!:_�Ut"tion of Table. 7 ,  
It ' s  difficult to surpass the yield of a big full season 
corn planted at it ' s  optimum rate. 
If the big full season corn is not at it ' s  optimum rate, 
other earlier hybrids can produce more bushels per acre. 
Even in a year with over 100 bushels per acre potential , 
16 ,000 plants per acre were sufficient for maximum yields of 
most hybrids . 
With Agri6aed 6072 Cmult1�ar) there was very little differ­
en!le- in yield over a 4 ,000 pl n�s per acre range ( 14,000-18,000). 
Thia hybrid was no� the only one showing a multi-ear tendency 
this )'1!"4r in th� lo-�er �ang o: plant populations. 
The early maturing hybrids (YW-35A and P-3932A) were able 
to produce over 100 bushels per acre at their best populations. 
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DATE OF PLANTING EARLY , MEDIUM , 
AND LATE MATURING CORN HYBRIDS 
r .  Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. If planting is delayed by a cool, wet spring , when 
should a short or mid-season hybrid be substituted 
for a full season hybrid. 
2.  Is there any yield advantage for planting an ea�ly 
maturing hybrid early? Or late? 
3 .  How late can an early � medium, or late maturing hybrid 
be planted without decreasing yield? 
Methods and Procedures 
July 5, 1978 - Hail storm 
August 2 5 ,  1978 - All plots were rotary chopped because of 
severe hail damage - unfit for experi­
mental use. Plowed same day. 
May 15 , 1979 - Sprayed plot area with Eradicane + 
Bladex at the recommended rate. Tandem 
disked to incorporate. Fertilized with 
80 + 40 + 20. 
Planti"g dates - May 2 2 ,  May 29 , and June 5 
Varieties - Pio 3388, Pio 3932A, Pio 3709 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
All plots cultivated twice 
November 16 , 1979 - Harvested all plots 
Figure 1. Effect of Planting Dates on Yields of Early, Mid , 
and Full Seaso: 
_ 9�fr1-l'/ • 
Bu 
per 
acre 
a 
&y 2 
J L .S 
May 29 June S 
I .  l. 
Planting dates 
a 
-
l l � .1 -
June 12 
\.• ... \ 
,; . 
... >, 
; 
., 
puc.ussion and :tnr..e..e�euit:.ian cf riruf'e 1�. 
P-3932A is an early hybrid for this area(93 day) with a 
reported large potential flex-range in ear size. P-3709 may 
be considered a mid-season number (104 day) that has some 
degree of drought tolerance. P-3388 is a full season (115-
117 day) hybrid. 
This is t."he. 5 l.rirt year fo,! th!:s 31:'Udy . :r.t -i;..-aA ltU!a.,:ea 
cm an impet>feutly -d-riained si1:-e . ""lh!t ndJ.tlonl:i in r:ho aprug 
forced planting to be delayed u""'ft.!.J. }':_.a_y 22-. Th,:i a.omhina'tii'ffl 
of a partial fallow the previous year due to the July 5 hail 
storm and a cool wet spring caused severe phosphorus deficiency 
symptoms to appear early in the season even though 80+40+20 
(oxide) was broadcast and disked in. With warmer temperatures, 
the phosphorus deficiency symptoms disappeared and good yields 
were obtained. 
For the full season corn (P-3388), yields decreased when 
planted after May 22. Reduction in yield was more dramatic 
when planted after May 29. The full potential of this hybrid 
may not have been reached with a planting date as late as May 
22. Note results in Rates of Nitrogen and Planting Date study 
where we were able to plant on May 3. 
The mid-season hybrid (P-3709) maintained good yields up 
to the June 5 planting date and then had a rapid decline with 
more delays in planting. 
The early hybrid (P-3932A) , did quite well when planted 
by the end of May, but didn ' t  do as well as expected on the 
June S planting. 
Results with an experiment of this type will probably 
vary from year to year depending on weather. One w�y to char­
acterize temperature aspects of weather and to relare tempera­
ture to planting date results is through growing degree days. 
By July 30, there were a few growing degree days below normal. 
By the end of August, this deficiency increased but with more 
heat in September, the growing degree days went above normal 
by September 30. There were small variations in Oc�ober but 
the total was close to normal. 
On the basis of only one year ' s  results, it appears that 
if planting is delayed much after mid-May, it might be best 
to switch to an earlier hybrid. 
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Table 8 .  Effect of Planting Dates on Ear Moisture at Harvest 
for an Early, Mid, and Full Season Hybrid 
Variety Planting Dates 
Maturity Rating May 22  May 2 9  June 5 June 12  Average 
93 day 1 8 . 8  19 . l  19 . 8  2 2 . 4  20.0 
104 day 21 , 4  2 2 . 3  23 .9  27 . 2  23 .7  
115-117 day 2 7 . 8  29 .9  31 . 8  34 . 3  31 . 0  
Average 2 2 . 7  23 . B  25. 2 28 . 0  24.9 
,Discus3l,.,n a.nd IJrre:rpr�tt?.tion of Table 8 .  
Table 8 was included to show the range in ear moisture 
percentages for the different hybrids . 
Ba,:, maist'U� percentages w� q_ui�e ain1il..n.r far i:he r.htst: 
thr�� pJ.an-ring d�b with .-he twrly :hybrid. For the full �a.­
$on hyb�id �h�re �a� a fairly unl -�� · nc�eaE� in ea.xi .moin-rure 
�..1i'th each de.!ay in plan1:ing. 
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SILAGE REMOVAL AND SOIL DEPLETION 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. By removing all crop residues from the soil but fertil­
izing adequately, how long can we continue raising corn 
without an appreciable yield decrease? 
2. Can we maintain yields by returning an amount of manure 
equal to that generated by the feed produced plus addi­
tions of comr.nerical fertilizer? 
Methods and Procedures 
July S ,  1978 
July 31 , 1978 
- Hai_ Ert:"O?"lfl - d8S'h1oye.d the. �·'e-rt 
- p- a. eo'G...41:1 m:n: be 1,1�>20 fm:"' e::cae:r>imental 
J!Ut" poseE. Rotary chopped �1 1 ;orn gLTa.bl1 
::. ts a.no re.me v-ed sil..a.g.e plot; a with B. 
August 18, 197 8  
fl.ail c.l&OP. • 
- S���d .\!..ll spc-ci=ie� plC"=-5 with m.iinure 
and c;; ci.al !�rtil.!..%er .. 
April 3 0 ,  1979 
Flo"'·� �ll plt>:=s sam� day. 
- Spr.ayf!d terr-al p .o- ll.t'eii. wi1:b Eradic� + 
��e>t a� ��commandea ����� �  T�ndam 
disked to incorporate. 
May 4, 1979 - Planted plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3541 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG (banded) 
Herbicide - none banded in the row 
Cultivated twice 
Ncv�b-er l!.4 • ..191 9 - E.ar .. e..:cd plot3 
Hovemb@� 20 1 1979 - RruneveQ sta.l.kl.Ag£- ..friem all si.la.ge plo�s. 
Table 9. Effect of Commerical Fertilizer and Manure Applica· 
tions on Corn Yields with Intensive Soil Depletion 
Management 
Removed Fertilizer Treatment 
From Plot N + P + K 
Corn Grain Only O + 0 + 0 
Corn Grain Only 5 tons manure/acre 
Corn Grain Only O + O + O 
Corn Grain Only 100 + 17.6 + 33.2 
Grain and Stover O + O + O 
Grain and Stover 5 tons manure/acre 
Grain and Stover O + O + O 
Grain and Stover 100 + 17.6 + 33.2 
11 
Tons of 
Silage/Acre 
8. 3 
9.9 
8. 0 
10. 1 
Bu. of 
Corn/Acre 
125 
141 
121 
136 
123 
147 
124 
144 
Oi6c�eeion and I:ntBr!p�t!.tai n of Table 9. 
This expeI1iment 'iMti in.:ri.n r: _ g � .  N'"° grain ;.rl}S 
harvee�� in 1978 du� t:o �he July 5 hail storm . 
There were some increases in both grain and silage �hen 
eom!D�i�l fertil.iz'lr or m.£U'lu.re was ap�li£a . 
Ther:e were no J-e.crea ·es _ in grain y e.1 in plot.s wheire: silage lirM-9 removed s Q_gm_p..ir� t:o those h.c.r C<>rn g:rai11 only 
was rffl!Wved . I� appe:ars that yft th�� mode�a _ly �ell-drained 
sol.LG with th1ck, deeF A horizans ,  a lot of silage can be 
removed without lowering yield of subsequent crops. 
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CHISEL PLOW SOYBEANS AND CORN 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
l. How much tillage is necessary for optimum yields? 
2. Will fall tillage increase soil moisture storage? 
3. Can yields with chisel plowing be main�ained compa­
rable to that from moldboard plowing? 
4. Which is the best type of chisel points to use -
sweeps , twists , or straight narrow points? 
Procedure ( Corn after Soybeans) 
July s ,  1978 
August 24 , 1978 
May 23-24 , 1979 
May 25 , 1979 
Cultivated twice 
- :ia.; I :;tom conwleTtl: .i;•tu n� -a.11 p.lcn;s • 
Tl-H: :-c'!-ll ti:ll�b'= t:.:.·==-tmai.'t.s li:tlU!'! 
;51:iiJ:1-� a bi� �ax iy -espec:ially the: 
<iTV �.Z.:1ri-i£ : bo -, e '!QFn Stalks .. 
- All specified treatments completed 
- Spring tillage 
- Planted plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3709 
Insecticide - Dyphonate 20G (banded) 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Fertilizer - 100 lbs. of 8-32-16 
(starter banded in speci­
fied plots) 
100 lbs. of Nitrogen per 
acre sidedressed 
September a ,  1979 - Harvested plots 
Table 10. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn 
(Corn after Soybeans) 
1.  
2.  
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
-
-
-
- -
- -
- -
Tillage Treatment 
In Fall In Spring 
-
� -
- -
-
.... 
- :-. - -
-
-
-
-
- -
- - -
... -
- -
Plow (moldboard) 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with sweeps 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Chisel plow with sweeps* 
Corn 
Bu/A 
120 
116 
125 
126 
117 
120 
119 
117 
118 
109 
* Treatment ten was unfertilized all other corn plots received 
100 lbs. per acre of 8-32-16 ( oxide) as a sideband starter. 
In addition t 100 lbs of nitrogen per acre was applied as a 
sidedressing when corn was about 12 inches high. 
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niscussicn a:rur lnt!£E��a�n of Table 10. 
Two treatments where the moldboard plow was used (nos. 3 
i:md 11 ) had t--he: l'Lighe-s- v�r�c y l.al.rl ., z ,:,rm, • 'I'.h.i.:; � somewhat 
diffe.ren� r.him pr.a.vi-ous ye.:S;i: .;;; wht:!re .r"i:!du.ce<l tlllitg? m.l!Thcids on 
soybean gt'Ound werre adequaT;e fer max :imrnn y elG wf corn. 
There were increases in corn yield due to fertilizer with 
every tillage treatment. 
T'ne svr.in& disk -drag C!Jl!y �-:mc.I11r .,� Plded ltbou- #iJ fflUM\ 
CCl:?'"D as ..:a.11 ohiSfl.l plowing plu& SJ:)rirlii disk find drd.g. l'he 
fa'll chirrtl plQ�ng on soy·�n grou.rui was. of ljt,;le vahlL. uis 
year. 
Procedure (Soybeans after Corn) 
July S ,  1978 
August 24, 1978 
June 4, 1979 
- Hail storm beat all soybean plants into 
the ground 
- All specified fall treatments finished 
- Spring tillage treatments finished 
Planted same day 
Variety - Wells 
Herbicide - Lasso II  (banded) 
Fertilizer - 100 lbs/acre of 8-32-16 
starter 
Cultivated twice 
October 1 ,  1979 - Harvested plots 
Tabl� iL. :Effuer oF '!'i:.Ligce �Illli!li't'S Gn Yi� of 9o;•heiU\& 
tSoyb,c.,..a.na af�i!r �Cr!l'l ) 
Tillage Treatment Soybeans 
Bu/A In Fall 
1. - - - - - - - -
2. - - - -
3. - - - - - - - - - -
4. Disk- moldboard plow 
s .  Disk- twists 
6. Chop-twists 
7.  Chop-twists 
8. Chop-sweeps 
9. Disk 
10. Chop-twists* 
In Spring 
Disk-disk-drag 
Chop-sweeps-disk-drag 
Di3k-moldboard plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
39 
44  
42  
43 
43 
4 2  
4 2  
41  
4 2  
39 
* Treatment ten was unfertilized. All other plots received 
100 lbs. per acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. 
D.iao1J.ssion imtl In Lifl"P- _ 1:11.1:iori of Table 11. 
The yield of soybeans was excellent this year with only 
small variations due to tillage treatments. 
There were little or no yield increases in favor of the 
extra chisel plow tillage done in the fall. 
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Procedure ( Corn after Oats) 
July S, 1978 
August 23, 1978 
May 23-24, 1979 
May 25, 1979 
Hail storm destroyed grain 
- Fall tillage completed 
- Spring tillage 
- Planted 
Variety - Pioneer 3709 
Insecticide - Dyphonate 20G (banded) 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Fertilizer - 100 lbs/acre of 8-32-16 
(oxide) starter banded 
100 lbs/acre of nitrogen 
sidedressed 
Cultivated twice 
September 8 ,  1979 - Harvested plots 
Table 12. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn 
(Corn after Oats) 
l. 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
s. 
7. 
8. 
Tillage Treatments 
In Summer In Spring 
Chisel plow-sweeps 
Chisel plow-twists 
Moldboard plow 
Disk-drag 
tlisk-d"ag 
Dlslc-drap 
Moldboard plow-disk-drag 
::hiRJ. plaTJ-EWc.i!F-J...-d.l:?'° =dra g  
Chis:e l pl-ow-1:'Wi:sts-cU-sk-@a g_ 
Disk-disk-drag 
Chisel plow-sweeps-disk-drag 
Corn 
Bu/A 
123 
121 
1'35  
12 .. 
u-e 
12.l 
114 
75* 
• Received no fertilizer. All other plots were fertilized 
with 100 lbs of 8-32-16 (oxide) at planting and 100 lbs 
Nitrogen sidedressed. 
Di�cu&sion qfld !n�erprE�a�on e= Table 12. 
Note that this is a corn-oats, rather than a corn-soybean 
sequence. In the past, when two full season crops like corn 
and soybeans were used, fall tillage was done late in the sea­
son , except when a hail storm occurred as in 1978 . Effects on 
following crops from late fall tillage have been inconsistent 
at the SE Farm. Therefor, a shorter season crop like oats was 
introduced to see if early fall or summer tillage would be 
more effective. 
Some of the sllmlD.er tillage treatments performed after the 
small grain was destroyed by hail, appeared to have a more 
favorable effect than comparable spring treatments on yields 
of the next crop - corn. Moldboard plowing again produced 
some of the highest yields . 
There was a substantial increase in corn due to the fertil­
izer treatment. 
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DATE or PLANTING SOYBEANS 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives 5:f Experiment 
1. Will early planting dates decrease yields of early 
maturing soybean varieties? 
2. Does day length and time of planting seriously effect 
soybean yield? 
3. Can a planting date ae selected for early maturing 
varieties that will prevent improper day length from 
triggering permature flowering? 
Methods and Procedures 
July 5, 1978 
August 25, 1978 
May 3, 1979 
Planting dates 
Varieties 
Herbicide 
October 2, 1979 
- Rail ��orm tot��e� cu� a.J..l pl.o�& Wlu,ch 
a�� in � eo�n-soybe-a.n �crtat..ion 
- Rotary chopped hailed corn and plowed 
total plot area 
- Spike tooth harrowed plot area to level 
soil. Sprayed with Treflan at 1. 5 pints/ 
A. The tot l area was tandem disked to 
�orpora t}J e Tr-a.flan .. Each. plAn.�g 
d-a-u was worked: prev'iousl.y tc pl anti"Jig ,. 
- May 4 ,  May l.S �  }fay 2;�  �ay 29,  June S 1 
and June 12 
- Corsoy, Hodgson, Evans, Wells 
- Lasso II (banded ) 
- Harvested plots 
Table 13. Effect of Planting Date on Yield of Soybeans 
Variety Planting Dates 
May 4 May 15 May 22 May 29 June 5 June 12 Average 
Evans 38 37 45 44 38 39 40. 1 
Hodgson I Sl 50 54 56 4 8  52  51. 8 
Corsoy 48 4 5  57 51  50 51 50. 3 
Wells 46 42 49 41 44 43 44.2 ' t 
Average 46 44 51 48 45 4 6  
{ I 
Discu SB..ion and I.nt,er,pveUtJ.on cf Tab11! l�. � L, ·. � l - ' ' ., -t:,t , .  I .  ' - . 
There were some interesting developments with this experi­
ment under 1979 conditions. Mid-season plantings yielded more 
than either early or late planting dates. An early soybean , 
Hodgson yielded as much as the full season varieties, Corsey 
and Wells. Hodgson matures about a week earlier than Corsey. 
In previous years, yields from the earlier maturing Hodgson 
were usually several bushels below those of Corsey. The two 
full season soybeans usually yi@lded more than the two early 
maturing varieties and had a different response curve for 
planting dates. For 1979, optimum planting dates were about 
the same for all the varieties. 
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BROADCAST VS DRILLING SEED FOR OATS 
B. Lawrensen and r .  Shubeck 
Objectives of Ex�eriment 
1. In a series of dry years like 1975 and 197 6 ,  will 
seeding oats with a press drill be better than 
broadcasting seed at a little higher rate? 
2. Will stands and tillering be comparable with the 
two methods if seeding rates are similar? 
3. How much should seeding rates be adjusted for broad­
casting , when reduced tillage methods are used for 
seedbed preparation? (Soybean ground, disked once 
and spike tooth harrowed) 
Methods and Procedures 
Soybean stubble was fertilized with 30+15+0 on all drill 
and broadcast seeded plots. This was tandem disked and 
spike tooth ha�rowed after the April 19th broadcast 
seeding of oats. 
June 14 , 1979 - Sprayed area with Brominal+ at the rate 
of one pint per acre 
July 31, 1979 - Harvested plots 
Table 14. Effect of Seeding Methods and Rates on Oats Yield 
Rate of Seeding Seeding Method 
Bu/A Drill Broadcast 
2 81 8 5  
78 81 
80 8 2  
�1!RIUB�ian �nd In-rer.prc.a,:::ion of Table 14. 
With a well prepared seedbed on soybean ground , the 
broadcast method of seeding oats yielded as much as th drilling 
method. 
For 1979 condition, two bushels of seed per acre gave as 
much oats as heavier seeding rates. In 1977, yields increased 
with each increase in seeding rate;. 
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SOYBEAN ROW SPACING 
B. Lawrensen and f. Shubeck 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Is there a yield advantage in narrowing rows from 
30 inches down to 7 inches? 
2. What can we expect for intermediate row spacings 
between 3on and 7° like 14", 9 11 , or 21"? 
3 .  :rs pia:n�-tc.g soybeans wi-tli � sma.1.1 grain pre.S'fi dl:ill 
( 7 "  spa.Cm�_s-J_ W'i'tf\OUt eulrivari]l£ a C:h!Si.r.i;l:ile pr-a�i;.ice'? 
Or u lT be.ttnr ,;a use a ski:P rciw .m -r-hOd llQ\od.D_g ra m 
--for tra-et.o� wheeh ii!.nd a eu..lti�r in th2. "ski:rp-ed. 11 
rows? 
Methods and Procedures 
May 3, 1979 - Sprayed plot area with Treflan at the 
rate of 1 1/2 pints/acre. Tandem disked 
to incorporate. 
June 1, 1979 - Tandem disked and spike tooth harrowed in 
readiness for planting. 
June 1, 1979 - Planted plots 
Variety - Wells 
Row spacings - 7 " ,  14 11 , 21" , 30 11 and ' l5 ° 
skip row 
?lot!! :! Soy.becills p n,:ed in na.-r1'-°W �ws: 
limi�a �ul'tivar.ins un.L�� spe�i.a:1 equip­
ment is available. 
June 26 � 1979 - Cultivated 30" rows 
October S ,  1 9 7 9  - Harves·ted plots 
Table 15. Comparison of Soybean Yields From Several Different 
Row Spacings 
Row Spacings 
30" (planted with tool bar planter) 
21" (planted with tool bar planter) 
lS O skip row (wfi:l\ - 1- bar P-l=nrteH") 
14" (planted w:itl JD do� d::i.:s. m:es:s ilJ. )  
9° (planted wi.i:h bTOblSc· i;-'ho� i=yp�r grain dril1) 
7 11 (planted wi"th Jr:. e1auba c.i2k pl"'e..Gj:a_ dr.i ) 
Ots�ussion .ntd Inte�pratut:i::m of Table 15. 
Bu/A 
54 
44 
51 
48 
50 
so 
An attempt was made to keep plant populations at 150,000 
for all row spacings. This was difficult to do using different 
machines and different row spacings. The 21° and 14" spacings 
had several thous4nd plants below the intended number and this 
could account for the lower yield in these ·plots, especially 
with a variety like Wells with an upright growth pattern and 
no widespread branching. 
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rt aJ.so J)Oints out ditficul.,:ie.s for f<Lrmers who may plan 
.on switching .from one row svacing to another. The met=ing 
devic4!,; on some. machine•· mal,;e it dilficu.J,t to oome up w;i.th 
the deirlred pqpulati6ns as row spacings """ changed. There 
·was no indication oi h�gher yieldij witll l'O'I spll<>i.ngs l�sa 
than ao ino,hea, 
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DATE OF PLANTING SUNFLO\ilERS 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will delayed planting help to control or to reduce 
the insect probll!l:.t? 
2. can we ftxpec-t-a dec�a e in yield 8ue to late planting 
even if in5�� damage is red�oed7 
Methods and Procedures 
- F-a.11 p lc-:wnd 
May 3 ,  1979 - Spva,e-d plat �ea wii:ll Tr nan (:l.. S pints 
� a�re) double th..lldm:t disked to incor­
porate. 
Planting dates - May 4, May 15 , May 22, May 29, June 5, 
June 12 , June 19 , June 28 , July S ,  July 11 
Variety - Sigco 8 94A 
(Soil was disked and dragged before each 
planting) 
Cultivated - as needed 
October 12, 1979 - Harvested plots 
Table 16. Effect of Planting Date on Sunflower Yield 
Planting date Lbs seed per acre 
May 4 2057 
May 15 
May 22  
I 1788 
1734 
I I �  I . i; 1 - . 1:p le> I I ' <J 
May 29 - 1157 
June 5 888  
') '  : ) 
}°J LA 
June 12 877 
June 19 812 
June 28 9 3 5  
July S 378 
July 11 402 
Discussion anc! rnu�.r.ppt!-raYion f Table 16 . 
Note the wich� range in planting datea. 7he. -purpl!lae oi:­
havi-rtg sueh d wide range was �o �xplore ths possibili�y oI 
8:.&tting �he !l.owe.rs ?4,S't 'Ch . i=ri"t"iCc!J. stage tli �Afar� a.nd 
�c,,ssibly after: phe ma.in invasion �f the b-e�d moth and o�h8r 
dest�ucti�E innecn:s. Ins�ct damage has been a m  jor problem 
at the Experiment Farm and this date of planting experiment 
is an attempt to reduce the severity of the prob-em without 
the use of chemicals. 
La�e pl.an�ed sun.fl.owe�n were quit� successft.il. la5"t yeill' 
"1i1:b lJ.;'rt.la or no iluJee"t du.ma.gt!.. Th� w� planted July ll , 
a.rt:e:ri 'the f irrt crop was destroyed by hail. 
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-
-:: r� 
I:n li7 B ,  i:he ve.v_y: eurly pl n-ti;ng ( '1a.y � )  did fairly well. 
l)e.lf!.y in pl.antirg "aU!'2d a conaisnmt d;;.cli.ne in y:i,.elds. 
Insl!ct: J..amage •.ta.;; seve:r-e and seccn�a:r--',/ i:nl�-ions iwe:re: prev...i­
�en: w"th mos� o� �h� pl nting .�ter-... Da:mag� �roe insaat= 
could have b�en reouren y :Sp?'1ying, but then the effect of 
plan1:ing dates on i.ns�t.a wcu1 1 have been obscured. The 
responsa Ct.wt..';;. o& Co.r":r. , -.,:\r ta....L,:i.ye p.&. m-i:ing 1.u .Lg7'] . "'46 
aim.i ar i:o tit t .car. eruni:lo\<r-ertu but decreases in corn due to 
celayu p nting we.r not so e,.4:fi.eTu.L'l:e , Th.1.s wou...i.'1 uggee 
t.ha wi t-h surL J ower•o, cli.m.!1 tiC! c:orulition.s probably play!!.!l "11' 
import.ant r�ie ,as � 1 s ;nsec· po�uia�i�ns , in eutting �Ololn 
the yield in the June-July plar �ings� 
Until more data is obtained on planting date and insect 
�ontro ., 1 � a:ay be b .. s* to l)lant 1.. b-. normal rl..me .. tt?'h 
tor :in �et bui1d up, .and spray accordingly . 
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CONTINUOUS SOYBEANS 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
Objectives of Experiment 
l. What r.Ltte tire: -:>0s&ibiliriu o.:f gr01o1-ing con :.in.uo12,13 .5:C!,':­
'b� tor inc-eaa-s.i.n& soil. :ni i.�gen ii:ind. rt -r-J:i.a -same 
-r±me pflodlJae an • c�l ls:rrt: �h �ro_p? .APf!?"IO'Wlma'ttly 
one. pauru.1 or nitrogm'l i a  r.etu:rn�d -rc:i rhe soil "for 
each bushel of soybeans raised . 
2. Will disease and insects gradually build up in the 
�il i!nd PBr.litc:e yield.93 
3 .  Soyhea�� do -not �esptin_d to l�e qua.rrti.t::if!s of aoauper,.. 
nin.l n i "t:?"'Oi_i'm .l · • E- cw:;.n .. Co .il d: we _raise a.orrtinuous 
beans , cut down on the need for nitrogen fertilizer 
yet ine"Pea&e �i"'t:rogen �eserves ::friom symbioti� sey­
b@a:n.. n.i tro.r,_zr? 
Methods and Procedures 
July S ,  1978 
August 1, 1978 
August 21, 1978 
May 21 , 1979 
May 21 , 1979 
Varieties 
Hail storm completely destroyed corn 
and soybeans 
- Rotul"y (.tbGp_ped h:a.i.l dl!.ffl g.ed Ot'l;crn 
- Plowfill �-tl!.l. plo� area 
- F� tilizcd ail corn Afi� sovb�an p1.ci:s 
'tflth the .=1p.ecilie-Q feT.-tili:ze�. 
- f1llllti3d 1:01:1.n and soybean plc s 
- Corn - �� den tiarveHC ?SOO 
Insecticide - Thimet 15G (banded ) 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Soybeans - Wells 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded ) 
September 29, 1979 - Harvested plots 
Table 17 . Effect of Cropping Sequence on Yields of Soybeans 
and Corn 
Cro�2in& Sequence Fertilizer 
Continuous beans check 
Continuous beans Fertilized" 
Rotation beans & corn check 
Rotation beans & corn Fertilized Ur 
Bushels Corn 
i,e:r acre 
107 
114 
Bushels Beans 
Eer acre 
3 7  
37 
41 
44 
* Soybeans were fertilized with 75 lbs. of 8-32-16 ( oxide) ��r 
acre broadcast. 
** Corn was fertilized with 80-30-20 (oxide) broadcast and 
disked in. 
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Discueaicn and Interpretation of Table J7. 
No beans or corn were harvested from these plots in 1978 
due to the July 5 hail storm. 
So�ans ;i:n 110ta�ion yielded mo!"i? Than �ontilluous bean9. 
Th� ovm,ctll yields. dnd also the. d.i:ff e.rences wel"'-e ve-ry similar 
to t-llose- of l.91".  Perhaps yiald decl"ea a;i du� 'tG us·ng 
con-t im.201ni soybean, will crrabilize ra:t:.lln.r �11.?trl oontinu� on a 
downhill slide with each additional year. 
Th-Ere appear,l!d o he a yitlD in�eJse due. to -t'ertil.i:2e.J."I 
tt'eatlM!1u:. with rou�ion soybeans bu� not wi h eont:inuoun 
soyb-e;3ns. 
• • 
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ALFALFA VARIETY TRIAL 
G.  L. Holborn, J. G. Rose, T. J. Heilman, A. A. Boe 
The alfalfa variety trial includes 49 entries replicated three times. The 
plot was seeded May 2 ,  1974 , which followed a preplant application of eptam and 
10-30-0 (N-P-K) . Subsequent years a 0-90-30 (N-P-K) fertilizer was applied. 
The experimental design was a triple lattice. It was seeded with a V-Belt Drill 
in plots 4 feet wide and 20 feet long. 
Mean yields ranged from .82 to 1 . 21 tons per acre under a one harvest 
regime in 1975. Because of the drought, no harvests were made in 1976. tn 
1977 , 1978 and 1979 two harvests were _taken each year. !t should be noted that 
in 1977 the first harvest contributed on an average only 30 percent of the total 
yield. This harvest was made the first week in June and moisture was inadequate 
prior to this harvest. However, subsequent above average rainfall promoted 
vigorous regrowth. Total mean yields ranged from 1 .66 to 2.09 tons per acre. 
Valor and Vernal were the top yielding varieties in the teat in 1977. Nineteen 
seventy eight total mean yields ranged from 3 .30 to 4 .41  tons per acre. Titan 
and Waterman-Loomis 305 were the overall highest yielders while Dawson. Kanza and 
Ladak 65 were the highest yielding public varieties. Nineteen seventy nine 
total mean yields ranged from 3.29 to 5.32.  Klondike was the overall highest 
yielder, while Dawson and Vernal were the highest yielding public varieties. 
The top average yielders over four years and seven cuts were Klondike . Dawson, 
Waterman-Loomis 216 and Vernal. 
Precipitation was near average in both 1 978 and 1979. Nineteen seventy 
eight temperatures were only slightly below noraal but 1979 temperatures 
averaged nearly five degrees below normal through the growing season. 
Statistical values are listed below: 
Percent Ovlm bi'Y Toll ·�er Acre 
Stand 1975 1977 1978 1979 
1976 1 Cut 2 Cuts 2 euu 2 Cuts 
Mean 98 0.99 1 .88 3 . 79 4. 1 1  
LSD (0.05) ns 0.14 0.16  .66 .98 
c.v. % 2 9.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 
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Table 18. Alfalfa Variety Trial 
Percent oven Dry Tone 2er Acre 
Stand 1975 1977 1978 1979 
Source E.am 1976 l Cut 2 Cuts 2 Cute 2 Cuts 
Acco 235 99 1 .00 1 . 96 3.75 4 .63 
Acco 436 99 .87 1 . 70 3.49 3 .64 
As grow Aztec 99 . 98 1 . 88 3 .86 4 .34 
As grow Kodiak 99 1 .02 1. 77 3.66 3.29 
Barzan Flandria 98 .89 1 .73 3.30 .3 .51  
Barz an Norseman 98 1 . 16 1 .83 3.76 3.19 
Cal/West Bonus 99 .96 1 .  76 3.62 3.63 
Cal/West Vista 99 .85 1 . 96 3.34 4.07 
DeKalb 131 97 .95 1 .82 3 .38 4 . 10 
DeKalb 123 96 1 . 02 1 .89 4.00 4.21 
DeKalb 153 99 .en 1 .71  3.95 4.45 
FFR Tempo 99 .95 1.81  4 .03 4.03 
FFR Weevelchek 99 1 . 1 1  1 .97 3.81 3.82 
Farm Seed Research A-9 99 .89 1 .95 3.60 3 . 99 
Fartn Seed Research A-37 99 .99 1 .88 3.86 3.93 
Farm Seed Research A-40 99 .q6 1 . 92 3 .70 4.00 
Jacques J-60 98 1 .03 1 . 85 3.99 4.45 
Jacques J-70 99 .84 1 .82 3.46 4 . 19  
Jacques JX-80 99 . Q8 1 . 86 3.73 4 . 15 
Land O'Lakes-Felco Valor 99 1 . 09 2.06 3 .93 4.34 
Land O 'Lakee-Felco Pacer 97 I .06 1 .98 4.01 4.60 
Northrup, King Glacier 99 .82 1 .78 3.35 4.)5 
Northrup , King Thor 99 1 .04 1 . 88 3.73 4.71 
Northrup, King Warrior 97 .93 1 .85 3.76 3.93 
J. C. Robinson Gold n' Pure 99 . 9 1  1 .80 3.66 3.77 
North American PB Anchor 98 .87 2.01 ).97 4 .26 
North American PB Nugget 99 1 .08 1 . 92 4.01 3 .68 
North American PB Titan 99 1 . 21  1 .97 4.41 4 . 10 
Sexauer A-7 97 .93 1 .92 3.67 4.61 
Sexauer A-10 99 1 .08 1 . 96 3. 77 3.64 
Sexauer BH-22 99 1 . 14  1 . 99 3.99 4.45 
Security Langmeiller 97 .87 1 . 78 3.77 3.33 
Tewelee Klondike 97 1 .02 1 . 88 3.92 5.32 
Teweles Supers tan 97 .86 1 .83 3.66 3.83 
Teweles Americana 99 .86 1 .89 3.70 4.03 
Waterman-Loo11ie 215 99 1 .06 1 .67 3.80 4 . 30 
Waterman-Loo11ts 216 99 1 .08 1 . 72 4 . 13 4.77 
Waterman-Loomis 318 99 .97 1 .61 3.57 4 .05 
Wat e rman-Loo111ia 305 98 1 .09 1 .86 4.28 4.42 
Waterman-Loo111is 307 99 . 99 1 . 92 3.86 3.96 
FFR Scout 97 1 . 1 1  1 .89 3.68 3.57 
Funk' s  G-777 98 .83 1 .  76 3.88 3.58 
Agate 97 1 .01 2.00 3.76 4.67 
Dawson 97 1 .02 1 . 93 4.06 4.86 
Iroquois 97 1 .03 1 .90 3.81 4.59 
K.anza 97 .96 1 .78 4.02 3.41 
Ladak 65 98 1 . 10 I . 97 3.97 4.15  
Saranac 99 .96 1 .86 3.51 3 . 95 
Vernal 97 1 . 14 2.05 3.72 4.73 
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MOST PROFITABLE ROTATION 
B. La.wrensen and F. Shubeck 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. How much will commercial fertilizer increase net 
profits? 
2. Is it more profitable to add nitrogen from a commer­
cial �aura@ o� grow a ��glll'!l� in a r-::rta"tion? 
3'. Which i:}J:'Oppins.. :ie,:i__uam:..e -.n.lI bring L� graa."r�a!C n«:t 
returns? 
4. Will previous crops have much effect on the available 
moisture at spring planting time? 
Methods and Procedures 
July 5, 1978 - Hail sto:rn: completely destroyed all crops 
Aug. 1-2 ,  1976 - Rotary chopped all severely hail damaged 
crops 
Aug 18 , 1978 - Plowed all rotation crops 
April 23-24 - Performed all specified drill seeding of 
oats 
Variety - Noble (rate 2. 5 bu/acre) 
Sweet clover - Madrid 
Alfalfa - Vernal 
May 22 ,  1979 - Tandem disked and spike tooth harrowed 
all corn, soybean, and grain sorghum plots 
May 2 2 ,  1979  - Planted corn 
Variety - Pioneer 3732 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded ) 
Insecticide - Dyphonate 20G (banded) 
May 23 , 1979 - Planted all soybean plots 
Variety - Wells 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded ) 
June 4, 1979 - Planted all grain sorghum plots after tillage 
Variety - NK 2023 
Herbicide - Bexton 20G (banded ) 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG (banded for green­
bug control) 
Cultivation of corn , soybeans , grain solghum plots - twice 
A1.1gust 1 
October 1 
October 26 
November 7 
- Harvested oats 
- Harvested soybeans 
- Harvested grain sorghum 
- Harvested corn 
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Table 19, Effect of Cropping Sequence and Fertilizer 
Cropping Sequence 
1 Continuous corn 
l Continuous corn 
2 Corn-oats 
2 Corn-oats 
3 Corn-corn-Oats+alf hay 
3 Corn-corn-oats+alf hay 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
5 Corn-soybean-oats 
6 Corn-oats-soybeans 
6 Corn-oats-soybeans 
7 Continuous grain sorghum 
7 Continuous grain sorghum 
Crop 
Receiving 
Fertilizer 
- - -
Corn 
- - -
Corn 
Oats 
- - -
Corn 
Corn 
Oats 
Alf resid. 
- - -
Oats 
Corn 
- - -
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
- - -
Corn 
Oats 
Soybeans 
- - -
Sorghum 
Fertilizer 
lbs/A 
N + p + l( 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
30 + 7 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
6 +11 +10 
15 +26 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
30 + 7 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
6 +11 +10 
30 + 7 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
20 + 7 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 
on Crop Yield, 1979 
N 1st 2nd 
Side Year Year Soy- Sor-
Dress Oats Corn Corn beans ghwn Hay 
lbs/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Tons/A 
119.0 
70 137. 0 
58.0 107.0 
70 131. 0 
75.0 
71.0 120,0 130,0 0. 71 
132.0 
70 138,0 
92.0 
0. 92 
55. 0 104.0 
6 5. 0  
113.0 
6 2.0 118.0 37.0 
70 136.0 
48 . o  
83.0 
58.0 128 , 0  40.0 
5 5  137.0 
84.0 
46.0 
86.0 
70 102 . o  
Dl�cuasio� and Interpret3tion 01 Table 1�. 
Note the yield of corn in rotation 6, where corn followed 
&c,yb�. Unfer-cili�cl ,:plcr-s yi.t!ld-ed ..i...28 b.ishe..:. per a.e-r'e , 
Fcwti.J..i.2.e:r, appl.i(!atlana i..n.arl!aSrui th� •field 9 b\.i.sn l maria � 
The crop after soybeans is in a favored spot in the rotation. 
Seeding and insect problems limited yield of alfalfa. 
Soybeans gave a strong response to fertilizer. In pre­
v-iou fi JI!_�� there w-ru: iii , rly consiutan"t incT''aa fJli? .n becm 
yields due to �e  but tn� .m.agnifud� was less th!m. in 
1 97 9 .  
Fertilizer increased yields of grain sorghum. 
sorghum yields were not as high as those of corn. 
years, sorghum has produced more grain than corn. 
Over-all 
In dryer 
Unfertilized oats yielded 6 2  bushels per acre when they 
followed soybeans. This is about 4 bushels more than in the 
corn-oats sequence (rotation 2). Use of legumes and fertilizer 
were successful for increasing oats yields as much as 26 
bushels (rotation 6). 
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Fert i l izer Rates on Sunfl owers 
Q .  s. K ingsley 
OBJECTIVE: Determine the most favorable fert i l ity level for sunflower produc­
tion. 
CROP YEAR HISTORY: 
RESULTS : 
Pl anted: May 16 Harvested: Sept. 28 
Variety: I nterstate 894 Repl ications: Four (4) 
Soil Preparat ion: Chisel plow and disk 
P lant Population: 16,000 per acre. 36-i nch rows 
Fert i l i ty:  0-0-0; 0-20-0; 20-20-0; 40-20-0 and 80-20-0 
{al l starter appl ied). 
Herbicide: Tolban. 1 qt/A disked in  
I nsect icide:  None Cultivations: One 
Rai nfal l :  May 16 to Sept. 28 - 12.38 inches 
Soil Type: Viborg s i lty cl ay loam 
Table 20. Fert i l ity Levels for Sunfl ower Production, SESD 
Research Station, Beresford. SO - 1979. 
Treatment 
Lbs/A Yield 
N-P20s-K20 Lbs/A 
0-0-0 1790.8 
0-20-0 1880. 5  
20-20-0 1826.3 
40-20-0 1893.4 
80-20-0 1971.5 
LSD(.aS) l3J.� 
CV 6.5 
1 
O i  1 
45.2 
44. 1 
43.9 
44 .1  
45.0 
Al l yields corrected to 10% moisture. 
Test 
Weight 
31.2 
30.8 
30.5 
30.6 
30.4 
DISCUSSION: 
This exp:ertant was J'llan e<1 �a.Y 16 when the soi l  temperature and mofsture 
'were tJde.quate: for r«p:td gemlrrrnr.,n. A preplant weed control usfng Tolban at 1 
quart per au-e or Vz JtllUltd ctu:1 1ngreclient was appl ied and disked 1n  twice. 
The fert 1 l i ie� wa, applted ar pl antfng time 2 i nches to the side and 2 i nches 
bel ow  the saed5 No fllSf!ctic1de wa-� applied on the sunflower plants. 
The yield difference between fert i l i zer amounts in 1979 were smal l  and not 
s f9-nffi,eot1y different.. The largest difference i n  yield occurred between the 
Q-QwD aJtd 80-20-Q rreatme"ts-. A 11e1d difference of 180.7 pounds may be attri­
buted co 1!'Jle appHc�tf011 of nitrogen aria phosphorus. This increase dfd not pay 
for ttte cost or th-e -rem l 1 zer. but re�dual fert i l ity may be left for next 
years crop. The res idual left after the 80-20-0 treatment was 63 pounds of 
nitrate nitrogen, 70 pounds of phosphorus and 870 pounds of potassium 1n the top 
2 feet of soil. 
An oats haylage program would fit wel l fol l owing sunflowers. I n  thi s  way. 
the vol unteer sunflowers would be cut down and add to the bulk. Late dough oats 
plus the vol unteer sunflowers contains about 7.5 percent protein. Some wi lt ing 
f s needed. 
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Sunflower Varieties 1979 
Q. s. Ki ngsley 
OBJECTIVE: To test vari ous sunflower varieties grown i n  the state for yield and 
percent oi l content. 
CROP YEAR HISTORY:  
RESULTS: 
P lanted: May 16 Harvested= Sept. 28 
Variety: Various Ferti l izer: 80-20-0 
Repl ications: Four (4)  Soil P reparat ion: Chisel pl ow and disk 
Herbicide: Tolban. 1 qt/A disked in  
I nsecticide: None 
P l ant Population: 16 ,000 plants/A in  36-fnch rows 
Cultivations: One 
Soi l Type: Viborg silty cl ay loam 
Rai nfal l :  May 16 to Sept. 28 - 12.38 i nches 
Table 21. Sunflower Varieties, National Tri al s, SESD 
Research Station, Beresford, 1979. 
Oil Seed 
Varteey 
f/A 
RBA 300G 2124 
Sun Hi S 301A 2116 
Dahl gren 844 2116 
Sheyenne 898 2071 
Golden Harvest 10 2051 
I nterstate 7775 2045 
Dahl gren 704 2031 
RBA 4000 2017 
Sunbred 254 2006 
Sheyenne 893 1992 
Jacques 501 1939 
Master Fanner 700 1913 
Hysun 101 1907 
Hybrid  894 1899 
Cenex 897 1877 
Cenex 907 1877 
Cal/West 034 1873 
Sun Hi S304 1873 
Cargi l l  204 1848 
S1gco 241A 1814 
4 Winds 900 1814 
I nterstate 3107 1795 
4 Winds nooc 1795 
Sigco 894A 1781 
Cargi l l  205 1775 
Sunbred 265 1769 
Jacques 701 1749 
Master Farmer 800 1735 
Hybrid 903 1690 
Golden Harvest 20 1670 
�v.erage, 1ffi 
LSD{ .05) 200 
CV 8.2 
SESD Beresforci­
D[¥Eimd 
All yields corrected to 101 1TOisture. 
30 
Tecit Wt� 
11 .. -s 
32.4 
31.5 
32.5 
31.6 
32.3 
31.3 
31.0 
32.9 
33.0 
31.4 
32.0 
32.5 
31.3 
31 .2  
31.7 
32.0 
31.4 
31.8 
33.2 
31.0 
32.8 
32.5 
31.0 
32.6 
32.7 
32.3 
31.7 
31.2 
32.3 
SOLAR CORN DRYING 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
0�jactives oi Exoe�.inmnt 
l. Demonstrate feasibility of using a solar-heat low­
temperature drying bin to dry corn in southeastern 
South Dakota. 
2. Assist manufacturer in designing and manufacturing 
an improved solar collector. 
3. Compare costs and energy from solar drying to other 
methods of drying corn. 
Methods and Procedures 
A 23. 5 foot diameter metal drying bin was constructed in 
1976 with a capacity of 5000 bushels. A 10 H.P. centrifugal 
fan and a 20 kilowatt electric heater were installed. A 
black-coated metal solar collector was mounted on the southern 
two thirds of the drying bin wall. Air was drawn from between 
the solar collector and the wall of the bin into a "fan house". 
From there it is blown under a perforated floor in the bin 
and up through the shelled corn. The solar collector was 
factory-built and features a black, co-polymer plastic coating 
which is expected to be longer lasting than black paint. 
The bin was loaded four different times. Three "fills0 
were dried and the fourth left in the bin to be dried in the 
spring when air temperatures rise above S0° F. The third fill 
was high lysine corn that was raised on the Farm. This is the 
first year an attempt was made to dry more than one fill. 
Table 22. KWH Used for Drying Corn in the Solar Bin 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
filling fill ins fillins filling 
Fan 6410 4660 2350 
Stirring augers 200 390 30 
Heating unit 7090 6400 2920 - -
Total KWH used 13,700 11,450 5300 
Date filled Oct. 16 Nov. 16 Dec . 10 Dec. 28 
Date emptied Nov. 16 Nov. 21 Dec . 26 
Daye drying time 31 5 16 
31 
Table 23. Bushels of Corn Dried and .KWH Used Per Bushel 
Wet bushels in binl 
Dry bushels taken from bin2 
\ Shrink3 
\ Moisture corn at filling 
% Moisture corn when removed 
I Moisture removed 
KWH used 
Cost per bushel4 
Cost per bushel pointS 
l - lbs. wet corn + 56 lbs. 
2 - lbs. dry corn � 56 lbs. 
1st 
fill 
� 6 94 
3805  
18.9 
26. 2 
15. 0  
11.2 
13700 
$.067 
$.006 
2nd 
fill 
3 2 9 3  
3075 
6. 6 
2 2 . S  
16. 0  
6. 5  
11450 
$. 080 
$.012 
3rd 
fill 
119'+ 
1024 
14. 2 
25.6 
14. 2 
11. 4 
5300 
$. 102 
$. 009 
3 - (bu. wet corn - bu. dry corn) + bu. wet corn 
4 - (KWH x .023)  � wet bushels 
5 - cost per bushel + moisture removed 
Discussion and Interpretation of Tables 22  S 13 �  
4th 
fill 
2848 
2 2. 8  
'fne cos-r _p@r poitrt of- .mois'tW"i! oveu £nnr �eb 1)uc-ht.J 
v�.ie1l with air rerrr:p@"fla:t:.ut"e· and am.DLL"l"t of £lll'lshine necai,.-.ed 
during each of the three periods. 
Cost per bushel for electricity for drying the three fills 
was 6.7, 8.0, and 10. 2  cents respectively. 
The cost per point of moisture removed in each bushel was 
0. 6 for the 1st fill t 1. 2 for the 2nd fill, and 0. 9 cents for 
the- i:bird.. Th� COSl: per- pol:r.t f-.,r --he 151:" fill ( Jt::. 115 -
f.J'{)V. 16  J wa� s-ir:r.ilu to t:ha:t of i;he :;i�st and o.nly fill ir1 
1977. 
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TILL.AGE TREATMENTS WITH DB.YI.AND COBN-SOYBUNS ROTATION 
Beresford, South Dakota 
1979 (first year) 
!XPERIKBNTAL ?LAN 
Shallow Tillage Treatments: 
(a) Plow treatment: spring moldboard plow. diek twice and drag 
(b) Chisel treatment :  fall chisel plow. spring disk twice and drag 
(c) Disk treatment:  spring disk twice and drag 
(d) � treatment ; shallow spring roto-till 
Deep Tillage Treatments: 
(a) S treatment:  fall subsoil 
(b) N treatmentt  not subsoil 
Soil: well drained loam. 
RESULTS (Bushel Per Acre Yields) 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
_ _ _ __ _  s_ _ _ _  ! _ __ ____ _ _  s_ _  .. __ ! _ _ _ _ _  s_ _ _ _  ! _ __ __ _ ! _ __ _ __  Nr.-. "'""" 
Rep 1 92.56 
Rep 2 80.75 
Rep 3 107.09 
Rep 4 105.47 
91.07 
96.81 
92.16 
99.03 
Avg. 96.47 94 . 77 
Total Avg. 95.62 
Plow 
92.10 99.19 
98.60 100.37 
98.24 97.03 
94.76 92.ll 
95.93 97.18 
96.56 
SOYBEANS 
Chia el 
102.15 
109.45 
98.26 
95.88 
104 .65 
106.43 
96.09 
92.88 
101.44 100.01 
100.73 
Disk 
108 . 79 
101.42 
106.59 
107 .53 
107 .37 
96.64 
102.98 
104 .57 
106.08 102.89 
104.49 
Roto 
6 ._r S .i S lt S N 
- - - - - � - - - - - - - - - � - - - · - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - -
Rep 1 44.72 41.07 34.84 37 .34 45. 93 43.50 51.05 48.63 
Rep 2 44.83 39.94 45.86 44.39 47.15 45.81 48.55 53.32 
Rep 3 47 .37 49.78 33.53 41.07 44. 72 45.96 47.04 45. 71 
Rep 4 47.40 43.56 48.39 39.86 46.02 44.55 40.18 41.14 
Avg. 46.08 43.59 40.66 40.67 45.96 44.96 46.71 47.20 
Total Avg. 44.83 40.66 45.46 46.96 
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OC>m: wkoiled 99.98 
not aubeoiled 98.71 
Soybean•: aul>eo Ue4 44. 85 
aot wbeoiled 44.11 
ABALYSIS or IISULTS 
� � u •tulst'iceJ 1:r 1ipJ.fic:anc � dillcrenc: � due to �:U.lap .:at. du:i 
B couflde:ace:. lfi"el, Cana!idad.a,& tha rut&lts, le ,um 'ba .ab111w.ed. that ��1Ihg 
did aot appear to affect yielde to any areat e:stent. It can .iao be ob•erved 
that the •ballowe.at tillage treataea.te (DISI. and BOTO) appeared to be •• good 
or b4atter than the aoaevhat deeper tillage treat.lllmte (PLOW and CHISEL) from the 
ataDclpoht of yield. 
DPlllIMIRT STATION PBOJICT 
h'oject 7.5S, !valuation. and Development of Equipaen.t for Reduced Tillage Systeaa. 
PIISOHHBL 
Project l'Aader: Toa S. Cbi•bola, Agricultural 'ED.gilleer:lAg Department 
Principal Cooperator : Freel E. Shubeck, Plant Science Department 
STANDARD VARIETY SMALL GRAIN TRIALS 
J. J. Bonnemann 
Three spring small grain trials were seeded at the South­
east Experiment Farm in 1979 - barley, oats , and spring wheat. 
The trials were seeded on April 21, ' 1979. Conditions 
were most favorable for the oats as yields of all entries aver­
aged over 99 Bu/A. The average of all barley varieties was 
abatLt: ij-1 Bu/ A and the -sy.riin r.4l'1eats: averagoo a:l:x:n ... � 3 2 BiJ/-A. 
�f!. barley yi,eld:.5 m.rffi!:'l!d mo.st: £� �he pnri.Qd.& of high 
temperatures although test weights were good. Spring wheats 
wer� mos1: a::=fru:ten ii't 'the fl Jing f:I.T-i1g_e .as ha t:e..s"t wei6m 
civeraga _fOl"I t!\ll e.ntria--6 1iila= o.nl.y 51 1 IA. Harvert WiU:3 eom­
_pl0:.ted by late_ Ju.l.y. 
The data included in this report are bushels per acre, 
test weight, and the available &everal-year averages. Results 
are found in tables 24, 25 , & 26. 
Table 24. 1979 Standard Variety Oat Trials 
Bushels per acre Test Weight 
Variety 1977 1978 1979 J.97  9 
Burnett ,a_ 87.5 36 
Holden 98 . 0  38 
Nodaway 70 107.0 40 
Freker 94.8 37 
Chief 101+.3 3 7  
Otee 95.8 3 5  
Dal 87. 2 3 5  
Noble 101.8 3 7  
Stout 102.6 34 
Spear 99.7 37 
Lyon 98 . 3  36 
Bates 103. 6 3 7  
Wright 93.4 37 
Otana 94.0 37 
Lancer 105. 6  3 8  
Lang 94.6 35 
Benson 95.8 35 
Moore 101+.3 35 
Marathon 90.0 3 3  
E-77 90.l 38 
Mean 99.2 3 6  
LSD .05 7 .0 
CV - \ 5 . o  
a - 1977 trial lost to residual herbicide damage 
b - 1978 trial was hailed out 
3 5  
Table 25 . 1979 Standard Variety Barley Trials 
Bushels per acre Test Weight 
Variety 1977 1978 1979 2 yr 1979 2 yr 
Liberty 34.6 a 34.l 34.4 47 44 
Firlbecks III 37.9  4 11 . 3  41.1 Sl so 
Larker 2 7 . ll  47 .4  3 7 . 4  50 43 
Primus II 26.9 3 5 . 5  31. 2 4 9  45 
Bonanza 2 2 . 6  42 . 6  32 . 6  IJ 8  44 
Prilar 25 . &J  3 9 . l  3 2 . 2  lf8 42 
Beacon 25 . 3  40 .0  3 2 . 6  46 41 
Park 4 2 . 8  47 
Glenn 41.7  4 5  
Mor ex 2 6 . 8  41 . 8  34 . 3  47 41 
Menu et so.o 51 
Mean 40. 7  4 9  
LSD .05 8.6 
CV - I 15.0  
a - 1978 crop hailed out 
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Table 26. 1979 Standard Variety Spring Wheat Trials 
Bushels per acre Test Weight 
Variety 1977 1978 1979 2 yr 1979 2 yr 
Standard/mid-tall 
Fortuna 23.3 a 33 . 6  28.4 61 5 9  
Chris 20.0 31.1 25.5 59 5 8  
Waldron 26.6 33.3 29.9 58 5 7  
Eureka 24.l 34 . 0  29.0 59 59 
Butte 10.8 39.3 30.4 62 5 8  
James 14.9 35.1 25.0 5 9  5 6  
Coteau 21.7 30 . 2  25.9 60 59 
Semi-dwarfs 
Era 23 . 0  30.2 26.6 59 58 
ws 1809 26.4 31. 0 28 . 7  58 57 
Wared 3 4 . 4  59 
Olaf 26.4 32.3 2 9 . 3  60 5 9  
Kitt 30.l 34 . 3  32.2 5 9  58 
Bounty 309 26.3 33.3 29.8 5 9  57 
Profit 7 5  19 . 9  28.8 24 . 3  5 8  58 
Prod ax 35.9 26.0 30.9 5 4  SS  
Pro tor 26.2 36.0 26.l 59 59 
Angus 26.S 3 3 . S  29.S 61 59 
Len 35. 1 53 
Funks W444 20.1 29.1 24.6 59 5 6  
ws 25 20.7 29.1 24.9 58 58 
Solar 32.2 60 
Sexauer Aim 36.9 60 
Sexauer 906-R 24 , 0  55 
Mean 3 2 . 3  5 8  
LSD .05 5.6 
CV - \ 12.3 
a - 1978 crop was hailed out 
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CORN PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
J. J.  Bonnemann 
.Eighty-nine pl"'Opritft:ary dn1i expe�imerrtal corn hyb�ids. 
were i.ncludm:i .. JI th.E 197� earn p-erfarmance trial. :t: t'llia South­
east Experiment Farm. 
'I'h9- i:orn wa.a drilled in single J"0\.18, 32 f�l l.ong ., Ji 
i.nche..s pa 1: on May 16. 1.97 9 �  Two se�ding �t:es were. estab­
lis'ned wi'th . intl counu of l6  700 and g ,3GS  plants pe'!" aCT'e. 
No statiB�ic.al. cilJ"ference WAS feund in favQr of either popn­
irtLcm, so 1:he yie.lc:l v-e:port,:i,,i is he. mun of 1:he 't"WO seed.i.:ng 
ratea. Harvest waa b) pi�Y..!!r- 3heller on October 25, 1979. 
The trial mean yield was 1�8.7 Bu/A of No. 2 shelled 
corn. The 'O:pt!n _·all • ermi-:-te:t tne �ts .o £Lll.i.y cta•,-e:lop .:, 
however, i.t slowed dry dowu 01 1:ne ear� and stalks. 'The 
QVl!l"age !!U:Jisture ln t:he. sh�leo. c_M\ dt ha.t"Ves-T wa.s 7u . 7 
Additional information will be found in the upcoming 
circular, 1979 Corn Performance Trials. The trial results 
are presented in Table 27. 
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Table 27. Corn Performance Trials, Area E. , Beresford, SD 
Type Pct .  Pct. Pct. 
and Yield Root Stalk Ears Percent Performance 
Brand and Variety Cross BIA Lodged Lodged Dropped Moisture Score Rating 
Pride 7715 L 2X 179.3 0.0 0.6 o . o  28.3 l Curry 50-1505 L 2X 176. 4 o . o  0.6 o . o  29.3 2 Mc Curdy MSX 84 L 2X 171.9 o . o  2.5 o . o  27.9 4 
SDAES EX 108 M 2X 169.l o . o  5. 3 o . o  27.8 9 
Northrup King PX74 L 2X 168.9 o . o  o . o  o . o  27.7 6 Acco UC8201 L 2X 168 . 3  0.0 0.7 o . o  27. 9  8 
P-A-G SX333 L 2X 167.5 o . o  1.9 o.o 29. 1  12 
RBA 111 L 2X 165.9 o.o l. 3 o . o  27.1 11 
Sokota TX180 L 2X 165.2 o . o  1.3 o . o  28.3 13 
Kaltenburg KX 5 8  M 2X 164.3 o . o  1.9 o . o  21.8 3 
Cargill 949 L M2X 163. 8 0.0 o . o  0 . 0  28.2  lS  
Northrup King PX72 L 2X 163. 8 o . o  1. 3 o . o  30.4 20 
Funks G-4507 L 2X 162.7 o .o  4. 5 o . o  29.4 24 
Sokota TS62A M 2X 160.l 0.0 1.3 o . o  20. 8 5 
w Cenex 2380 L 2X 159.9 0.0 2 . s  o . o  27. 3  21 
ID RBA Super 4 L 2X 159.3 o . o  2 . 6  0 . 0  26 . 8  22 
Wilson 1800 L 2X 159.3 o . o  3.9 o . o  28 .l 29 
Funks G-4323 M M2X 158.9 o . o  o . s  o . o  20.6 7 
He Curdy 5596 H 2X 158 . 8  o . o  l. 3 0 . 0  21.9 10 
De Kalb XL-62AA L 2X 157.0 o . o  0.6 0.0 26.6 25 
Sokota TX82 L 2X 156. 4 0.0 1.3 0.0 28.7 3 9  
Curry SC-150 L 2X 156. l o . o  o.o o . o  27.9 3 6  
Mc Curdy MSX 77 L 2X 155. S 0.0 3. 8 o . o  27. 1 3 8  
Curry SC-1455 M 2X 155. 4 0.0 1.3 0.0 23.4 17 
Kaltenburg KX76 L 2X 154 . 8  0.0 0.6 0.0 28.9 43 
Blaney B606 M 2X 154.6 o . o  o . o  0.0 22.0 16 
Blaney 8507 H 2X 154.0 o . o  o.o 0.0  21.1 14 
Lynks LX4305 L 2X 153. l 0.0 1.9 0.0 23.7 26 
Northrup King PX69A L 2X 152. 7 0.0 1.9 0.0 24. 0 30 
Lynks LX4220A H 2X 152.6 o . o  0.6 o . o  22.3 19 
Curry TC-341 L 3X 152.0 o . o  2. 0 o . o  26.8 46 
T!rojan TXS llSA L 2X 151. 9 o . o  1. 3 0 .0  28. S 55 
Funks G-4449 L 2X 151. S o . o  1.3 0.0 23.9 32 
Disco SX-24 M 2X 151.3 o . o  0.6 o . o  23.0 27 
Kal tenburg K>.:68 M 2X 151.1  o . o  0 . 7  0 . 0  21.7 23 
Curry SC-1444 M 2X 150 . 9  o . o  l.3 0.0 20.7 18 
Table 21. Continued 
'""Typ� Pat� •�:t ·  Pet -
and Yield Root Stalk Ears Percent Perforppnce 
Brand and Variety Cross BIA Lodged Lodged Dropped Moisture Score Rating 
SOA&S Check 1 L 2X 150.9  o .o  1.3 o . o  28 .7  57 
Cargill 924 H H2X 150.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.9 33 
Acco UC7951 L 2X 150 . 5  0.0 3.9 0.0 29.8 65 
Cargill 872 M M2X 150 . 5  0.0 2.6 0.0 23.0 35 
Fontanelle 420 M 2X 150.1 o . o  0.7 0.0 23.0 31 
P-A-G SX397 M 2X 149.3 0.0 4. 5 o . o  2 2 . 9  40 
Acco UCIJ201 H 2X 149.1 0.0 1.9 0.0 25.9 54 
De Kalb XL-54 M 2X 148.5 0.0 o . o  0.0 25.S 51 
Wil"son l400A M 2X 148.1 o . o  1.9 o . o  21. 9  36 
Lynks LJC4120 M 2X 147.6 o . o  0.6 0.0 20.6 28 
De K�lb XL-SSA M 2X 147.6 0.0 3.9 o . o  22.9 4 5  
Mc Curdy 647 5 H 2X 147.S o . o  0.6 0.0 24. 6  52 
Mc Curdy MSX 60 L 2X 147.4 0.0 0 . 6  0 . 0  26.3 5 6  
hide 7710 L 2X 147.l o . o  o . o  o . o  30.0 74  
Asgrow RXS49 M 2X 146.9 o . o  0. 1 o . o  2 3 .  4J 49 
+ Jacques JX180 L 2X 146.6 0.0 1.5 o . o  2 8  ;0 68 0 
Cargill 934 L 2X 146.6 o . o  1.3 o . o  26.2 5 9  
Cenex 2157 M 2X 146.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.3 37 
Fontanelle 430 M 2X 145.9 0.0 0 . 6  0 . 0  21. 9 42 
Curry SC-1422 M 2X 145.8 0.0 o . o  0.0 23.0 47 
Blaney B606 EWX M 2X 145.3 o . o  2.6 0.0 20.7 41 
Cornelius C39SX M 2X 145 . 0  0.0 2.1 0.0 22.2 50 
Fontanelle 1*50 L 2X 144.7 0.0 0.6 0.0 27.1 70 
Asgrow RX90 L 2X 1114.7 0.0 5.1 0.0 28.7 77 
P-A-G SX249 M M2X 144 . 2  o .o  1 . 3  o . o  24. 5 58 
RBA 104 M 2X 143.6 0.0 o . o  0.0 21.1 44 
Pride 6678 L 2X 143.1 0 . 0  3.2 o .o  23.9 60 
Trojan T 1120 L 2X 142.9 o.o 1 + 3  0 . 0  27 . 6  7 5  
Sokota TX64 L 2X 142.8 o . o  1.3 o .o  20. 6  48 
Funks G-41*44 M 2X 142 . 2  o .o  o .o  o .o  21. 2  53 
Pride 6609 M 2X 141. 7  o .o  6 . 3  o . o  23. 3  7 1  
P-A-G SX277 M M2X 141.5 o . o  1 . 4  o .o  24.3 67 
Western ,kX-70 L 2X 14·1 . S o . o  2.0 0.0 28 . 1  8 1  
Mc Curdy 7 6-99 L 3X 141.4 o.o 1.3 0.0 24. 4  6 9  
Acco UC660l L 2X 141.l o .o  0.7 o . o  24.7 7 2  
De �lb XL-32AA M 2X 140.4 o . o  1 . 3  o .o  23.0 64 
Table 27 . Continued 
Type Pct. Pct. Pct. 
and Yield Root Stalk Ears Percent Performance 
Brand and Variety Cross BIA Lodged Lodged Dropped Moisture Score Rating 
Jacques JX 177 H 2X 13 9.9 0 .0 o. 7 0.0 22. 7 63 
Trojan T 1058 M 2X 139.l o.o 2.0 o . o  21. 7 6 2  
Fontanelle 400 M 2X 139.0 o . o  0. 6 o.o 2 1 .  8 61 
P-A-G 547 M 3X 137 . 3  o . o  1. 3 o .o 23.9 7 6  
Cargill 892 M M2X 137 . 1  o.o 1.3 o .o  24.9 7 9  
Northrup King PX49 M 2X 137.1 0.0 1 .  9 o .o  21.6 7 3  
Disco SX-18 M 2 X  136.l  0.0 3.8 0 .0 23.0 7 8  
De Kalb XL-2SA M 2X 135.7 o .o  1.3 o �o  1 9 . 9  66 
Northrup King PX603 M 3X 134.7 o . o  3 . 2  O « O  24 , , 5 8 3  
Acco UC3301A M 2X 134.6 o . o  1 . 3  O � O  23 , 3  80  
Cenex 2371 L 2X 133.2 o . o  0. 1 o . o  27.3 86 
Trojan TXS 102 M 2X 130.4 0.0 2.6 o.o 21.3 8 2  
SDAES Check 2 L 2X 128.8 0.0 4 . 7  o .o  21 .. 2 8 4  
Wilson 1016 E 2X 127.4 o . o  1 . 9  o .o  2 2 . 8  8 7  
.f: SDAES Check 3 M 2X 119.4 o . o  0.6 0.0 17 .. 2 85 
t-' Western l<X-620 L 2X 117 . l  o.o 2.6 o.o 28 � 4  88 
SDAES Ex 109 M 2X 102.9 o . o  1 .  3 o � o  23.7 8 9  
Mean 148 . 7  1.6 24 _ .., 
LSD ( . OS )  16. 7  CV = a.o, 
SOYBEAN PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
J. J. Bonnemann and G. w. Erion 
Two soybean trial sites are located in Southeastern South 
Dakota. Group II  and Group III t Northern Uniform and Northern 
Uniform Preliminary Tests are grown at . these sites. These 
trials include entries from USDA and State breeders in the 
major soybthlfl :J)'rOducin-g s1:a1:e:s: i1md 1:'h y scn,-ee:n -pa wntia.J.. nc:w 
-publ.ie It-elea.fflH. . Standal."ld vari ties .!J\tl p't"'OpJ1ietary -en t:::rf e5< 
are also included in the trials at these sites. The proprie­
tary entries, varieties, or blends, are the choice of the 
pa.rticipa.:tUtg Qo.mpa.oies and a n"1ninal fee iR c.l'targem O p�­
tially offs�t 't.ri.al �OSTS, 
The trials were seeded at the SE Farm and Elk Point on 
Hay 24 and May 25, respectively. Harvest was on October 16-17 
at Elk Point and October 17-19 at the SE Farm. Rain inter­
rupted harvest at the SE Farm . 
Excellent yields were obtained at the Southeast Experiment 
Farm while yields at Elk Point were somewhat less. The average 
yields were 54. 3 and 42. 0 Bu/A at the SE Farm and Elk Point, 
respectively. Precipitation distribution caused some stress 
at Elk Point. September was above normal for temperature at 
both sites and a killing frost did not occur until mid-October. 
The extended growing period permitted the later maturing entries 
to m�ture and produce good yields. 
Many public and proprietary entries yielded very well. 
Corsoy has the best long-term average of the public Group II 
soybeans at the SE Farm. Several lines just released also had 
excellent yield records in 1979, most of them later in maturity 
than Corsoy. 
The Group III soybeans have a better yield record at Elk 
Point for the past several years. We have not had an early 
killing frost during this period and this has permitted the 
later maturing soybeans to mature and produce better yields. 
Several newly released lines also had excellent yields at 
Elk Point in 1979. When soybeans are drilled in narrow rows, 
7 to 9 inches apart, and a good fertility and chemical weed 
control program are used , some of the new semi-dwarf soybeans 
may do quite well. These semi-dwarfs were developed for 
high yield environments in solid seedings, not for rows 30 
or more inches apart. 
The yields and other agronomic data from the trials are 
shown in Tables 28, and 29 , for c�nterville and Elk Point, 
respectively. Results of all soybean performance trials 
are avilable in Plant Science Pamphlet #Sl, 1979 Soybean 
Performance Trials. 
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Table 28. 1979 Soybean Performance Trial, Southeast Experiment farm, Beresford, SD 
1979 Field Data 
-----�--------�-�--- ------ Average Yield in Bu/acre Identification of Maturity Plant 100 seed - -----.----p.; --- ------
Entriesl Date Hei&ht weight 1979 1975-79C 1977-79C 
Standard Varieties (mo-day) (inches) (grams) 
Entr_y 
Days· to Maturi Sy Mature2 Grou;e 
a 
Swift 0 0 9-21 32 17.4 42.8 Weber { I. C. )  + 7 l 9-23 31 15.8 53. 9 
Coles + 10 I 9-24 35 20. 3 52. 6 50. 7 Hare or + 10 II 9-24 36 17. 0 52.6 38. 6 53.6 
Hodgson 7 8  + 6 I 9-24 3 3  18.5  4 9 .  3 
Vickery + 10 II 9-24 3 4  16. IJ  46.0 
Corsoy 79 + 10 II 9-25 36 17. 2 53.l 
Hark + 11 I 9-25 37 17. 1  46 . 9  32. 8 45. 4 
Corsoy + 10 I I  9-26 36 17.8 5 5 . 2  37.0 52 . 1  + Wells II + 12 I I  9-27 34 19. 3 54. 3 w 
Nebsoy + 13 I I  9-28 36 21. 7 56. 2 
Sloan + 15 II 9-28 34  21. 3 52.3 55. 6 
Beeson 80 + 16 II 9-29 34 21.5 59.1 
Century + 15 II 10-2 37 21. 8 56. 1 
Amcor + 18 I I  10-2 39 19.5 62.2 
Wayne + 24 III 10-3 38 20.0 51.1 37.6 49. S 
Woodworth + 25 III 10-3 40 16.4  56.6 37.8 53 . 2  
Will + 24 III 10-3 39 19.0 54. 7 
Cumberland + 27 III 10-6 37 21.6 54. 4 
Proprietary Entries : 
Bt"and Entr� b 
Peterson Brand lOSP (B) II 9-24 3 5  17.2 52.8 38. l  51. 2 
Pfizer PGI CXl55 I-II 9-24 3 7  17 . 1  43.9 I.J4. 7 
Pfizer PGI CB200(B) I-II 9-24 37 17 . 4  50.6 
NAPB Agripro 18 ( 8 )  I I  9-24 36 18.0 49.9 
NAPB Agripro AP200 I I  9-211 3 6  18. 7 52. 7 
NAPB Agripro AP22SC II 9-24 35 20.9 50.1 
Table 28 . Continued 1979 Soybeans , 
Identificatfon of 
Entries 
Propt:'ietary Entries : ( cont ' d )  
Brand Entry 
ACCO 201 C B )  
NAPB Migro HP 20-20 
Hy-Vigor Rowtunda ( I . C.) 
Pride B216 
Peterson Brand 3100 C B) 
Peterson Brand 2477 
Hy-Vigor 900 (B)  
Northrup King Sl492 
... Pride B220 ... Pfizer PGI 2ER-75 ( B )  
Jacques Jl04 C B) 
Hy-Vigor 903 ( B )  
Hy-Vigor 905 ( B )  
Northrup King S 1474 
Northrup King S 2596 
Peterson Variety 2877 
Curry C-210A 
Northrup King Multi 52 ( B )  
SRF 200 
Fontanelle 4444 
Hy-Vigor 907 ( B )  
NAPB Higro HP 25-25 
Curry C-300B ( B )  
Peterson Brand 3105 ( B )  
Beresford , SD 
., .. 
1979 Field Data 
�--...---------------
Maturity Plant 100 seed 
Date Height weight 
(mo-day ) Cinches ) (grams) 
Maturity 
Group3 
6Ccont 'd) 
II 9-24 37 1 9 . 1  
9-24 35 20.3 
II 9-24 3 4  20.0 
II 9-25 36 18 . 4  
II 9-25 37 17. 8 
I I  9-25 35 17. 9 
II 9-25 3 6  18.8 
II 9-26 34 18 . 4  
II 9-26 37 18.9 
II 9-26 38 19. 7 
II 9-26 3 7  18.4 
II 9-26 36 1 8.9 
II 9-26 3 8  19.0 
II 9-27 35 21. 2 
II 9-27 32 20.8 
II 9-27 35 18.7 
II 9-27 37 20.1  
I I  9-28 36 16.8 
II 9-28 �l 17.7 
II 9-28 36 19.2 
II 9-28 40 18.1 
9-29 37 23. 3  
II 9--29 38 22.2 
II 10-1 38  18.4 
Average Yield in Bu/acre 
�-------��-�-----�------
1979 1975-79C 1977-79C 
55.2 
53. 2 
55.5 
57. 3 39.l 56 . 1  
56. l 39.2 53.0 
62.0 
47. 1 
57.9 54. 6 
5 5 . ,.  
5 4  •. 8 52.7 
54.3 
5 5 . 1  
53.0 
54.6 39.9 53.7 
59. 6 
57. 6 
57.8 
52.1 
52.3 37. 5 48.6 
53. 6 
53. 8 
55. 6 
59.2 
59,9 
Table 28. Continued 1979 Soybeans, Beresford, SD 
1979 Field Data 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Maturity 
Date 
Plant 
Height 
Proprietary Entries : tcont ' d) (mo-day) (inches) 
Brand 
Fontanelle 
Curry 
ACCO 
Entry 
4747 
C-310A 
301 C B) 
Maturity 
Group3 
b(cont ' d )  
I I  
I I  
I I I  
l - Listed in order of 1979 maturity 
10-2 
10-2 
10-6 
2 - Expected relative maturity at this site compared to 
Swift when not exposed to a killing frost 
3a- Maturity Group from USDA classification : I =  early , 
II = midseason , III = late at Beresford 
3b- !nforrna:1:ion suppl i.ed by 1:he ... ,.JnpdnV 
36 
36 
38 
H01'£ - Sbanu :i:ng potential : ). = no losa f ror a'l .l en-:i:-rios 
C B) - blend 
c - 1978 hailed out 
( I.C. ) - good tolerance to iron chlorosis 
100 seed 
we:f.ght 
(grams) 
17.1 
21. 0 
20.4 
Average Yield in Bu/acre 
1979 1975-79C 1977-79C 
59.8 
54. 2 
58.8 
Mean, BIA - 54 . 3  
LSD ( . OS) - 8.5 
C. V. -\ 9.7 
Table 29. 1979 Soybean Performance Trial , Ed Curry, cooperator, Elk Point , SD 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Standard Varieties 
Entry 
Corsoy 
Corsoy 79 
Wells I I  
Hare or 
Neb soy 
Beeson 80 
Sloan 
Century 
Wiiiyne 
Woodworth 
Cumberland 
Pella 
Will 
BSR 301 
Oakland 
Williams 
Elf (SD) 
Call and 
Union 
Days to 
Mature 2 
+ 10 
+ 10 
+ 13 
+ 11 
+ 13 
+ 13 
+ 14 
+ 1 5  
+ 19 
+ 20 
+ 25 
+ 24 
+ 18 
+ 2 1 
+ 2 4  
+ 2 8  
+ 24 
+ 24 
+ 30 
Proprietary Entries :  
Brand Entry 
ACCO 201 ( B) 
Hy-Vigor Rowtunda (I.C.) 
Peterson Brand 105P ( B) 
Peterson Brand 247 7  
Asgrow A2440 
Peterson Brand 3100 (B) 
Land O ' Lakes G0-44 (B) 
Hy-Vigor 900 (B) 
Maturity 
Group3 
a 
II 
II 
II 
II  
I I  
II 
I I  
I I  
III 
III 
I I I  
III  
III  
III  
III 
III 
I I I  
I I I  
IV 
b 
II  
II  
I I  
II  
II 
I I  
I 
I I  
1979 Field Data 
------ ------- ·-----,- ..-----
Maturity 
Date 
( mo-day) 
9-26 
9-26 
9-28 
9-28 
9-30 
10-1 
10-2 
10-3 
10-4 
10-4 
10-9 
10-9 
10-9 
10-11 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-14 
1p-11+ 
9-25 
9-25 
9-26 
9-26 
9-27 
9-27 
9-27 
9-2 7 
Plant 
Height 
( inche s )  
3 5  
36 
3 5  
38 
33 
3 6  
37 
3 6  
39 
3 9  
37 
37 
38 
38 
3 7  
40 
32 
38 
i.n 
3 7  
3 6  
3 5  
37 
37 
36 
3 5  
36 
100 seed 
weight 
( grams) 
16. 3 
16. 1 
18. 2 
14. 4  
16. 4 
19. 5 
16. 3 
16.7 
17.0 
15. 4  
19 ., l 
18 ,. 8 
1 7 � 9  
16 ,. 8 
19 ,. 2  
18 � 3  
15 ,. 8 
19 . o  
19 '"0  
17 .o 
17 . 2  
15. 5  
16.0 
14. 4  
15.8 
16.8 
16. 0 
Average Yield in Bu/acre 
-----------......, ...................... ___ -------
1979 1976-79 
lf 2. 0 
36.3 
39. 5 
44. 4 
38. 5  
45. 1 
4 1 .  9 
4 2.3 
35. 7 
44. 7 
45 � 2  
55. 6 
50 . 3  
4 1 .  0 
43. 9 
44 . S  
46. 4 
39. 2 
lJ 2 .  3 
... 2. 7 
40 . 2 
36.9 
4 5 � 0  
lf3 w 2 
3 9  .. 4 
41 ,. 4 
40 . 6  
40. 7 
40.9 
4 2.0  
40. 0 
40. 4 
38. 2  
41.0 
41.6 
1978-79 
46.6 
45. � 
4 2. 9  
41. 2 
4 1 . 3  
45. 1 
45. 2 
47. 3 
43. 0 
46. 2 
I.Jl. 2 
I.Jl . 2  
47.0 
45. 2 
48. 2 
43. 9 
J.J4.9 
Table 29. Continued 1979 Soybeans, Elk Point, SD 
1979 Field Data 
�--�- ---------------------- Average Yield in Bu/acre 
Identification of Maturity Plant 100 seed ----·-----...., ---- --"""' ------
Entries! Date Hei&ht weis;ht 1979 1976-79 1978-79 
Proprietary Entries : (cont 'd) (mo-day) (inches) (grams) 
Brand Entry 
Matul'li]y 
Group 
b(cont ' d) 
Hy-Vigor 903 ( B )  II 9-27 37 16 .. 8 42. 3 
Hy-Vigor 905 ( B )  II 9-27 37 16.5 38.0  
Asg!'IOW A2S7S II 9-28 37 17. 2  42  . o  46.3 
Pride B216 II 9-28 34  15.9 4 0 .  8 
Pfizer PGI 2ER-75 ( B )  II 9-28 36  1 6 . 3  41. l 
Jacques Jl04 ( B )  I I  9-28 35 14 ,. 5 38.l 
Northrup King Multi 52 ( B )  I I  9-29 3 6  15.9 38.4  45.3 
SRF lSOP I 9-29 37  15.7 42. 8 44 .2 
SRF 250 II 9-29 3 3  14.8 42. 3  
Land O'Lakes Dixon I I  9-29 35 14 . 9  37.8 40. 5 42.4 
.i: Schettler TC 204 ( B )  II 9-29 36 16� 3 40.2 
Hy-Vigor 907 ( B )  I I  9-29 3"9 18 ,.0 3 5. 6  
Northrup King S 1492 II 9-30 34 15.0 43. 6 40. 5 46.0 
Northrup King S 1474 I I  9-30 3 6  17 � 5  43.0 45. S 
Land O ' Lakes G0-42 ( B )  II 9-30 38 18 * 1  43.9 41. 2 44. 3 
As grow A2656 II 10-1 3 6  19 .. 1 43. 5 42. 6 45.9 
Northrup King $2596 I I  10-1 34 19 � 3  44.8 
SRF 200 I I  10-1 41 16*7 48.9 45.l 
Peterson Variety 2877 I I  10-1 41 17 . 2  43.1  4 8 . 4  
Pfizer PGI CB244 ( B )  I I  10-1 36  18.l 38.7  
NAPB Agripro 2818 ( B )  I I  10-1 3 9  20. 8 39.1 
VR Duke I I  10-1 3 5  17.9 43.7  
Peterson Brand 3105 ( l3 )  I I  10-� 3 8  16. 6 43. 6 
VR Burr II 10-2 3 6  17.0 39.5 
NAPB Migro HP 25-25 10-2 39 19.0 43 . 6  
Curry C· •10A I I  10-2 3 6  19.S 41 . 1  
Curry C-300B (B) I I  10-2 3 6  17. 2  43. 3 
Pfizer PGI CX290 I I  10-3 3 8  16.6 41. 2  
NAPB Agripro 20 I I  10-3 3 9  19.7 39 . 7  
+: 
CIC> 
. .. 
Table 29. Continued 1979 Soybeans , Elk Point, SD 
1979 Field Data 
Identificatfon of Maturity 
Entries Date 
Proprietary Entries : (cont ' d )  (mo-day ) 
Maturity 
Brand Entry Group3 
b (cont ' d )  
VR Boss I I I  10-3 
Curry C-310A I I  10-3 
NAPB Agripro 27 III 10-5 
VR Classic I II 10-5 
As grow A 3127 I I I  10-6 
Schettler Liberty C B )  III  10-7 
NAPB Agripro 3 5  III 10-9 
NAPB Agripro 25 I I I  10-10 
NAPB Migro HP 30-30 10-10 
ACCO 301 III 10-12 
1 - Listed in order of 1979 maturity 
2 - Expected relative maturity at this site compared 
to Swift when not exposed to a killing frost 
Plant 
Height 
(inches) 
38 
3 5  
36 
37 
35 
37 
3 9  
3 6  
38 
3 8  
3a- Maturity Group from USDA classification : 
I & I I  - early to midseason ; III - full season to late ; 
IV - late at Elk Point 
3b- Information supplied by the company 
NOTE - Shattering potential : 1 = no loss for all entries 
(SD ) - semi-dwarf 
(B) - blend 
100 seed 
weight 
(grams) 
18.0 
18. 8 
18.4 
14. 8 
15. 3 
18. 1 
16. 8 
18.7 
17. 8 
18. 9 
Mean, BIA 
LSD ( . O S )  
C. V.-\ 
Average Yield in Bu/acre 
-�------.--�------------
1979 1976-79 1978-79 
41. 1 
40. I+ 
4 2. 3  
38. 9 
51. 0 47. 4 
40. 5  44 . 4  
43. 5 38.0 
39.4 44 .  5 
4
1
5 .  7 
4 2. 3  44. 5 
.. 4 2 . 0  
- 7. 3 
- 12.5 
GRAIN SORGHUM PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
J. J.  Bonnemann and G. W. Erion 
The 1979 grain sorghum trial at the Southeast Experiment 
Farm included 43 entries , both proprietary and public. The 
trial was seeded on May 2� and harvested on September 24. 
The row spacing was 36 inches. A recommended herbicide and 
insecticide were banded at seeding time for weed and insect 
control . 
Yields were excellent in 1979 and quality very good. 
The trial mean yield was 6140 pounds per acre. The trials 
had been nipped only lightly by frost when they were har­
vested and moisture averaged 28.7\. The cloudy t cooler 
weather early in the crop year delayed maturity and the 
average heading date of August 2 was at least a week later 
than normal for the trial. The dry, warm September aided 
full development of nearly all entries as most were below 
35% moisture on September 20. 
Additional information will be found in the upcoming 
circular, 1979 Grain Sorghum Performance Trials. The results 
for the 1979 Southeast Farm trial are found in Table 30. 
Table 30. 1 9 7 9  Grain Sorghum Performance Trials, Area E. South-
east Experiment Farm , Centerville, Clay County, SD 
Test Percent Date 
Yield, Wt. Height , Moisture, Headed 
Brand & Variety lb/A lb/B inches 9/20/79 
Disco 198R 7355 60 53 29.5 8/4 
Frontier 395R 7350 61 49 29. 6 8 / 2  
YW GBT606 697 5 59 48 29. 5 8/1 
Cenex 310T 6970 59 48 28.9 8 / 1  
Disco 202R 6830 57 54 35. + 8/7  
Asgrow Corral 6780 61 50 31. 9 8/3 
Disco 194R 67 35 61 49  28.9  7/30 
Warner W-564T 6680 60 45 28.5  7 /31 
Western WS-220 6640 58 51 35.+ 8/7  
Asgrow Bug-Off E 6605 5 8  4 9  29. 6 8/1  
Disco 200R 6550 59 49 29. 7 8 / 2  
DeKalb C-42a+ 6530 58 4 9  32. 2 8/3 
Northrup King Brand 2030 6520 56 44  28.0 7/29 
Trojan MSSOG 6445 58 5 2  30. 8 8/1  
Frontier 4000R 6420 5 7  4 9  29. 4 8/2  
YW GBT 607 6410 5 6  5 5  31.l 8 / 2  
Disco 196R 6380 58 53 31.9 8 / 2  
Acco R 1014 6345 56 45 28.4 7 / 27 
Warner W-601T 6315 58 51 28.5 7/31 
Cenex 333 6315 58 47 27.7 7 /31 
Growers GSA 1060 6280 58 46  21.0 7 / 2 7  
Cargill 30 6275 59 47 30.9 7/30 
Growers GSA 1100 6270 58 55 31. 5 8/3 
Acco GR1028 6220 58 46 31. 1 8 / 2  
Asgrow Dorado E 6165 5 6  4 6  25. 3 7 / 26 
Cenex 322T 6125 59 so 30.1 8/4  
Warner W-54ST 6075 57 39 27. 3 7/27 
Cenex 228T 6060 61 '+4 28. 6 7/31 
Warner W-636T 5960 56 39 26. 6 8/1  
Acco GR1018 5930 60 43 30.0 8/1 
DeKalb B-38 + 5915 62 48 2 6. 7  7 / 24 
P-A-G 4433 5910 58 46  31.0 8 / 1  
Northrup King Brand 2018 5825 55 46 25.9 7 / 2 6  
Cenex 320T 5760 57 4 2  27.4 8/1  
Western WS-215 5670 57 45 32. 0 8/6  
Trojan M548G 5615 se  45 25.5 7 /30 
Acco X-6353 5575 58 40 33. 4 8/7 
Acco X-6355 5280 57 4 4  35. + 8/8  
Pride P808GB 5 225 58 so 26. 2 7 / 27 
SDAES SD 106 5125 56 41  16.7 7 / 19 
P-A-G 854 5105 57 41 21.3 7 /28  
Cargill 20 4755 SS 39 20.3 7 / 27 
SDAES SD 104 3695 58 47 19. 4 8 / 2  
Means 6140 58 47 28.7 8 / 2  
LSD (. 05) 865 CV - % = 8.7 
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PERFORMANCE OF HERBICIDES IN CORN AND SOYBEANS 
W. E .  Arnold and L. J .  Wrage 
Herbicide demonstration plots provide side-by-side comparison of 
herbicide treatments. Treatments include herbicides presently labeled and 
those which may be approved in the near future . Demonstration plots are 
the final etep in the herbicide evaluation program. Rates and application 
methods for each are based on results obtained in previous years ' screening 
tests. 
Methods 
Preplant and pre�ergence treatments were applied in the corn and 
soybean plots on May 24. A plot sprayer delivering 20 gpa water and 40 psi 
pressure was used. Preplant treatments were incorporated immediately with 
two tandem diskings set to cut 5-6 inches deep (except Lasso, Dual , atra­
zine and Cobex preplant treatments incorporated 3-4 inches deep with one 
disking) and harrowed. Plots were planted in 30-inch rows the same day. 
Precipitation totaled . 6  inches and . 2  inches for the first and second week 
after planting, respectively. Post-emergence treatments were applied June 
26. 
Weed pressure was moderate to light .  Annual grass species included 
green and yellow foxtail. Major broadleaved species were smooth, rough and 
prostrate pigweed, lambsquarters and kochia. Kochia became more apparent 
in late season. The plots were not cultivated . 
Results 
The performance of corn and soybean herbicide treatments is presented 
in the following tables. Evaluations are based on an average of two visual 
estimates for each weed listed. Late season evaluations provide a means 
of comparing residual weed control. A 3-year (1977, 78, 79) average for 
early season we�d control is included . 
Weed control differences in 1979 were apparent.  The strengths and 
weaknesses of each treatment can be assessed . Over 90% control of both 
grasses and broadleaved weeds was achieved with several combination treat­
ment s .  
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Table 31.  Coru Herbicide Demonstration Plots 
lb/A 
Treatment a.i. 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
C11e.il 
EJuuUc.a.ne 4 
Su.tan.+ 4 
EJuuUc.a.ne + abul.z.ine. 4+1 
EJta.di.ca.ne. +Bladex 4+11J 
Su.ta.n++a.tJul.zhte. 4+1 
su.t.a.n++Bt.a.dex 4+1� 
Su.tan+ +a;tJuz.zhte. +Bl.a.du. 4..,.,..1 
La.6.60 � 
f)ua..t, 3 
a.tJutu.ne.. 2� 
PREEMERGENCE 
a.tJr.azlne 2� 
Bta.dex 3 
l..a..6.60 3 
t>U/Lt 2J:i 
P,,:owt 2 
Rmnltod/Bexton/PJr.opa.chto,t 5 
L.44.6 o+a.:tJuui.n.e. 
La..cuo+Beadex 
W.6o+Banve.t 
OU/Lt+a;tJuz.z.ine 
OU/Lt+Bta.de.x 
'PMwt +abul.u.ne 
J>Jr.OWt + Bladex 
P1t.opac.ht.o1r. +atlca.z.ine. 
PJ&.Opa.c.klo1t+Bl.ad.u 
POST-EMERGENCE 
at:M.zlne.+o"ll 
B.t.adex.+Wett..lng Agu,.t 
PREEMER.GENCE & POST 
""JS1r.0pa.c.hlo1t62 . 4-t> amhte 
P1t.opa.chto1r.S&utvel. 
P1r.0pac.klolt8&utvel 
1'1topac}tlo1tS&uag1UV& 
Cite.ck 
2+1 
2+1� 
2� 
2+1 
2+lls 
11'.+l 
11,f-llof 
4+1 
4+1� 
l!tf-1 
1�% 
4� 
4&� 
4&� 
4&1 
Percent Weed Control 
fil7719_ 
l'xtl Kc:u:.b1JI Lmh�l.S, 
0 0 0 
98 0 98 
98 0 98 
98 94 98 
98 93 98 
98 96 98 
98 98 98 
96 98 98 
98 10 98 
98 30 98 
70 96 98 
65 98 98 
70 84 90 
98 30 30 
96 15 84 
65 84 98 
95 84 45 
94 98 98 
93 98 75 
94 99 99 
90 99 98 
90 98 75 
80 99 99 
75 99 99 
96 99 99 
99 99 99 
65 98 98 
30 50 98 
98 93 98 
98 93 94 
98 95 95 
98 93 93 
0 0 0 
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9/19/79 
G� Bd:11 
0 0 
90 0 
95 10 
90 90 
94 88 
96 96 
97 94 
94 96 
95 60 
92 45 
70 98 
60 94 
75 80 
92 30 
92 25 
70 90 
96 40 
94 95 
92 93 
80 90 
78 94 
75 85 
70 92 
65 90 
80 92 
92 94 
30 90 
40 90 
80 95 
80 95 
80 95 
78 90 
0 0 
3-Yr.  Avg. 
Gr Bdlf � 
0 0 
97 75 
90 68 
97 97 
98 97 
94 97 
96 96 
76 98 
68 98 
83 91 
91 72 
91 78 
80 91 
95 79 
94 98 
95 94 
95 98 
94 98 
86 98 
85 91 
97 99 
68 98 
96 97 
96 96 
0 0 
Table 3 2 .  Soybean Herbicide Demonstration Plots 
Percent Weed Control 
6/27/79 3-Yr. Avg . 
Treatment lb/A a . i .  Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 0 0 0 0 
T.1te.6la.n 3/4 93 86 91 88 
Totba.n I 90 80 91 86 
P1towl 1� 94 79 91 86 
&ualin 1 94 80 91 85 
Cob ex. � 91 79 90 85 
Ve1tnam 2\ 92 48 88 73 
LcU.60 � 95 42 
Vu.al. 2\ 96 48 
T Jr.e 6,e.a.n +Mo doKtt 3/4+2 94 89 
T Jte.6,!an +r\ari. ben 3/4+2 96 95 
PMwt+Senc.oJt/Lexone 1+3/8 96 97 
Tolban+Senc.01t/Lexone. 1+3/8 94 94 
TJte6la.n+SencoJr./Lexone 3/4+3/8 94 94 94 93 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED & PRE 
T1te6la.n6Senc.01t/Lexone 3/4&1/2 96 98 97 98 
TJte6tan6L.01tox 3/4&1 94 86 92 89 
PREEMERGENCE 
Amlben 3 85 90 90 93 
UU.60 3 90 62 92 84 
Vual 2\ 96 58 
Ltt..uo+Am,i.ben 2+2 94 95 96 97 
l.a.6.60+ LoMx 2+1 89 78 93 89 
l..a.4.6o+Modoi;Jn 2+1� 88 88 94 94 
UU..60+ P1teme1tge 2+4� 82 80 90 87 
La.6.6o+Senc.01t/Lexone 2� 92 96 96 98 
Vu.a.t+Senco1t/Lexone 2� 97 98 
PJr.owl+Senc.oJt/Lexone l� 77 94 
Modo,111 2 20 88 38 89 
PREEMERGENCE & POST 
r.ii.6oSiwagJtan 2&1 82 92 92 95 
UU.6061)!l_ana.2_ 2&2� 85 84 93 91 
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POST-EMERGENCE PHOSPHORUS ON CORN 
R. Schoper, R. Gelderman, P. Carson , and R. Nettleton 
Phosphorus deficiency symptoms have frequently been noted 
on corn following a year of fallow. While the reasons for the 
apparent phosphorus deficiency are not completely understood , 
it is known that small amounts of phosphorus included in a 
starter fertilizer will correct the problem. 
Following the hailstorm on July 5 ,  1978 in the area 
around the Southeast Experiment Farm , farmers either replanted 
or fallowed hailed areas. Land which was fallowed the last 
half of 1978 and planted to corn in 1979 generally showed 
severe phosphorus deficiency symptoms when no starter fertilizer 
containing phosphorus was applied. 
Objectives 
1. Determine whether phosphorus fertilizer applied after 
corn emergence could improve early growth and grain 
yield. 
2. Observe differences in corn response to three different 
phosphorus fertilizer carriers. 
Methods 
The experimental area was located on the Harlan Nielsen 
farm three miles east of the Southeast Farm. The soil was a 
Viborg silty clay loam. Viborg soils are nearly black, silty 
clay loams with thick surface horizons occurring on level to 
gently sloping areas, in slight depressions, swales and heads 
of drainage ways. The slopes are less than 3%, the surface 
is concave or plane,and the soils develop in glacial till. 
The area, in 1978 , was in soybeans and then fallowed following 
the July hailstorm. 
Soil analysis indicated a very high level of soil nitrates 
(180 lb/A of No3
-N in the 0-6 inch layer) , a medium phosphorus 
test (15. lb/A) and a near neutral soil pH (6.6). 
The experimental design consisted of four replications of 
four different fertilizer treatments arranged in a randomized 
complete block design. In addition to a check treatment t 
three phosphorus carriers including concentrated superphosphate 
(0-46-0 ) ,ammonium polyphosphate (11-37-0 ) ,and urea phosphate 
0 ..1-'+-�-'J ) we.?'l'c. a:pp.l.i.-!!d ar °' Po':°1..;. r:;.f 21:.i J)OUncs of P
1 
Cs Pe.I'.' a.erl!. 
Of! Jumi 18 .. _g7g.  'fhe- �OJ'illln p,c.l.:,rp1'Io5pl'1.:!.":.� ( :.:t-l1-0 ) -Wa.B 
applied as a spray application on the leaves and the soil 
within the plots. The other materials were dry and were 
broadcast on the surface. Plants exhibited extreme phosphorus 
deficiency symptoms at the time of fertilizer application. 
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Results 
Ap-pli"aatlon of pbc;iJ>horuu- produced a 't?End -towards increa-sed. 
grain yi!!.1d i hcwever , d.il.i�tt:E:tlCes- -a.re small and mu.st' ])a -eonslder@d 
due to experimental variation (Table ). Both treated and un­
tv.e;1tad cor.n �eeover-ad rrrn:i �attly 4�ficienoy symptoms by lqte 
J""uly arid no vi.Guel 4if�El"ences b�tween treatments were noted at 
the time of maturity. 
Table 33. The Influence of Post-�ergence Application of 20 
Pounds of Phosphorus on Corn. 
Check 
0-46-0 
11-37·0 
17-44-0 
Significance 
bu/A I 
118 31.7 
124 3 1 . 4  
121 32.1 
121 30.0  
ns ns 
Ll - Yields calculated at 15\ moisture. 
Pla:rrt Po-pularion 
.a=t harves"E 
15599 
14864 
14946 
14191 
ns 
L2 - Moisture sample taken by cutting a section out of the 
center of 8 ears of corn . This includes a section of 
the cob. 
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POTASSIUM FERTILIZER USE ON HIGH LIME SOILS 
R .  Schoper , P. Carson , R. Gelderman , R. Nettleton 
Soil test summaries for Southeastern South Dakota indicate 
t'ha.1'.. most !.ol e �E wcl:. !:':..po:lc.• . · -:r r,:>ta-s:;� m. l.,,a_!!k !):= 
r.espr n5� bj �Orn �O brcGd�s- A.pp���ans Qt potc1...&SiJ:In -er il-
izer� � 1..1..,& � • .:;. _z:,i_ ..:.:; i..• . . ....  .1, !rt�il . htnife\f�:-, 1:.he use 
of potassium in starter fertilizers has not been adequately 
studi .... J .  � p . .:.'lL:i:!' ·bj.:a·r= ve 1 ·  flJ.... ••x:;:'fil"in--enl is to 1Jrtwide 
a ROr-ti.�n of the info�u�Lion nc�essa=-J tc �fine � sGil.llll 
f�-r-11""' zcr ?"eC.ommenda .. ans fo� :orn. 
Methods 
1he e��.imen�al iu..� w � oc��<!:d on n Badus silty clay 
1, !.l.1':11 sfrll llt -che S:l�tll F-c::.rm 9 ttGdus oils are deep, friable, 
somm.hat pool'l.y e;rai:nec:c soils 'th-t OGCll!1 on flats or in shallow 
cas:i.ne. 'T�v mny h- atlin:.. !11 r· is ,.!!';D .. the salinity was 
not high. Soil analysis on samples taken at the initiation of 
the experiment are as follows : 
N03-N 
lb/A 0-24" 
61. 1 144.3 
O.M. 
% 
3. 5 
p 
lb/A 
20 
K 
lb/A 
7 27 
Soluble Salts 
pH mmho/cm 
7. 5  2. 0 
T.he ni_ "Jgen SUP, ly u Q.11equ :..a for -:� d.?ld obta..i:ned , 
th""' a •...11 .... .l.blr; ph;,,s. h t••Ja Wi!G .conside1 ad mediwi: and -cha pert.ash 
was considered high. 
The experimental design consisted of four replications of 
t-wo bJV1ddC-4�. f!IITii.f.ioiloln c.l��T= (,.J ... n .... ..  C lt//1. K20 l  and 
fouti s-:-ar.TEP po.tas.ai um IT'caU1umi=s ( 0 � 10 , 20 ,  and jO lb/ A. I<20 )  
.arrang�c .in s.pli 't ol.o"t ra.ndcim.i:: d bli;!e): fHELjffi. Al.1 s'taJ.'lte!" 
_po1:a..ss1wn ra�e6 weer-� in eumhina. :  r. wiTh 1C' l.h/A o- ni.t..rogen 
a.n-d. 20 lbJ J,. I n?s_p� � • J:. ':I 5 J 1.nd were placed in a band two 
inches below and two inches to the side of the seed. 
Adequate weed and insect control was maintained through 
the use of Lasso II and Dyfonate applications at planting. 
Pioneer 3 541 was planted on May 21 at a population of approxi­
mately 17 ,000 plants per acre. 
Results 
Yield data from this experiment in 1979 indicated no 
.d.gr..i:=i�na:-· di.f fur'3-Tir;:e5 ..;.. b•tn.:.E du±! t:J po:ta.ss.:.-1.ffl fer·.; lizeri 
t:re,ij,itman e ( Ta..hle: J II • Ttti. :ru....:.. .. � ... =n-;,:n�li of too e,u,s a� 
harvest time show that the starter fertilizer did not consis­
tently influence it but that the 2�0 pound per acre broadcast 
4ppll�a�ion c��a� � :.:ma.l_ �Olisistent increase in moisture 
oon�er.t. The fertili-e- tvea��nr� h.:.L... no �nrlut.!..!'l�e on the 
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final plant population that could be considered significant. 
Further testing will be necessary to determine the value of 
potassium in starter fertilizers in Southeastern South Dakota. 
Table 34. 
Broadcast 
Potassium 
lb/A K20 
0 
240 
Average 
0 
240 
Average 
0 
240 
Average 
The Effect of Broadcast and Starter Potassium on 
Corn Yield,Moisture Content and Plant Population 
at Harvest 
Sr3r.te.!" Jc�O 
Ct ,,.. � ;.::, §1; 
bu/ALl. 
134 132 137 129 
135 128 132 124 
134 130 135 126 
Moisture Content PercentL2 
26. 5 
29.4 
27. 9 
Burve.st 
15899 
17424 
16661 
26. 8  26 . 7  27 . 3  
29 . 4  27.3 28 .3 
28 . l  27.0 27. 8 
!)a__p��ti.c.r.-P1-anu r� Ai=re 
17 5 3 2  16335 16008 
16117 16008 15137 
168 2 5 16008 15572 
Average 
133 
130 
26.8 
28. 6  
16443 
16089 
Ll - Yields calculated at 15%  moisture. 
12 - Moisture sample taken by cutting a section out of 8 ears 
of corn. This includes a section of the cob. 
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CORN VIRUSES DETECTED AT THE SOUTHEAST EXPERIMENT FARM, 1979 
w . s .  Gardner, F .E. Shubeck, V.L. Jons, and J.J. Bonnemann 
New corn virus disease problems are being detected each 
year in the United States and in other parts of the world. 
Some of these diseases are not serious threats while others 
indicate a potential for causing great yield reductions. 
In 1978, at Brookings, corn was infected with maize dwarf 
mosaic virus (MDMV) if the seed was planted in late June or 
early July. In order to determine the response of corn hybrids 
to MDMV, 190 corn lines submitted to the South Dakota Experi­
ment Station for yield testing , were planted on July 3 ,  1979. 
The response of the hybrids at the Southeast Farm was as 
follows : 15 remained free from MDMV symptoms ; 43 ranged from 
3'1 to l5'ti  suse:eptibli!- . &J S  !"mlr1::d hatw�!\ lS Le 10\ su.scep1:itil� i 
ill ranged t'l:!C..m:. � i to 50\ su.5c:;e,P1:ible ; :wh.i.le 30 -wen: from !12  l 
to 8!1'i 9'LU;t�!.gptilil� . . 
Twenty samples of corn leaves showing mosaic s•nr:ptoms 
from N28 inbred corn border rows were indexed by inoculation 
to corn , wheat , and Johnson grass. Nineteen samples indicated 
presence of MDMV-Strain B ,  and one sample contained MDMV­
Strain A (Johnson grass strain). 
Ten samples of leaves from N28 showing distinct fine 
white stripes on upper leaves were indexed by electron micro­
scopy and mechanical inoculation to corn , wheat, and Johnson 
grass. All samples contained virus particles with MDMV �or­
phology and all indexed positive for MDMV-B. Some of these 
N28 corn plants also contained a virus tentatively identified 
as wheat striate mosaic virus. This leafhopper transmitted 
virus was first identified from a disease of wheat in South 
Dakota in 19 50. This is the first time the disease has been 
found in field grown corn. 
These experiments proved the existence of viruses infecting 
corn at the Southeast Farm for the first time. The viruses do 
not appear to be a threat to production in South Dakota unless 
the corn is planted later than mid-June. Maize dwarf mosaic 
virus also infects most sorghum and sudan varieties . These 
also should not be affected unless they are planted later than 
mid-June. Our corn and sorghum crops appear to avoid MDMV when 
they are planted on normal dates. Plant resistance occurs at 
tassel and heading stages and aphid vectors are not effective 
in transmitting MDMV to maturing plants. Losses from late 
infections are very light. 
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EFFECT OF DEGREE OF TILLAGE ON NEED FOR ADDED PHOSPHORUS 
R. Gelderman , F. Shubeck, 8. Lawrensen, P. Carson , 
R. Nettleton, R. Narem, and D. Beck 
Early growth of corn on fallow land has often been observed 
to be slow. Corn plants frequently exhibit purple color asso­
ciated with phosphorus deficiency. It has been known for many 
years that application of phosphorus fertilizer at planting 
time with a planter equipped with a fertilizer attachment 
will greatly improve the ear ly growth of corn and will sometimes 
increase yield. The cause or causes of this poor early growth 
are not clearly understood. Observations made at the Southeast 
Experiment Farm in 1977 caused us to suspect that degree of 
t-illa.ge rn:t"Y :i nf l uan.!f;: tl .. l! n�t!J -:or ac1da.J phos-phoru0 .  Thes'e: 
plots were established in 1978 wit"l h.a1:.. -1.�-troyi� -b.em in 
July of that year which resulted in a partial fallow for 
the entire area. This does not make the degree of tillage 
variation as great in 1979 as it should be in other years. 
The objectives of this experiment are to determine what, 
11 a:n�. efrec-c tim Jeg��e ef e.:.1.lag� nas en t.h£ need ior ,a,doe� 
phr.,aJ)hCJ.t:iUE anc i:.o �-ei:--err.r:.ne :..f '1igh y.i_lds :::an b �b'ti!i.!neci 
and maintained with limited till.ii- ..1ndill' s��n tJaJ.:eta. grawi"flt: 
conditions. 
Methods and Procedures 
Table 
0-24" 
0-48" 
1. The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam 
northeast of the office building at the Southeast 
Experiment Farm. Egan soils are deep, friable, well 
drained silty clay loams developed in a silty cap 
over glacial till. The tests on the soil samples 
taken from the experimental area in the spring of 1979 
are reported in Table 3 5. 
3 5 .  Soil Test ResultsLl 
NO -N O.M. p K Salts 
lb]A % lb/A lb/A pH mmho/cm 
149 3.3 2 3  725  6. 8 1.0 
2 3 6  
Ll - These figures are averages of tests from the four plots 
planted to corn. 
These tests are averages from the composite samples taken 
frOtri eaa...h �-: , � �!le �� t",c:: .:L..� -nu d� !:...1..1t1plt.tt1 ft.,,..l'l1 e-ec.:h !;i-t°e · 
The ni rratce-n:i trogcrn le�.re..l; ;..!°' _ :mor-E 't."h:ln �-er:-a. Te far the:. yield 
-or earn pr.c'iiueed in !_'11 St. '!' ,; 5upply ;;,.f -:.\.'.d.1.a..ol� houpht:'!rus 
i::1 at :snc:h � level that a y-i-e.!.d ina _ _ea-� [Nff'! 5ddcd pho-!:qfhorus 
is not Ll:kcly when corr: is $.I'C�T. umler � :u:,rmal 'ti 1.:...ag'=- .:p:rio-gram .. 
The pct�s-aium supply iG hf.gt, . 
5 9  
2. The methods of tillage used in the experiment are : 
(a). Minimum tillage ( Buffalo Till). 
( b ) , Corn grown in a corn-oat rotation (conventional 
tillage). 
Cc). Continuous corn (plow , disk , plant). 
Cd). Fallow-corn rotation (stubble plowed, kept black , 
and disked before planting). 
3 .  All plots planted into corn (except those in fallow 
and oats in 1979) were treated with Lasso II granules 
and Dyfonate at recommended rates. 
4, The fertilizer application w�s the same on all plots. 
The total amounts of applied fertilizer are as follows : 
Pounds per acre of 
N+P205+K20 
100+ 0+20 
100+10+20 
100+20+20 
100+30+20 
100+40+20 
100+60+20 
These treatments provide six rates of phosphorus appli­
cation plus a constant amount of added nitrogen and 
potassium, Ten pounds of the nitrogen, all of the 
pbosph •11ut." ant! h?. �·- -ii:5""11...Cl wi;� appl.Lt,; wi -} t'le 
fortiliz�r attai::hment o:n �he F ��ter o pl��ing t:i.m .  
The - miain..de.r i...f -rJ,e. ni.rnoge1t =�-rtitti �r was .1pplie: 
a.s a br ·�C.ir• applioa.: .. ion be:for,� p��l:ing. The O.rl .  
and fallow plots were not fertilized. 
S.  All plot:s we.re ]ll-..mt� on May l.6 t a ra.,.e c:i 19 , uOO 
s;l!d per a.er,e. Th«? vari�·""-v u� wa-s Pie i1e.e'!" iS�l.. 
6. Conventional tillage is considered to be a sequence 
of chcppi!lg sta.l.ks an ;:. wing. in t.:ie: �  ( if po s_ribl"') 
.md d..i� g r'ind drag_ginr.? bctar� plAl'l.t:int i-r: the i:;pring. 
7. Minimum tillage involved the use of a Buffalo Till 
typeplanter and no other tillage. 
Results and Discussion 
Yield6, � corn moistUre .. and h.a:::-veste:d pl -r.t popul!.atlOJ'l 
ha.v«! been compiled --fo!I the. varicl.:s plo-:_1r a-nd s.uhplo"t:s ., n Tabl:e lo. 
� were- no 3igni.f.1.C'am:- v1,-1:t-tioru; in any f rneue �!llegor:i,es, 
either between tillage systems or• bet.�il!!I dif£..?�ent F ClppUcati,cnJ; 
1t1i1:hin a till.at� sys'tcm. ·�·hP ·1�age yield rar acl! �.llag.e 
( Table 3 6 show. t]'lE corn-oat rota'ti on ,,delds to b@ lowe.v t.l'.!m 
the yields '.found ?.or the crrhei deg�-ees of t "  l.l,:lg , raESJ� yi.t!:ld 
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differences are not statistically significant but a trend may 
be indicated. 
Since no statistical differences in yields were observed 
due to tillage and fertilizer treatments , the four tillage 
�r�a"tment yields w� ���r�a�� by fertilizer treatmenta. This 
d-a.'T (Ta..hl� "3 7  :Iha�·· .. ;T.1Q.l- in��c -.1ue T aad.ed b1'rc51>h1�.r11.Jt:; 
until the 60 lb rate of addition is reach.ad. Thi£ �J or may 
not be a trend. This work will lJe conri1n.1ed in 1510 ,  
I'ab-1� 3 8. �ne E:f f-1:H!_t; ct ::hn n�ei: of ':'ill1.1ge· £fid 1 :s� e-f 8::-arte..i-.. 
Applieu �hnsphorus Qfl Y.ie.ld of ��rn • 
• 
Amount of 
Added Phosphorus 
lb/A of P205 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
Averag.e 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
Average 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
Average 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
Average 
YieldLl 
bu/A 
Ear CornL2 
Moisture 
% 
144 
139 
144 
150 
145 
136 
143 
145 
140 
148 
144 
155 
153 
147 
Fallow in 1978 
23.2 
22.0 
21. 8 
2 1 . 4  
21. 6 
21. 6 
2 1 .  9 
Conventional 
24 . 8  
22. 3 
2 1 .  5 
2 3 . 2  
22. 5 
2 1 .  3 
22.6 
Corn-Oat Rotation 
124 
142 
135 
139 
144 
125 
135 
Minimum 
141 
138 
149 
149 
147 
136 
143 
20.3 
21. 4 
20.S 
20. S 
19. 7 
26. 0 
2 1 .  f+ 
Tillafie 
25. 6 
26. 2 
25. 2 
24.5 
26. 7  
25. 8 
25.6  
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PopulationL3 
Plants 
Per Acre 
18622 
18186 
17206 
18622 
17 751  
18077 
18077 
18186 
17315 
18077  
18077 
17860 
17424 
17823 
168 8 0  
17533 
16444 
16553 
18186 
16444 
17006 
17315 
16226 
17337 
17206 
181+40 
167 7 1  
17216 
Table 3 6. Continued 
Ll - Yield calculated at 15% moisture. 
L2 - Moisture sample taken by cutting a section out of the center 
of 8 ears of corn. This includes a section of cob. 
L3 - Plant count at harvest time. 
Table 37. The Effect of Added Phosphorus on the Yield of Corn. 
Treatment 
lb of P20s Applied 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
* Yield calculated at 15% moisture 
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Yield* 
bu/A 
1 3 9  
140 
144 
146 
148 
138  
Q.bjectives 
RESIDUAL PHOSPHORUS - CORN YIELD RESPONSE 
P. Carson, B. Lawrensen, R. Gelderman, 
R. Nettleton, D. Beck , and R. Nar� m 
1. Determine the effect of residual fertilizer phosphorus 
on corn yields. 
2. To monitor changes in the P soil test as phosphorus is 
removed through crop yields. 
Methods and Procedures 
1. The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam 
south of the office building at the Southeast Experiment 
Farm. Egan soils are deep, friable, well drained silty 
clay loams developed in a silty cap over glacial till. 
2. This experiment was established in 1964 to study the 
effect of various rates of phosphorus ( P) fertilizer 
on the yield of corn. From 1964-1967 five rates of 
p { O ,  23 ._ L� Ei � 9_ . a-r.__ le? l..b ... u.El' a_-(:!'e- of ?iC5} wm:,I;;!. braaac.a. s't <ind p.JJ1ro.'Tf!a ll-OltlJ'! u.nua.-ly. E;/J,..J!n -c, .  the. p.Ma&=-­
phorus treatments was divided into thirds, with one-
third receiving about 23 lbs. of P205 as a starter fertil­
izer from 1964 through 19 67, one-third receiving 10 lbs 
of ziru: p�r ac�£ -n  ls-6.� anj :�6S p1�£ ZJ lb.S or P10� 
as a starter fertilizer, and '1.tle- hi.r r�ee..iv�ng nQ � 
additional fertilizer. In the spring of 1978 an addi­
't'ic-nu 30 Ths oi F2Cs '.1...a> _,,l;'p�e!l a 1. tr pl �1:·ti �hie.h 
had =in� a.JJPliecl i.r: tik �9�o · �. 
3. This land has been in various crops since 1967, such as 
soybeans, sorghum, oats, and alfalfa. The soil on the 
experimental area was sampled in the spring of 1973 and 
after the first cutting of alfalfa in 1977. The results 
of the 1977 tests for available phosphorus are listed 
in the accompanying Table 38. A more complete evalua­
tion of the tests made on these samples is reported 
in the 1977 Southeast Experiment Farm Progress Report. 
Another soil s4mpling is being planned for 1980. 
4. After having been planted to alfalfa since 1973, the 
plots were plowed in the spring of 1979, about May 1, 
and were seeded to corn May 15. The corn was seeded 
in 30 inch rows with an approximate population of 14,000 
plants per acre. Lasso II granules were banded at a 
rate of seven pounds per acre for weed and alfalfa 
control. Dyfonate 20G was banded at a rate of one 
pound per acre actual for rootworm control. No addi­
tional fertilizer was added. 
In general the weather was favorable for the production of 
corn in 1979. The plants showed moisture stress once or twice 
during the season (late June or July) . Gophers caused some stand 
damage, especially around the edges of the experimental area. 
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The corn was harvested October 25 with excellent yields 
on all plots. Measurements for yield, percent moisture of the 
ear corn , harvested plants per acre, and percent phosphorus 
in leaf tissue were taken. 
Result s and Discussion 
7}\E eff�e�s of the lev•ls ?t av�il.l.h_e soil phoaphoru& 
as �:i.f La t:(Ri by pt!..s phosp�tc. .fe1- ilizdr; addition on the yield ); 
-i::i.o--s·t:i.u,e ccu,"t<!nY o! h� Qa? s � he.rves1; -r.ime -, plam:: population 
ll "C na.rvest and -rhe pe.rcem:t' phr.,sphorus in leaves n silki:ng 'time 
.)r re� �ted in T�ble 3 B .  
:>i:T�en- ..:i,P-pliea-tions of: p-bosphoru.s in l-S64•67 have left 
�ary±rig =mcu t§ of re�idual P in tne soils cf �h plo�a . 
Ho�av!!!:' his sef!med -o m.aJ.c rm difference in any of the cate-
gories m<?asw•ec. � Tne amount :of soil test available P has 
probably ,jeer� since hi.: soil tests were taken in 1977, 
ex��pt for h@ �ine n-,�a-:Jnen1: which has had supplemental P added. 
Altho-�gt1, P scil 't4!fHS for i:r��Tinents O+O+O and 0+92+0 are in 
th 1r:lw and m.f!il.iom ca-i:egori s· n,::, yie_1d res-ponee i notad htll"e · 
Appcll"en � l; ddc�ua-te � U phosphO?'\.Lli 'for .130 bushel corn is 
b-eing o.crtaineCI . 
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a, 
Table 38. Effect of Levels of Available Soil Phosphorus on the Yield of Corn, Percent Moisture 
in EAr Corn , Plan_ Pcp,JlatinnE 4t Harves�, �c� �e cen ?hospho�as ir. the Leaves 
at Silking Time of Corn Grown a� th� Soa thea::rt �xpe�imen� farm , 2g7q 
Soil Test Value Yield of Ear Corn 
TreatmentsLl 
lbs of P/AL2 15\ Moisture 
0-411 Corn bu/A 
Percent 
MoistureL4 
Plants LS 
Per Acre 
\ p L6 
in Tissue 
O+O+O • · 
A O+O+O 9 130 2 8. 4 13068 • 26 
B Starter p 12  127 29 . 1  12197 .27 
c Zinc 10 132 28.4 13068 .27 
Average 10 130 28.6 12777 .27 
0+92+0 
A o+o+o 22 120 29.9 11652 . 29 
B Starter p 31  12C 27.8 10890 . 30 
c Zinc 22 122 28.9 12414 .29 
Average 25 121 28.9 11652 .29 
0+183+0 
A O+O+O 32 126 28 . 1  11870 .29 
Starter p 34 129 27 . 2  12632 . 3 1  
c Zinc 27 135  27.3 13177  . 31 
Average 31  130 27 . 5  12559 .30 
0 + 3 66+0 
A O+O+O 46 128 28. 4 12959 . 30 
B Starter p 52 129 27 . 2  13286 . 2 9 
c Zinc 49 130 28 , 6  1437 5 . 29 
Aver die 49 129 28 .1 13539  . 2 9 
0+7 3 3 +0 
A O+O+O 102 130 28. 0 14593 . 31 
B Starter p 97 124 27 . 8 12741 .28  
c Zinc 95 132 28. 3 14266 .29 
Avera8e 98 128 28.0 13867 . 29 
FOOTNOTES ON NEXT PAGE 
Table 38 . Continued 
Ll - A =  no starter fertilizer . 
B -= 10 lbs of" PzDs appl.ie:d _ per yeAr as a· staner :feT-1:ili:!A?!' 
f'Ot': l(.c, yearn (l.gSl.f--1967) • 
C = Zinc added at the rate of 10 pounds of zinc per acre 
(l96&i S 1965 ) .  
L2 - Avni.l�hl@ �hci!J;!°ru& mea"&Ul"ed �y The Bray i1. weak acid 111Je't"had. Dilu _ _ n ratio l. :  1 .  Soil -aamp1e-s 't'ake.n. in l!' 7 .. 
L3 - Xo�a..l am0unt of pho5pho�ua tP20 � )  add� ovel'· a � year periD.{f 
( 1964-1967 ) .  
�4 - HDilrtnre Ea:.m:p1e Ta.ken by cu't'ting a se,e'ti� Gut of be e�nte:r 
of 8 ea�s of co�n. This includ�s a saa�ion of th& �o�E 
LS - Plant count at harvest time. 
L6 - \ P measured in leaf samples taken at silking. 
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EFFECT OF RESIDUAL AND APPLIED PHOSPHORUS 
ON ALFALFA YIELDS - 1978 
P. Carson, B. Lawrensen, R. Gelderman, 
E.J. Williamson, R. Nettleton, and D. Beck 
Introduction and Objectives 
Large applications of available phosphorus cause an increase 
in the soil test value for available phosphorus. It is important 
to monitor and evaluate the effects of fertilizer additions on 
tbe £:oil "'es:t 'll"�Ucs " yi _ld.s en� 1ua.!l1;: _f- c;roi:, p.t"Cduet!cl. This 
:L.ong- �itlle s n.cd h.a..£ _.::.ev�=- '"r-i. e-c-1 · �e:s : · 1 .  What effect will large phosphorus applications have 
upon Bray-1 phosphorus soil tests. 
2 .  To monitor changes in the P soil test as phosphorus 
is removed through crop yields. 
3 .  Determine the effect of various soil phosphorus levels 
on yield of crops. 
This year (1978 ) a new treatment was added with the objec­
tive to compare how a specified rate of added phosphorus compared 
to residual soil test P values. 
Procedure 
The experiment is located on the Southeast Experiment Farm 
on an Egan silty clay loam near Beresford , SD. Egan soils are 
deep, friable , well-drained silty clay loams developed in a 
silty cap over glacial till. 
The soil analysis (Table 39) of samples taken from this 
site at the time of establishment showed a medium organic matter 
and phosphorus levels , a high potassium level, and a slightly 
acid pH. 
Table 39. Soil Tests at Time of Establishment (1964 ) 
Surface 
Sub-Surface 
O .M. 
% 
2.7 
2 . 3  
p 
lbs/A 
16  
10 
K 
lbs/A 
597 
498 
pH 
6 . 0  
6 . 2  
The experiment was established in 1964.  From 1964 through 
1967, five rates of P ( 0 ,  10, 20, 40, and 80 pounds per acre of P )  
were broadcast and plowed down annually. Each of the phosphorus 
treatments were subdivided into thirds, with one-third receiving 
10 pounds of P as a starter fertilizer from 1964-1967, one-third 
receiving 10 pounds of zinc per acre in 196 4  and 1965,  and one­
third receiving no additional fertilizer. No phosphorus has 
been applied on these plots since 1967 except in (1978 ) when 
;.,  pr.1nc_:; Cf� . p,.1..., -a.-ri= ·� :!.f,J;.l..:.-� -'"' -:- .c. on-r::--::h.i"!'Cl 1:-!'.!c:T rec-eive-d 
2i.r1e in 19GE dr\U l9i-.5 . 
6 7  
The experimental area has been seeded to various crops 
since the study began and has been in alfalfa (Iroquois since 
1973). 
The soil in the study area has been analyzed for phosphorus 
in the spring of 1973 and after the first cutting in 1977. 
These results are reported in Table 40. The data indicates that 
the phosphorus soil test values have fallen since the addition 
of phosphate fertilizer was discontinued in 1967. 
The experimental design is a split-plot randomized complete 
block, with four replicates ; the split being between starter 
treatments in each rate. 
A self-propelled forage harvester was used to take the 1978 
yield samples. The Sdmples from each plot were 4 . 5 '  x 15 ' .  The 
hay was collected and weighed in the field. A sub-s�ple was 
taken from each plot for moisture content and future analysis. 
Results 
The 1978 yield results from each cutting are shown in 
Table 41. The second cutting was destroyed by a hail storm. 
The averages for the total of the three cuttings would indicate 
a gradual yield increase in 12% hay as the level of phosphorus 
application increased. The check yield was approximately 8700 
pounds of hay compared �o 10, �00 pounds at the highest P rate, 
approximately a 20% yield increase. Average sub-treatment 
yields overall rates exhibit little differences. The starter 
P ( 3 0  pounds of P in 1978) treatment did show approximately 
a 500 pound yield increase over the other two treatments. The 
1978 30 pound phosphorus treatment had approximately a 600 
pound hay increase over the check in the low and high rates. 
All other rates did not exhibit any advantage to the phosphorus 
added in 1978. It appears that 40 pounds per acre of added P 
increased the yield as much as any of the higher rates. Appar­
ently enough residual phosphorus still exists in the higher 
rates to supply the phosphorus necessary for near maximum 
plant growth. 
The phosphorus content of the hay samples taken at harvest 
time are reported in Table 42.  As the rate of broadcast phos­
phorus increase the phosphorus content of the hay increased. 
The sub-plot treatments containing added phosphorus did cause 
a.n. ina.ri-�u«:! in rht! phcs-pho-ri.rs '!atirrtmr: _..f tr.;r..; 1i.iay a-t -1w lo��-r. 
t o  ami ll-0 �L.mtl. ver ac:re l "'li;l:taa, Qf hrOdi'.lea.Dt phos_pnor '.Lii appl.ic.atlion. 
These plots will be plowed and the entire area planted to 
corn in 1979. 
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Table 40. The Effect of Pa�t Fertilizer Treatments on Soil Test Values for Pounts of Available 
Phosphorus Per AcreLl on Samples Taken in 197 3  and in 1977 ;  Southeast Farm. 
Starter 
6 Zinc 
Treatment 
L3 
0-4" 
-x--­
B 
c 
4-8 tt 
A 
B 
c 
s-12u 
A 
B 
c 
12-16" 
A 
B 
c 
16-20" 
A 
B 
c 
0-8" 
o=Il" 
12 
15 
10 
9 
12 
9 
4 
7 
5 
9 
12 
10 
1 
7 
s 
4 
s 
4 
3 
5 
4 
3 
6 
3 
Total Pounds of P Added in Broadcast ApplicationL2 
40 
Sampling Year 
1973 1977 
27 
36 
25 
2 2  
3 6  
22 
13 
18 
13 
22 
31 
22 
14 
13 
13 
8 
9 
7 
7 
11 
6 
8 
6 
6 
80 
Sam,ling Year 19 3 1977 
40 
45 
3 8  
35 
42 
37 
13 
14 
16 
3 2  
34 
27 
19 
2 0  
16 
7 
8 
6 
6 
7 
s 
6 
4 
5 
160 
SEil.Dlulin,t Year-
.:_g"t,ii J 1 j'.q 
60 
7 1  
59 
5 7  
77  
57 
3 2  
26 
23 
46 
5 2  
49 
3 6  
4 2  
3 2  
9 
11 
10 
7 
9 
� 
8 
11 
7 
Average of 0-8" for all sub-treatments A, B, & C ;  1977  sampling 
11 8 28 19 34 25 64 43  
1 7 24 15  27 19 51  32  
Ll - Soil test used was Bray Weak Acid Test 
320 
Sa.ru.,1.lng, Year -,::§ :J 1971 
121 
131 
125 
122 
134 
127 
39 
44 
3 7  
127 
98 
102 
97 
95 
84 
88 
85 
12 
12 
13 
5 
5 
7 
7 
6 
6 
92 
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L2 - Fertilizer applied over a four year period at the rates of O, 10, 20 , 40, & 80 lbs P/year. 
L3 - A No st4rter 
B 10 lbs of P applied per year for four years (1964-�7) as a starter fertilizer 
C Zinc added at the rate of 10 lbs of zinc per acre in 1964 & 1965 ( L3 treatments applied 
to surface soil only). These plots also received 10 lbs of P per acre in 1964 & 1965. 
Table '41 .  The Effect of Residual Phosphorus Fertilizer on the 
Hay; Southeast Experimental Farm. 1978. 
MAJ "'P la t 
T'rre-g;tmerJ:t :1U 61.il:lplcit l.llt 3t4 �th 
1 b er! IP :id.ru:d �t::111i!M:6L2 Cutt-J.nt. 
lb 
Cur.;_1!gJ CunJ.ng 
Hay (12% moisture) 
0 
40 
80 
160 
320 
o+o+o 4106 
starter P 4162 
30# P + Zn 4492 -
Ave:r;,age 4253 -� 
o+40+0 4253 
starter P 4272 
3011 P + Zn 4638 
Average 4388 ---
o+8o+o 4822 
starter P 4271 
30{! P + Zn 4436 
Average 4510 --
o+16o+o 4620 
starter P 4473 
30 " P + Zn 4675 
Average 4589 
0+32o+o 4932 
starter P 4840 
30il P + Zn 4968 
Average 4913 
��___,,.,..... 
F test ns 
2251 2061 
2395 2172 
2443 2142 -
2363 2125 - -
2382 2439 
2498 2260 
2261 2284 
2380 2327 
2695 2370 
2571 2260 
2605 2451 -
2624 2360 -------
2302 2357 
2339 2493 
2113 2363 
2251 2404 
2546 2641 
2704 2780 
2953 2845 
2734 2755 - � 
ns JtB 
Ll Amount of phosphorus (P) added each year for four years.  
Yield of Alfalfa 
"1'at:4l TWd 
8418 
8730 
9075 
8742 ---
9123 
9030 
9183 
9495 -------------
9888 
9102 
9492 
9495 
9279 
9305 
9150 
9360 
10119 
10323 
10767 
10403 - --
ns 
L2 Sub-plot treatments, see procedures for details of treatments. 
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Table 4 2. The Effects of Residual Phosphate Fertilizer on the Percent Phosphorus 
Content of the Hay; Southeast Experimental Farm, 1978. 
flfainp !a·r.; 
t'ms�r;U 
lb u·r r A.Lfded 
0 
40 
80 
160 
320 
o+o+o 
starter P 
3011 P + Zn 
Average 
o+o+o 
starter P 
30/) P + Zn 
Average 
o+o+o 
starter P 
3011 P + Zn 
Average 
o+o+o 
starter P 
3011 P + Zn 
Average 
o+o+o 
starter P 
30/1 P + Zn 
.. iia 
. 244 
.257 
.242 
.250 
.255 
.272 
.258 
. 274 
. 278 
. 293 
. 282 
.284 
. 273 
.302 
.286 
.320 
.323 
.334 
�:ll7 
.349 
.355 
.347 
• 379 
.381 
. 382 
.380 
.387 
.405 
.401 
.398 
.398 
.402 
.405 
.401 
.434 
.433 
.440 
... p � ?51 
.266 
.276 
.264 
. 288 
.290 
. 298 
. 292 
.302 
.308 
.294 
. 301 
.318 
.326 
.312 
. 319 
.371 
.375 
. 356 
Av� �g._e ____ �ill--�.;.,36......_ ____ .... 3_68 ___ ---- · 
Ll Amount of phosphorus (P) added each year for four years. 
L2 Sub-plot treatments, see procedures for details of treatments. 
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LIME EXPERIMENT 
P. Carson , B. Lawrensen , F. Shubeck, 
R .  Gelderman and R, Nettleton 
The use of , iJtl! on soi, s r.avi.:ny. pH I s -� · En t�an 6 .  2 is 
cnm;idcr tJG , na�or. mie= l in m.0�1.: 6��- • Howe·-1 • Ln:e.r� in 
it ' s  use remains high in some areas of South Dakota . Past 
e.xperim�rrt hdVc r TI 3h1..>wr. vield _nc�,,.a::s�s �i.!t"re er1C11 -, • 
justi.fy it,� use= (a� SDSIJ E .."'crimenr Sta-ion Bul1Et:ir1 Gli� ) .  
6i:ac tl..lEe ·�·· ..:.n� c<:t .:..- -!}r us� _; 1im-a }la:: "!"emained high'2 
an experiment was establist1�1J ir. J. Q? , a- t � �r.fl.. -1,.- _ xperi-
ment Farm to further evalu�-p its need as a soil amendment. 
Objectives 
1. DeT· r.m.l..J"u.� t:.i;1 ....: • .. r ,.,. acuec. E ,,.. 1. --he y:l� of co n.  
2. Determine the effect of added lime on r)\� pt{ OJ tpE 5o.il. 
Methods 
1. Lime in the form of Niobrara chalk was applied in the 
prin_g "f 197 .. :-c �1� t'.:f-ll s�lcy clay u.nr 1..��..- ll u ... 
of:��� builoing i: the Southe.n?n i-'xp,,.r.µn..!n� f .a.1.1un . 
£�n �oils dl.'e dEep . f! iab1e t �- 11--.ira ' �e= . si-t:l,• Qiay 
..i. "l-.l.lll.S dLve-lope: ......_ a s· -y -d.; ., ·�r £>"' -i.G. � .  o 
obtain a well-drained sit e ,  the ends of two ranges 
were used. One half of the experiment being in 
each range. 
2. Soil tests on samples taken in 1974, 1977,  and 1 9 7 9  
for pH, available phosphorus and nitrate-nitrogen are 
found in Table 43.  These tests are an average of the 
plot s from the entire experiment. Some differences 
_a..e::r..i_:_l ; .:j ·1: --t1 :W(!�r �r �o T'ufl t_.:._ , ��:. tr ..� - ::c:rc'lr.:es 
ar .:.ot. :..;l 6�a't'.: iis whe:. 1:h� c&per:uumt: Wfi- !":.en r 
in 197 4 .  
3 .  The fertilizer and lime were broadcast on the surface 
,a.no pl,;iw .... d _u.n.:.t:r iu5t- .... �� ... p� tin; : r, l J'JJ.L..  ThE 
�� t� ro i c..im.,_r�� i .,� ::.n 'the e1pexri:men- aL,e. li.a.ted 
in Table 4 3. The lime appli--a"t!. r .. �i..: l n _ t .... = : 'i!�t.rr-� 
for the duration of the experiment, but the phosphorus 
.5p li::-a-:-icm will be I'if"."'··..:ti:�'l i?::lcr :� y-ef\r . N · :::"06Prk wa" 
.ipp.J�o..o d tile r-a:t� �l O lbs peer c· ... bcf ,:� ..,:a:i:�ing 
in 1 9 7 9. 
4 .  ERperim,:antal de&ig_n u.snd �s :,a."'ldoociazfiit hl-ock. 
5. \./,;eds �ere con t�e:l@d ,:.d. cl, Las-so II 1 SG il.---C 7 1J;,s �at idc.r-t:: 
u:_pplied in l! bane -!."t p tnniing 'tim..e.. Tl\C?re 'W'Ilr· -=:-wo 
t:u� ti"'�· 1.l-ns. We"=J eor t:rt.1 ... ..i.r1.s e;�t;�lcnt. 
6. Soil insects were controlled -..,i:r. D_y10 "t• 20G :f n a. 
band at l lb/A of active mat �rial a� pldll.Tinn t::IIQ • 
7. Var-11:.ey ,.;as � · on_er 3�4 � 
8. ,,..Ill.S J.dll: s.em.:.-f-u......low':!c i:r: �?8 .... �i;..cs.U 1: .:7 cs. hd.:.ls-:,, 1.m 
on July 5th. Jhis land was disked , dragged , and planted 
in the spring of 1979. 
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10. 
11.  
Co:rn wa-a p..l.iin't-ed on May , 6'th wi1:h a John Dae.re "tool­
aar _planter. Th@ ro� i.'idi::h 1.1aS 30 inches 1 se-ed W-£1.g: 
pl-ant-nd f-orr a 1s .ooo p-14-nt population per avr� � 
Yi.el.d's of eorn gr:,a::bl were Uken on aetobex- J.B h. 
f'e&•ty fee,; of r-ow was harve-n-ed in 2a:c:!h c.a se. Samp1 1!s 
for moisture were taker, n harves timo . 
Leaf samples were taken at silking time and plant 
samples were taken when the plants were approximately 
15" in height. These samples were taken for analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Table 43 shows the effects of the lime added in 1974 and 
th� ye4'rfly addi�i'?Ds of p�horus on �h� pH .tha avai�Ahl� F ii.ml. the ni-rr-at.e-nrtrog-e.n xn the ploi:a. The limo ddrlitiorui·· of 
2 4nd ll 11 A Mli lJ1::t1.e l!!f eer on J)a. Availa.ble pnaspha:rus va..s 
sufficienT on all plots, and very high on thD&e: plots fertil• 
ized at lZO lbs of P205 per acre. The additions of lime and 
P20s had no significant effect upon the amount of No3
-N in the 
soil. 
Rl!.itner ti1E_ 1imi!! nor 'the .plloGpbor\ls had :my :si.gnific::ant 
e-f ao"t upon th� yiald o:f cottn ) ear eol!n mois-tur-e ,per1::,errc , ar 
plant -papu1a ti.o,u:;,. as shown in Table "'I • The pMsphor,u;. txant:e.rrt 
in the lea11es , talc@n wbe.n the ,.plant's. we,r:!! 1,5n tall 1, did l.:ncn-eqe 
�i't,h increa,3e_5 in P20s a_pplicat"ion. Though it !m�m@d t'a h v 
no �rreet on yi.iuds tfle!le i« ci:mc.trrn -tlwLt th.e lu.ghBr P cmn:ant:a 
( . 40\ and up) may cause P·induced zinc- d--efieieney. It was ob­
served that the phosphorus treated plots had early growth that 
was vastly superior to those plots not receiving added phosphorus. 
Finally, it can observed in Table �� , that the lime and 
phosphorus treatments have not had a great influence on the 
yield of corn for the past five years. This is true in good 
years as well as poor years. 
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Table 4 3 .  The Effect of Lime Added in 19l4 and PhoITbo!us ILdd�d E;Jioh Yea'); 
on the Soil Test Values for pH 1 ,  Availab eL �ho phorw, and 
Nitrate-Nitrogen in the SQi1. Sout:heefit:- Experimental. Farm. 1979. 
Fertilizer Treatment Available PhosohoTUs 
Nitrogen In 
top 2 feet 
N+P207
+K20 Lime �}t 0-ll lb of P/A lb of N05N/A 
Tons/A 1914 19i1'7 1979 B1t. 1977 I'9vg 197!' lb A 
o+o+o 6 . 4  5 . 9  6 . 4  36 31 33 226 
o+o+o 2 6 . 5  6.4 28 27 271 
O+(HO 4 6 . 6  6 . 5  30 32 247 
0+30+0 6.  () 6 . 3  39 50 258 
o+l20+0 6 . 1  6 . 4  90 13 .5 248 
0+-10+0 2 6 . 4  6.5  38 53 221 
0+3o+O 4 6 . 6  6 . 5  50 53 238 
o+l2o+O 2 6 . 3  6 . 4  89 139 223 
o+l20+.-G 4 6 . 5  6 . 5  114 149 283 
-- -��--�--------�----------------��------------ --------�--------� ---------------�------------� 
Ll pH determined on a 1 : 1  water to soil extract .  
L2 Available phosphorus determined by the Bray fl Weak Acid Method . 
Table 44 . The Effects of Added Lime and Phosphorus on Yields 
of Grain, Mo isture Content of Ears at Harvest, Plant 
Population at Harvest the Percent Phosphorus in Plants 
at the Fifteen Inch Stage of Growth of Corn Grown 
at the Southeast Experiment Farm , 1979 
O+O+O 
O+O+O 
O+O+O 
0+30+0 
0+120+0 
0+30+0 
0+30+0 
0+120+0 
0+120+0 
Stat Sig. 
Lime 
Tons-/ 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
Yield.Ll 
hu/A 
123 
114 
125 
131  
115 
134 
121 
124 
125 
ns 
25 . 4  
24 . 3  
23. 6 
21. 6 
18. 6 
2 1 . 0  
22. 0 
24. 7 
18. 0 
ns 
Ll • Yields calculated at 15\ moisture 
Pla::n't 
�opUlat:ion 
.in plant:s/A 
15028 
14810 
14266 
15682 
15464 
14484 
13613 
15682 
15355 
ns 
Phosphorus 
Percent in 
15° plants 
. 314 
• 370 
. 350 
. 3 85 
. 532  
. 405 
. 401 
• 500 
. 465 
L2 - Moisture sample taken by cutting a section out of the center 
of 8 ears of corn. This includes a section of the cob. 
Table 45 .  The Effects of Added Lime and Phosphorus on Yields* 
of Corn for Five Years at the Southeast Experiment 
Farm, 1979 
O+O+O 
O+O+O 
O+O+O 
0+30+0 
0+120+0 
0+30+0 
0+30+0 
0+120+0 
0+120+0 
Lime 
Tons/A 
0 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
1974 19f5 
bu/A 
43 12 
46  9 
44 7 
4 3  6 
27 5 
4 5  6 
34 6 
4 2  5 
3 9  3 
* Yields calculated at 15% moisture. 
75 
1976 
18 
13 
19 
17 
11 
17 
13 
12 
12 
1977 
116 
113 
117 
114 
108 
120 
116 
115 
111 
1979 
123 
114 
125 
131 
115 
134 
121 
124 
125 
S Year 
Mean 
62  
5 9  
6 2  
6 2  
53 
64 
58 
60 
58 
PRE-EMERGENCE HERBICIDE EVALUATION ON SOYBEANS 
W. E. Arnold, M.A. Wrucke, S.R. Gylling, and J,A, Holmdal 
Research plots for evaluating pre-emergence herbicides in 
soybeans, were established at the Southeast South Dakota 
Research and Extension Center at Beresford. Four herbicides 
were included at various application rates and combinations, 
giving a total of 9 treatments. Four replications were 
arranged in a randomized complete block design. "Evans" 
soybeans were planted in 30" rc,wr. -, Hu 21,. f "'�..!ffle?�genc1: 
herbicides were applied to a dr:. �urface soil on 11 y 2 5 ? in_g 
a tractor mounted sprayer ( 3  MP�, � 2  �SI 1 10 ' ��ath- �nd 2v 
GPA). Weather conditions at thu �im.!! o= appl cntion we.r�. 
air temperature 57 ° F, relative 1:.rrt..:.�i't': 51 , cl?.::.t sk.•• . w:.J'\J 
6-8 mph, soil moi!iture (2" depth) moist, and soil temperature 
(2" depth ) 48 ° F. Total rainfall for the 1st and 2nd weeks 
after application were : 0.65"  and 0.00", respectively. The 
soil is a silty c1ay loam ( 7 %  sand , 57\ silt, 36% clay) with 
�. 7 org:a.ni.c r.iattaz pH 7 . 4  .:il"'.d is poorly drained. Weetl 
corrtrcl w� �valua�� � ne � The results are shown in the 
table. Both MC 10982 and MC 10108 appeared to be more effec­
tive for controlling redroot pigweed and common lambsquarter 
than bifenox. 
Table 46. Pre-emergence Herbicide Evaluation on Soybeans 
Treatment 
MC-10982 
MC-10982 
MC-10982 
MC-10982 
Alachlor 
MC-10108 
MC-10108 
MC-10108 
MC-10108 
Alachlor 
Bifenox 
• 
Weedy Check 
Handweeded Check 
LSD (. 05) 
Rate 
0.25 
0.38 
0. 50 
0. 38 
2.00 
0 , 25 
0. 38 
o .  so 
0,35 
2.00 
1 .  50 
o . o  
o.o 
cl" re e R t:drao- .... ._jmJ:j � n 
Foxtail Pigweed Lambsqtr. 
60 
6 8  
63 
88 
48 
40 
65 
9 6  
46 
0 
99 
27 
76 
95 
98 
97 
97 
92 
97  
9 7  
98 
89 
,.., 
.;j �  
3 
60 
67 
78 
9 2  
46 
77 
81 
96 
17 
SOYBEAN HERBICIDE EVALUATION 
W. E. Arnold , M.A. Wrucke, S. R. Gylling , and J . A. Holmdal 
Re-search J)l') We.?'� etrt:a.!>lisner ro e.va..lu.nt:e p'l"e-c:mm-g�· ":?. 
anct. po:it-ft.'IJ�f.!gt:!"t!ce- beroic:id=s £::,r i.'E-!.!C:. orrh"..::,l ln &o•:t..r� a· 
lh� ;ouLh!!.:!lst 3 �t . .  dr.Ota R!!s2 3rch and Extension Center at 
B�res!OrttL s�v!;Il hc!'hieid�e A�r� lm ...J, LJ --j � '.LL ii:.1.- r.-;:irli...:..d-
ti,on m··t�s a.no .::.n .--C'mbina'ti<:in 1- si,dng,, ;e t_ tz;.l ot 16 rre---:i�.rits . 
r10Yl' :rt ;:::-li.i::;at:I.ons r lC ' x 40'  plots_ wer-e grr=inge.l! ir .! ran­
dom.i::e1! aamp.l.e -r.n. o \ �](- ".:ii!Sign. "Evans11 -oyt;eans ware _,l� 
in 10�· 110W!: n l'Ay 2 . :'2'£-=rn-rg ni:ll!. t"t' tm_pn-s wtrre: .... ppli::d 
May .. � "si.."tg ., -rra.c cc r- r..i 1in-.:ed s r ca. • er ( ·!PH � : . S.. • 
swath, and 20 GPA). Weather conditions at the time of treat­
ment werL : air temperature 57° F, relative humidity 52% , clear 
sky, win 6-8  mph , soil surface :1ry
1 "1C11.J r ., ,, leprh) .:noi t ,  
i.1na ecil : -L:r,par;:tult: c 2 ,• -�i=t... ) .Lf..0r. · s---�· �··r.c� L-eaucn-:-s 
W�i.=a pp�d u ·�nE=- 21 i:rni.ng W..(�ycle sprayer ( 3 MPH, 3 2 PSI, 
'0 • swath � ;anci '20 GPA ) .  W a-:-h: , conditions at the time of 
!i!U>lic.ai:ion •,..,e: e • air" :t.ampe"!"a-.:U:-'"' SS0:" .  :·ela-tl '1.£ .'tumi ...... i t · (; 6 \ .  
el� s�, wir, . .l.-' mph > 'enf sur aCA tr.O" L' -. ;;!-:>!.!. moi:St'!.Jl"E 
(211 dept.h} w-et ,  and �oil -tcmpt!ratlu � C2'' ,dc_p ... h)  6 ""f. P.�-dr t 
pLgwt!tu.i ,a;�,i 1 • nb- ..,�,...!= l-h II r� cr1 =�11tm:on l.i:J.rnh!)q� t.ar seed­
lings were 2-4" tall. Total rainfall for the 1st and 2nd weeks 
after application were 0,65" and 0 , 00", respectively for pre­
emergence treatments and 0. 14 " and 0.00 11 , respectively for 
post-emergence treatments. The soil is a silty clay loam 
f 7  a:l . 5 7 - s.il't , �F  T"lt.V) i,.,�..-;, 1, , ,r�an.i<. mu1;��1 , pH '1.o 
anc is pJorly .Jr� -��. W£c�j t�trol and crop evaluations were 
made June 30. The results are shown in Table 47 . CP 55097 
concrcJ!eJ � mmon l-1:nb:1q_w.a1-�� L1:e: •er +t,rtn c:tlai-�.lor. HoYe.Y-=- , 
i t t•""n'3ec: -..- i.nj u_I"c soy.he.!no �� � rhiul .a l.1�hlo1 • BA::; 4 7 900 H 
controlled redroot pigweed very effectively but did not control 
common lambsquarter. The addition of bentazon to BAS 47900 H 
improved the control of common lambsquarter. 
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Table �? . Soybean herbicide evaluat ion. 
Holmdal ) 
( Arnold, Wrucke, Gyl l ;ng, and 
Growth I Weed ConlroT J Stand I Crop 
Treatment Rate Stage ™!!:E! Co1g Reduc. I njury -
CP-55097 2.00 Pre 98 55 0 30 
CP-55097 3.00 Pre 98 75 0 27 
Alachlor 3.00 Pre 97 11 0 15 
Metribuzin 0.50 Pre 98 98 0 25 
CP-55097 2 .00 Pre 
Bas 47900 H a .so Pre 92 7 0 0 
Bas 47900 H 0.75 Pre 95 22 0 0 
Bas 47900 H 1.00 Pre 96 40 0 0 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 97 48 0 0 
Bas 47900 H 0.50 Pre 
Bentazon o. 75 Post 98 50 0 0 
Bas 47900 H 0.75 Pre 
Bentazon 0.50 Post 97 40 c 0 
Bas 47900 H 0 .75 Pre 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 75 15 0 0 
Mbr 12325 0 . 13 Post 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 78 15 7 0 
Mbr 12325 0.25 Post 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 72 68 10 0 
Citowett P lus .21 Post 
Mbr 12325 0.13 Post 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 76 67 10 o, 
Citowett P 1 us .21 Post 
Mbr 12325 0.25 Post 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 79 74 15 D 
Mbr 12325 0.13 Post 
Crop Oi l  1 qt/A Post 
Bentazon 0.75 Post 81 69 20 0 
Mbr 12325 0.25 Post 
Crop Oil l qt/A Post 
Handweeded Check o.o Post 99 99 0 0 
Weedy Check o.o 0 0 0 0 
LSD { .05) 10 24 3 3 
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EFFECTS OF RATES OF NITROGEN ADDITION ON THE 
CONCENTRATION OF NITRATE-NITROGEN IN THE SOIL PROFILE 
R. Gelderman, r .  Shubeck, B. Lawrensen, P. Carson, 
R. Nettleton, R. Schoper, and R. Narem 
Objectives 
l. Study and record the effects of rates of nitrogen addition 
on the accumulation and movement of N03-N in the soil 
profile. 
2. Determine the effect of large amounts of nitrogen fertil­
izer on the pH of the soil. 
3. Measure the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the leaves. 
4. Determine the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the entire
.
plant at maturity. 
Materials and Methods 
1. This experiment is located on a Viborg silty clay loam 
on the southeast corner of the Experiment Farm. Viborg 
soils are deep, friable , moderately well-drained , silty, 
clay loam soils developed in a silty cap over glacial 
till. 
2. Two experiments are involved in this study, one involving 
a number of low rate N applications and the other a 
sequence of high N applications. The experim'ants are 
adjacent and related. The rate experiment began in 
1969. The low rate experiment began in 1975. 
3. Soil samples in the heavy rates of application were 
taken to a depth of 6 feet each year since 1969, except 
in 1979 when they were taken to a depth of 4 feet be­
cause of wet soil conditions. They are only being 
taken to a depth of 4 feet in the low rate experiment. 
4. The samples were dried as soon as possible after taking, 
in a forced air oven at a temperature not to exceed 
115° F. 
5. Nitrate-nitrogen was determined by the n-phenol-di­
sulphonic acid method until 1973. Since then the nitrate 
electrode method has been used. 
6. The l.onge::rr dUI.'ll tlon exp,:r�i; wi-ch high �-�-e-s of n! t:l"'O• 
gen is  ln ir-e- i:!l.cvEni:h Y!!.at • the ni zyo-� !"er.=;i i �� 
usec. has be-� .ttUIIOniam nitra"tf!. The. addi"t:ions. O.f P:20 5 
( 25 lbs/A) and K'JO c ,a  bs/AJ hil·1e � ined con.starrt 
on botn experiments. All nlcts except the O+O+O treat­
ment have received the same amounts of P and K. 
7. Leaf sa:mples were taken for analysis when the corn was 
in the early silk stage of growth. The leaf opposite 
and below the ear was taken for the samples. Leaves 
were dried in a forced air oven , ground, and nitrogen 
content determined by the Kjeldahl method. 
8. - Silage was harvested from the second planting date treat­
ment. A sample of silage was taken fr�m each plot for 
moisture determination. The sample was grcund and a 
nitrogen determination was made on it. 
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Results and Discussion 
The effects of nitrogen fertilizer on the nitrate-nitrogen 
C �03N) ei:m.-c-ern: of the soi1s u!"e r�porh!d in 'l'a.b1--es C4i a and 
C tht.i �we � · P.en't e ha.veirag ann� a.ppUcadons o - '.l'ill. ... r� J i ;i;er 
ranging from 0-80 lb/A and 0-240 lb/A, respectively ). In the 
low rate experiment there are very small differences in the 
amounts either in the top two feet or the top four feet. In 
past samplings, differences have been present corresponding 
to the different rates of N applied. The reason for the low 
amoutrts af NGJ-fl in 1 97 9 wti:'a th@ largtt c:-arn har·.reut. Afi::-s-
nt:1 harve !:1T fctue T� hail.] in 1.978 the!Y!. ve:111 ve:ry high yield , 
this past year at all application ra-re.-s-. Yi!tllis ware high 
enough to use practically all of both residual N and fertilizer 
N on all plots. 
Th high ra u e�per ime:.n t ,  ·nl-.:.ke its. �'tn.er , sti.: .. -1J shews 
ve�y aignLfieant mcun�� ef No3-n �hrougbou� th� p�ofil�- a� 
a.ppl.iaatlon ra: t:e.E inenea.� ._  �sidua:. lf a.lsc semDB Tn be mo,.tihg 
downward in the profile. For instance, the amount of N03-N 
in the 48-72" range in the plot annually receiving 240 lb N 
increased from 117 lbs in the fall, 1977 to 288 lbs in fall, 
1978. 
Year hy year ;;1.(;:-C'tlllIUlltlans or rol t! i.1  t.ha .:.Oil pD�i !lee 
1,mde.r, 'the:. ctiffe?'e.riT "tre.�menu -of i:-� high ra;?"e �:pe1:1imerr- -� shown in Figure 2 and Table 49. The most noticeable feature 
em the. grraph is .a lal"-ge de-cP-ea..S.e u N0-3°1'1 betw_e� .J.'!177 �a l 976 
in h�. plot whkh h,1d 2ua l..b� of tl app:li.e:d ._ Ho ax:planclor. 
for that drop is offered at this time. 
Tests on nitrogen concentration in the leaves at silking 
time and in the silage are being conducted, but results are 
not available for publication. These results will be added 
to future reports. 
A summary of N03-N content (fall of 1978), corn grain 
yields and silage yields (1979) �re provided in Table so .  A 
maximum yield of approximately 130 bu/A was attained with the 
60 lb r;,-te �f a.p_p 1..c.-.:i. i:-i.cn . Addi ti�!l or: nil:r'Ogen higher t:.he.r: 
the 60 lb . rate did not increasE �ha yield . Fertili�er- nit"!'Dgpn 
rates had no consistent effect on yield. 
.. 
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Table 1+ 8 .  The Effects of Adding High Rates of Nitrogek1rertilizer Over a 11 Year Period on the �unt of Nitrate-Nitrogen Present in the Soil. Southeast Experi1111W1t Station. 1979. 
An,ol!.llt cf Nitrogen Appj..Ieci &iich (eltr h'II £'(1ll.11dl!: fn:r Ac:riai 
80ffl-l,O 160fQfff 2 4 ltril'ffl 
s�1;.� J t'irn 
l-71 �18 --18 r-11 F-77 
Sam;Eling Time Sam2ling Time Sameling Time 
S-78 f-7� iPr-7'l F-77 S-78 F-78 F-79 P-77 S-78 F-78 F-1g 
0-6 10 12 
�dii3-H lh/i 
28 7 33 44 37 12 25 141 67 45 162 162 97 15 6-12 10 11 18 5 46 16 25 12 71 40 80 47 153 55 65 99 
12-18 5 7 9 5 47 14 16 12 134 33 61 46 165 60 55 75 
18-24 4 4 9 6 60 19 16 31 169 44 68 101 194 91 63 124 24-30 4 4 11 7 35 31 18 48 214 76 80 127 267 138 71 169 
"30-36 4 4 1 7 31 47 26 44 136 116 103 133 241 204 88 162 
36-42 4 4 7 10 -31 40 41 42 86 U4 140 123 144 255 132 150 
42-48 5 4 7 14 17 23 45 38 44 99 157 107 76 191 201 139 
48-54 s 11 9 31 15 88 48 122 
54-60 6 18 8 20 12 54 33 85 
60-66 7 12 9 14 14 43 21 54 ,..., 66-72 12 17 13 13 18 24 15 28 
0-24 28 33 64 23 185 93 93 67 398 258 276 239 629 367 279 373 
0-48 44 49 97 62 298 234 222 239 878 672 754 729 1356 1156 771 993 
0-72 74 154 337 299 937 962 1473 1059 
Date of Nov. May Nov. Nov. 
S41t1pling 71 78 78 79 
Yield of 85 0 0 
Com bu/A 
110 87 0 t,1 129 91 01 0 130 90 0 125 
____ _____  _,...._.. --
Ll Treatments have been repeated on the same plots for the past 11 years. During this ti� plots receiving 80 lbs of 
nitrogen each year have received 8 8 0 1 bs of nitrogen per acre. All plots receive a uniform amount of P205 (25#) and 
K20 (70#) per acre per year. 
Table 4 9 .  
The Effect of Adding Rates of Nitrogen Fertilizer on the Amount of Nitrate-Nitrogen 
Present in the Soil Profile 1977-1979. Southeast Experimental Station. 1979. 
o+-O+<)L3 
Depth in Time of Sa!Eling 
Inches F- S- F- F-
77 78 78 79 
0-6 5 11 16 9 
6-12 5 7 8 6 
12-18 4 4 4 4 
18-24 4 4 4 6 
24-30 4 4 4 7 
30-36 4 4 4 6 
36-42 4 4 4 6 
42-48 4 4 4 7 
m 0-24 16 26 32 25 
N 0-48 31 42 48 49 
Time of Nov. Mny Nov. Nov. 
Sampling 77 78 78 79 
Yield of 89 D Q 94 
Corn bu/A 
Nitrogen li..dd� Each Year; lb 
� Ti.me il:i I 'Srnir� Lin.,1 
'"Ri 'Mme r-m;rJtU.1:1g 
F- s- F- F- F- s- F- F-
77 78 78 79 77 78 78 79 
5 15 14 15 4 26 18 8 
5 11 8 10 6 12 10 8 
4 5 4 10 5 8 8 5 
4 4 4 6 6 6 5 6 
4 4 4 9 4 5 6 7 
4 4 4 10 4 4 6 7 
4 4 4 14 4 4 6 8 
4 4 4 15 4 4 6 10 
17 34 30 41 21 52 41 27 
31 50 46 89 36 69 65 59 
96 0 0 114 0 119 
I AL'l ,ii 1 �2 
.6.0:tO+O 
Ti� �r Sl.'fflipling 
F- $- F- F-
77 78 78 79 
IS 29 31 10 
16 19 19 8 
26 14 10 6 
30 12 12 11 
18 16 13 14 
6 15 14 15 
4 12 11 15 
4 8 11 14 
88 74 71 35 
119 124 120 92 
90 Q 0 130 
LI �cb plot I'tl.:!ic:rbu:u;l a W11f DTD1 l'Jl3JUCIL of P2'"5 (2.5'1/11\) 
S � of lt2r1 IH�T 1'4:!li'.'I? � ... 111 SU!li!,t-E!II.' h1.ti:.U$.:xe:ir. 
nd KiO (10�/A) bTQBQrfts �d' 4 ()f. • ,lfi 
L2 Treatmcmts have been repeated on the same plots for the past five years. 
L3 This set of plots did not receive any P or K fertilizer. 
Time 
11
�am!.l!:!!a. 
F- s- F- F-
77 78 78 79 
10 44 28 
15 21 20 9 
24 14 17 7 
38 14 16 12 
23 17 13 13 
13 22 13 14 
7 18 14 15 
4 9 14 14 
87 92 80 35 
134 157 133 91 
88 0 129 
.,, lJ2Cs , 1 ... d 
<( 
....... 
Ill 
.-l 
H """ 
0 
.-l 
H 
0 
(I) 
J.:I ::c: 
� 
z 
H 
z 
I 
<") 
0 
z 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
600 
400 
200 
69 70 7 1  72 7 3  74 7 5  7 6  7 7  78 79�  
YEARS 
f"IGURI 2. Thee t.f.fa.c,: of Rat:(?S or Ad.tteC Nii t-rogen OJ!'\ -the 
Amaum. o:: ,li arr�'te-Ui-r:rcgen in 'the fj fao1; 
P?tofila Qt th� End of the 11 Year Period ; 
Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979 
n 1979 - sampled to only 4 '  
8 3  
Table 50. The Ef:fe-ci: o Added :'i-o-t,ge-n t rtil.ize:r :>n --r:he Yielcl s 
of Corn Gra·in and Silage, Scru:t-heo s� Rxparimen:t: Farm , l 9119-
NitrQ_gen 
U NO -ui-i2 
Corn 
SilageL3 'trieatmen � e. Grain 
lbs of Nitrogen in3the Yield Yi-eld 
Added Per Acre Top 4 feet bu/A tons/A 
0 97 110 15 . 6  
20 4 5  114 16 . 1.f  
40 65· 119 16. 0 
60 120 130 16.4 
aoL4 133 129 17. 8 
so Ls 222 129 18.9 
160 7 5 4  130 l S . 6  
240 771 125 17 . 5  
Ll - 25 lb of P
2
o5 + 70 lb of K2o per acre br-oadcast on all plots except O+O+O. 
L2 - N03
-N found in profile in the fall of 1978. 
L3 - Tons per acre of 60\ m.oiiture silage. 
L4 - Thie treatment has been applied far five years. 
LS - This treat:ment ha.1; bHe:fi appli d for �l ven �a-rs. 
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EFFECT OF RATES OF NITROGEN ON THE YIELDS OF BROMEGRASS 
P. Carson, R. Nettleton, D. Beck, and R. Gelderman 
Objectives 
1. Determine thE e!!"-ec'7£ of ad.deli n.i t'f'og,en on the yield 
oi b��megra�s over � period of yea�s. 
?. • Det@rmlu i £  ;:zorrt..i.ru. fl high riel:is will lower soil 
1:,e: s --1. .. :phc�horl.l-S and pot�ss:iUI:1. 
Methods and Materials 
Table 
1. The experiment was established in 1977 an an old stand 
of bromegrass near the east edge of the experiment 
farm on a Viborg silty clay loam. The Viborg soils 
are deep, friable, moderately well-drained silty clay 
lo.n-m!i tie.vd..ope"" l n .a 5ill;)" ,c:a _ever g.1.a.eW til . The 
'Bo.i.1. eS't' on the soil arinples ta�J:'l f om the: ;�imental 
�tc_ s:r: h tii":le -the: 11Xp�iln.e..at; :$ esta.tllisherl oi:'.JT'_;! -0.6 
follows : 
51. Soil Tests 
Depth p K pH Salts 
lb/A lb/A mmhos/cm 
0 - 6 7 970 6.8 0.38 
6 -12 3 560 6.7 0.30 
12-18 ... 390 7.0 0. 28 
18-21.J 6 360 7.S 0. 28 
2lf-30 3 260 7.7 0 . 30 
30-36 4 260 8.0 0. 38 
36-42 3 220 8. 2 0.40 
I.J2-1+8 11 190 8 . 3  0.35 
2 .  rer,-i 1 :i �e.r n i  U''=lg_en in th� form o - ar:JDIDDium :n.it:rat� wa& 
applletl by brvaJeaar.i.ng l.n the spring 0£ 1971 . Non� 
W;'i-5 a. ppliru:t in .l 9., B • Tu � /\pf'i l of l 918 , ri e re: es 
of nitrogen were reapplied. They are as follows : 
Treatment No. 
2 
3 
4 
lb/A 
-r 
80 
160 
3 20 
3. No additional phosphorus or potassium was applied. 
Plots will be split at a later date to apply these two 
elements to determine if a yield response occurs from 
this addition. 
4. Yield samples of hay were harvested on July 13, 1979 
with. a &lllf-pt'e>-pel e.d fol'i!ge hau:tvester . The .h:IU'veis-red 
material wa� 'iicigh@d iJ1 th!! zi@ld and a mna.ll s_a_mp�e 
taken for moisture and protein determination. 
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Results and Discussion 
Yields of 12\ hay were limited , due to the plots being 
ini:lll\t<?l" ten tly burned in early � ... 1.y . : his c��.re.a .:: "'l:1-i ... •· !'.:. -i" 
damage 'to Uhe. eJtin-ci..ng gr�wt.11 "Jt. lch was mowed off. 
T:ie pffeci: �:f -rru: a113ed. nitro_g:.ETI L�eA"U!Jents:- on t"ht! i..:- d 
of 17\ l'ia.v is r;hown in Tt1hle s: .  As t u 1"'ci:e o: appl..:ed n.iuogen 
inc�eaeed , �he y�f!.ld a.lac · n!l..t'tW..Sed. 
Addirion of 80 l.bs '.;)t nitrogen i nc:�!ied ri,. d S?\ o•.,et, 
ChcClk y.l-�1L An 'Atlo�ianal so lbs. cf nitr.1ogen inero,:.aoc yield 
97\  OV€:' the. 80 lb ra:ce .- ''."-e .-..u6� .ti'J lb!l -f n tl J�:' · --"ec:iGed 
yield 60\ over the 160 lb rate. Yields were not as high at 
the lower rates as we would expect (Figure 3 ) .  This leads 
to the conclusion that considerabl� nitrogen was used in the 
growth that occurred before burnin . The influence of nitrogen 
fertilizer on bromegrass yields car be evaluaLed through the 
use of Tukey ' s  hsd test (See table 52). 
- i s  pianned t� e�ntinu� -. ii expnriment fo� p��iocl. 
of vearn tc. Jetermin� IT -:rhe yi£ las a.an he mainTait.1r:a at'. .s high. 
revel wi�h only u1e adci-ion of n.in-,ogen =�""i';1iT.e�. C�nt�nu�d 
!reL. ��:rts w.i.1: Jto:rri�m i:,h\,s h .... ru::; A·n. l)O't:av;.lum. level . Tt1etae 
two elemen�s may be added as treatments later on. 
Table 52. The Influence of Added Nitrogen Fertilizer on the 
Yield of Hay, Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979. 
Treatment 
lb N/A 
0 
80 
160 
320 
lb 
Yield 
1 2 %  Hay/A 
1018 a* 
1911 a 
3 7 7 4  b 
6050 c 
� The numbers followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the . OS level of 
confidence accordin., to Tukey' s hsd test. 
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Figure 3 .  
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Influence of Added Nitrogen on Yield of Bromegrass 
Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979.  
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BO 160 3 20 
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SMALL GRAIN FERTILIZER TRIALS - YANKTON COUNTY 
F. Shubeck, D. Reid, V. Miller, P. Carson , 
R. Nettleton , R. Gelderman, R. Schoper , and R. Narem 
Introduction 
These tria�s are a part of the Southease Experiment Farm ' s  
program. Th plots were established in cooperation with the 
Crop Improvement Association to evaluate the effects of added 
n.5;1:rog-en and phaspborua an t.ht! yi�s cf wbea:r. 1 eat6 "' and l);';U":!.1!y ,1a.i'fiEti.es grown undar Y.a::nkton Cou-nl:y gt'owi:ng c-ondit.:.ons... 1.rhis 
provides an opportunity to evalua1:.e -rhe -VUJ:'.Ol'l..lle of Va.t"'.J.ci.a:& 
to added fertilizer at a site other ha.n "':h� 5Du-th� s-t E:tlpcri..111,enl:: 
Farm. 
Procedure 
The experiments were conducted on the Human Services Center 
:fal."m juen::: north of Y.a nl(ton, SD . Thi! 6::.:te was .l.D"CG.1:ed on - 13.owie•i 
ail-ty clay le.am . BouGe.lt iiOils ai,_e dl!l!.p -.. well-d!"a.iffl!.d , ne�l:, 
level loamy soils which are formLd on gla(:jii,1 "ci.1.1 uµl.'1.nd.s. The 
soil tests on the samples taken .1.1: pL!n�ing -time ar_ !16 ::ol.1.t,\..111 ; 
NOl-N (0-24") 
0,:,-g�nic Matter 
Phosphorus ( P )  
Potassium ( l( )  
pH 
Texture 
94 lb/A (high) 
2. 7\ (medium) 
35 lb/A (high) 
550 lb/A (high) 
7.0 (neutral) 
Silty clay loam 
i'lte pre-vicu.a YI!!�• s crap e>n 1:hi� l.a.mf was Sfh:ll.1.1 era:Ln. 
'tluJ s-eed bed was prepareli by plowing and d-i�ti:ng� 'fhe e:<pe-rimen"C 
was seeded April 23, 1979. 
Each plot 4 x 25 feet in size. The treatments consisted 
of fertilizer applications on 3 varieties of wheat, 3 varieties 
of oats, and 3 varieties of barley. Each variety received six 
fertilizer treatments, which are as follows : 
N + P20s + K20 
(lbs 12er acre) 
1. 0 + 0 + 0 
2. 0 + 30 + 0 
3. 30 + 0 + 0 
4. 30 + 30 + 0 
5. 60 + 0 + 0 
6. 60 + 30 + 0 
Each treatment was replicated three times. The purpose of 
repeating treatment combinations is to provide a numerical estimate 
of experimental error, or unexplained variations in yield. The 
variety and fertilizer treatments are listed in the yield tables. 
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All of t:h · f e:-t"<tili�er �h ... aonct•u� tJnd 10 lbs o:f -t:he! nitroge..11 
(on t1, Sa; plwt: r-l:L..!t!.l.vl.ng ni trog"'"n ) were �p:p-lil!a �.i h i; ne- d..r-ill . 
The rest of the N was broadcast. The plots were sprayed with 
MCP plus Bromoxynil on May 31. Broadleaf weed control was good, 
but some green foxtail was present. The plots were harvested 
on different dates according to maturity. 
Results 
A. Wheat 
The results of the fertilizer treatments upon the yield 
and test weights of three varieties of wheat (WS 1809 , James, 
and Olaf) are shown in Table 53. Eff�cts were very small , but 
a significant difference in yield due to fertilizer treatment 
occurred . The reason for the small response to fertilizer 
may be the fairly high amounts of residual nutrients as shown 
in the soil test. 
B. Oats 
The effects of the applied fertilizer on the yield and 
test weights of thr�e varieties of oats (nodaway-70, Spear, 
and Wright) are shown ih Table 54. Again, differences are 
small, in this case no significant differences were found in 
yield or test weight either between varieties or between 
different fertilizer treatments. 
C. Barley 
The effects of the applied fertilizer on the yield and test 
weights of three varieties of barley (Primus II, Mores, and 
Larker) are shown in Table 55. Barley seems to have shown more 
response to the different fertilizer treatments than oats or 
wheat. This is especially evident in the yield differences in 
Primus II and Morex barley. Yields of Morex varied from 54 bu/A 
with no fertilizer to 71 bu/A when 60+30+0 was added. While the 
difference from fertilizer was significant in those two varieties 
it was not in the third variety, Larker. The figures show that 
Larker was more efficient in using available nutriets than the 
other two varieties. The addition of fertilizer only served 
to bring yield levels of Primus II and Morex up to the level of 
Larker. 
1'art ��t:J a_so "t-'� ia:t-lurm:oo to" n-.:idition o� f �tL11.�i!r. 
�;ith the �ges"t" .im::rea;se i:lei:ng in Morex which increased from 
4 2.2 lb/bu to 4 5. 2  lb/bu as the amount of fertilizer increased. 
The yields expected (those considered possible with the 
amount of available nitrate-nitrogen that was present) and the 
yields actually obtained at this site are very close (39 bushels 
of wheat expected and 38 obtained, etc. ). See Table 56. The 
addition of 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre supplied more nitrogen 
for the growth of wheat and oats than the plants could utilize. 
8 9  
Whereas, 30 pounds of nitrogen supplied enough for 65 bushels 
of barley per acre and 6 8  bushels were harvested. The appli-
c tion o= oO oands of nit�ogan suppli:ec1 more avail#-bl� ni-:roien 
than o�ne� enviro�ant_.:s.1 conditions pe��r.d any �r thi! 
crops to ut ilize .  
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Table 53 . The Effects of Applied Fertilizer on 
of Three Varieties of Wheat , Yankton 
Treatment YIELO 
N+is1f
K20 Varietx: ws 1809 James Olaf Averag� 
"6u]A 
3o+3o+O 42 41 4] 42 b* 
6o+3o+-O 42 43 42 42 b 
Jo+o+o 39 40 43 41 ab 
60-H>+O 39 41 40 40 ab 
0+30+0 39 40 41 40 ab 
o+o+o 35 39 40 38 a 
Average 39 40 42 40 
the Yields and Test Weights 
County , 1979. 
TEST WEIGHT 
ws 
Varietz 
1809 James 
'fn/&u 
57.1 56. 3  
56. 1 55 . 8  
56. 3 56. 3 
56. 2 56. 0  
56 .0  56 . 5  
55 . 7  56. 7  
-
56. 3  56. 3 
Olaf Average 
56. 8 56. 8a* 
5 6 . 2  56.la 
57. 0 56. 6a 
56 . 7  56. Ja 
56. 8  56 .4a  
57 . 7 56. 7a 
56 . 9  56. l 
� Tuke.y ' e honestlv signifi1�rant dif'fereace : F1er-rf 11-za.r t:r.eaf:mi!nt vieldll not Eo \lQwed lby diei 
Game letter a'f',e st,gnifican t:l v diff,e't'·on L e.t �'he . 05 lev,el . 'th! R lfJ1,e.a11s t1iat 1 chonca bli 
20 exists that these yield differences are not different. 
U> 
,.._:, 
Table si+. The Effects of Applied Fertilizer on the Yields and Test Weights 
of Three Varieties of Oats , Yankton County , 1979. 
Treatment 
N+P205+K20 
lb/A ffiiiiiwn lb:t.t: Kt Average 
60+30+0 84 91 90 89 35 . 7 33 . 8  34. 0 
30+30+0 84 93  86 88 36 . 2  34 . 2  33 . 5  
3o+o+o 83 91 83 86 36 . 0  33. 2  33 . 3  
60+o+o 81 89 82 84 35 . 8  33 . 5  33. 7 
o+JO+O 87  90 81 86 35 . 0  32. 7 33 . 0  
o+O+O 82 85 81 83  35 . 5  32 . 7  33 . 0  
Average 84 90 81� 86 35.7  3 3 . 4  33 .4  
Ave;i::-age 
34 . 5  
34 . 6  
34. 2  
34 . 3  
3 3 . 6  
33 . 7  
34. 2  
U) 
w 
Table 55 . 
Treatment 
N
+
riJi
+K20 
60+30+0 
3o+3o+O 
30+a+O 
60+0+0 
o+lO·trJ 
O+O+O 
Average 
The Effects of Applied Fertilizer on the Yields and Test Weights 
of Three Varieties of Barley . Yankton County , SD 1979 . 
Primus 
72 
61 
bS 
69 
66 
)5 
66 
YIELD 
Variety 
II Morex 
bu/A 
71 b* 
70 b 
62. ab 
66 ab 
54 a 
54 a 
63 
LarkE�r Aver.agn 
74a* 72 
74a 70 
68a 65 
72a 69 
69a 63 
64a 158 
70 66 
TEST WEIGHT 
Varietv 
l't"fiirus II Moreic Larker 
lbsfA 
46 . 3a* 45 . 0  c* 46 . 8  b* 
45 . S a  45 . 2  c 46 . 3ab 
45 . Sa 44 . 2  be 45 . 0a 
46 . Sa  44 . 7  c 45 . 8ab 
46 . 8a 42 . 5ab 45 . 8ab 
45 . Sa 42 . 2a 45 . 0a 
45 . 9  44 . 0  45 . 8  
Avet:ff't;e 
46 . 0  
45 . 7  
45 . 2  
45 . 3  
45 . 0  
44 . 2  
45 . 2  
* Tukey ' s  honestly significant difference : Fertilizer treatment yields not followed by the 
same letter are significantly different at the . 05 level . This means that 1 chance in 
20 exists that these yield differences are not different . 
Table 56 . The Estimated and Actual Yield of Three Crops with Two Rates 
of Nitrogen Added , Yankton County, 1979 . 
Sot! lo ib of 60 (& of 
NO =N Expected .Actua:l N added 1 ftdded 
lbjA Yi: el d Yield E:q,ecr;ad Ac cu.al E�-:pei:-ced ecua.1 
Wheat 94 39 38 52 41 64 41 
Oats 94 72 83 95 87  118 86 
Barley 94 59 58 65 68 81 71 
OacB and barley show 6ffinll yield 1.n.creas�s c�ompa.:ra the 30-11-0+o 
and Jo+30+0 treacmcnts) eo added phosphorus. Yield i..nereaa-es o f  thti:: 
illHl cure: �an b--e expecte.d even w1t"h 11 hij., soil t_e t b, ve rs of allove­
nve:r.a_g� tl.imac t c condicians . This vea:r wa� considered n.bo\l nveras". 
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EFFECT or N-SERVE• ON CORN - 1979 
R ,  Gelderman, R, Schoper, P. Carson, 
H. Kittems , and R. Nettleton 
Objectives 
1 .  To val�a�� .�� ffec.�E of .:i..dded ni�cgen wi-h and 
withou� added nitrapVT'in (N-Serve )* on cortn yields. 
Methods and Procedures 
1 .  
2 .  
3 • 
Table 
N03-N 
lb/A- 2 '  
39 
4. 
The experiment was established on the Leonard Johnson 
farm near Crooks , SD , in Minnehaha County (NWl/4 of 
SW 1/4 of Sec. 35 ; RSJW ; Tl30N). 
The site was located �n a Moody silt loam. Moody 
soils are deep, well-drained soils developed from 
loess. The slope ranged from 3 to 6\ on this site. 
The soil tests on samples taken from the experimental 
site in the fall of 1978 are shown in Table The 
:Ull.tiunt of n1rrate-nitrog�n {No�-�> in the LtJP two fea� 
1.;,;t.s 3 9  lb/ A. whi�r. -S cr.,nsidercd low. Thei N03 -N i..ti rh-1'.! 'top fui.Jr f�et' o..c s 11 'llllOun t:�d TO , a pound per 
dC'Z' Wh • c.h · F tlDn!' i.:1ue:J -ediu.m. A.l 1 ther tes1:s ar� 
considered high or satisfactory for the plow layer 
depth . 
57. Soil Tests for Minnehaha County N-Serve Experiment, 
Soluble 
N03-N O.M. p K pH Salts Texture 
lb/A-4 ' ' lb/A lb/A nunho/cm 
78 3. 1 5 4  5 5 0  6 .  2 0 , 2  silt loam 
The 1978 crop was small grain and the soil had been 
chiseled before the fertilizer was applied. 
1979 
5 .  The fertilizer used to supply the nitrogen was anhydrous 
ammonia** · It was kn:fed to a depth of five inches 
in late October of 1978. 
The t -Serv-t. ..r-as app.let. 
'fhe n rcrog-0u � ertil.:.�11r 
150 lbs of N per acre. 
N-Serve was applied. 
, -1u: r.aTc c: qu4rt per acru . 
r1LaS usnd weru 0 1 so. 100, and 
In the case of the check, no 
:rr.a.dema:rJ.: of DOW Chemie 1 Co . • l{i'dl.and MI. The :ma. e:rial wa.� 
.SUp�lied by OOW hemira1 1� .  
� •  Supplied by the CENEX Bulk Blending Plant at Ellis, SD 
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7. The treatments were arranged in a split plot randomized 
complete block design with the split being between 
N-Serve and no N-Serve treatments in each whole plot 
(Rates of Nitrogen). The treatments were replicated 
four times. 
8. The corn variety used was Dekalb XL23. Sutan plus 
Bladex as a herbicide and Furadan as insecticide were 
applied at recommended rates. Land pl"eparation , 
planting and crop care for the corn in the plots were 
completed by the cooperator as he managed the remainder 
of the field. 
9. Plant leaf samples were taken at the time of pollination 
for analysis. The leaf opposite and below the ear was 
taken , dried and analyzed for total nitrogen. 
10. The plots were hand harvested for grain on October 16 , 
1979. Ear mid-section samples were taken for moisture 
determination. 
The 1979 growing conditions were excellent for corn production 
except for the wet soil conditions which generally delayed plant­
ing until late May. Plot stand was 15,000 plants per acre. 
Results and Discussion 
The effects of nitrogen and rates of N-Serve added on grain 
yield , percent leaf nitrogen and percent ear moisture are shown 
on Table 58· The F test for treatment (N-Serve vs no N-Serve) 
was not significant at the 0.05 level. This means that differences 
in yields were so small that we cannot differentiate between them 
statistically. The effects of the added rates of nitrogen pro­
duced yield differences large enough to be considered statistically 
significant although the interaction between N-Serve treatment 
and rates of nitrogen was not. 
Table 58. Effect of N-Serve and Nitrogen Rates on Corn Grain 
Yields , Percent Leaf Nitrogen and Percent Ear Mois­
ture in Minnehaha County site , 197f. 
Nitrogen Yield* bu/A \ Leaf N % Ear Moisture 
Applied no no ; no 
lb N/A N-Serve N-Serve N-Serve N-Save N-Serve N-Serve 
0 109 108 2 . 9 5 2 . 9!1. 29. 0 29.7 
so 117 126 3.02 3 . H, 28.7 29.2 
100 11� 115 3 . 2 5 3.23 29. S 29. 6 
150 118 117 3.25 3 .  2.5 2 8 . 7  29.7 -- -
Average 115 117 3. 12 3 . 14 28.9 29. 5  
A Yield calculated at 15\ moisture. 
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Table 5 9 ,  The Effect of Rates of Nitrogen on Corn Yield � 
Minnehaha County Site, 1979. 
Nitrogen Applied 
lb NIA 
0 
50 
100 
150 
Yield 
bu/A 
108a* 
122  b 
114ab 
118ab 
n Turkey ' s  honestly significatn difference ; 
treatments are not followed by the same letter 
are significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
The non-significance of the N-Serve treatments allows the 
tw� treatments for each nitrogen rate to be averaged. Table 
sh�ws that the check and the 50 �ound rate are significantly 
different at the 0.05 level. This difference is not fully 
understood because the higher rates are not significantly 
different from the check or the 50 pound rate. With a level 
oF 79 pO\UlLlli -:!' ::i.vai.Ll.ble nitrC·f;t"i O;c3-J'1 l)!"CSlillt: .in lhi: 
soil, J yiold tncr<ffds-i; ..., -:L! n� be expected with nitrogen 
additions greater than 100 pounds per acre. 
The percent leaf nitrogen reaches a peak at the 100 pound 
N rate. The lower end of the nitrogen sufficiency range ( 2. 75-
3.50 % )  was exceeded in all �amples tested. 
In summary, N-Serve did not increase the yield of corn 
at this site in 1979 when added with different rates of nitrogen 
from anhydrous ammonia. The addition of 50 pounds of nitrogen 
per acre did cause a small yield increase and rates of nitrogen 
up to 100 pounds per acre increased the nitrogen content of 
the leaf samples taken at silking time. 
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HERBICIDE CONTROL OF VOLUNTEER CORN IN SOYBEANS 
W. E. Arnold, M.A. Wrucke, S. R .  Gylling, and J.A. Holmdal 
Ploti "-�re (;s-ra.blis'1'1@d 'EC ev�ua'!:e vo.l...i..t:nt'@er corn control 
in s�ybea..ns a� �he Southeas Sou�n �Q� ReSe..iTr:.b and Cxtimsion 
CentfU' Beres.£ r� � r�a �u �i�ides were applied at various. 
dosases ,  fol a -r ... t�l °"f 8 u:-e..atrn>Jll .... s. ;;)•.tl' _r,-plicn.tians were 
a.,,rnnged in random:i.:ed cor,u:pl.c .... b!oek design . "Evan!i11 a-oy­
baamr ;.it!'l:"'!! p1..a.nt-t""d in S-0 ri 'rows on May 17. !!re.-emer gtl_nce tl'eat:­
m.an,:-s. w e ...3pplie11 m a dry S\Jr.ia.ce so !. on 'lb·,· ll using u 
t�aoTI1r mounted s�avet ( 3  � ,  �i PSI �  10 1 nwa�h . �nd 20 GPA}. 
Weather condi 'tions .at t:ne ,...� "f ea.mm- � !- !  .&i-r emp ?ra­
ture s1° r ,  relative humidity 641 . 1,.lea:r is.k�· , w.:nci 11-6 mph, soil 
moisture (2" depth) moist , and e?)il EJnP .. r·a:ture (.2'1 43ep h )  '11!3° r.  
Po�� e.merg-enoe J'l...e.rhic!.des \fler--t- -ipyl: .-:.d Jur.� ; usina a hicyc..I; 
-s:p1�ye� C J  MPH� 32  PS! . 18 ' G'Wa�h , arid 20 GPA). Wed�he� ccmd.r­
tions .. T �he time Qf i:rea:ttn�t were. � t::iWfP��t.11'� �5° f ,  
relative humidity 4 5% , clear sky· 1 wind 0-2. 'JIII,ih, ua �u,•race 
dry, soil moisture (211 depth) m..,in� . 6.ti1!_ soil tf!ml)e,r:,a•u. c. (2 '1 
depth) S4 ° F. Weed heights were . vol11ntee1- .col"TI S 11 and comman 
lambsquarter 7. 5 11 • Total rainfall for the 1st and 2nd weeks 
after app ication were: preerne1 gence 0. 00 11 and 0. 6 5 11 , respec­
tively ; post emergence 1.27" ancl 0.87", respectively. The 
soil is a silty clay loam (22 .8\  sand , 49.28% silt , 27. 92\ 
clay) with 3. 8 %  organic matter, 5. 9 pH, and is well drained. 
Weed control was evaluated June 28. The results are shown 
in the table. KK 8 0  did not control the foxtail species nor 
#Joluntea!" c.orn when apf)lifi . prEemc.rgWlC£. lfowLver, Jhi!n 
iapplled p@6T. 21nange:nce , XJ<; �o i::onff,:> ! led tl.e. frxt..:! il !W'"' ti� 
anJ vo:un��et c rn a� 1 . 0 .  K'� 80 appeared to control volunteer 
corn better than diclofop. 
Table 60. Herbicide control of Volunteer Corn in Soybeans . 
Growth % Weed Control 
Treatment Rate Stage Corn G-r • foxtail 
Diclofop 0.75 Post '+3  60 
Diclofop 1.00 Post 70 8 5  
Diclofop 1. 25 Post 80 88 
KK 80 2.00 Pre 7 17 
l<K 80 1. 00 Pre 7 7 
Kl< 80 1.00 Post 95 90 
KK 80 o . so Post 7 6  72 
KK 80 2.00 Post 96 9 7  
Handweeded Check o . o  Post 99 99 
Weedy Check o . o  0 0 
LSD (. 05) 16 23 
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EVALUATION OF SOYBEAN HERBICIDES 
W. E. Arnold , M.A. wrucke , S.R. Gylling , and J.A. Holmdal 
Plots were established to �\"al uin:r- w� ct1n::rol in so·,t­
beane a� the Sou�heas� SouTh Da.ji.ot Raaearan and E..�t@nsion. 
Cerrr�- at Bu�esfot"d . E.ig'n: di ferent herbicides were included 
a v-rio�s �ppl�c:.:ation rai:ea and in �ombi.na�ions 1 gi�ing a 
total �f 18 differul'lt treatmen s. Four �eDlicatio�s of 10 • 
x UO ' plQ s were �rranged in a ra.J1dO�ized eompie�� li'.�ck design. 
''£vruib 11 :l yb-e.1n s. }(ere p J.illlr�a. in 30" :r-Jws on May 21.  Prepl. nt 
tm:mvpor.a:t rl t, ffinJllc.n"C:5 ware- appli j May 21 using; trac:-co·r 
mount d s�r yer t l  MPH , 32  PSI . 10 1 �wath J and 20 GPA) and 
incorpoi-� ed imm.�a-r: � ,, . W a�ner coru:li:::iQn& a: the 1:in1e o 
t'!'!e.atm�trt �ere:  air ,:e:mpe?'l,i)_tu, e S7 gr  J re1a."ti e humidi. y '1 O'i , 
:pa.rtl �loudy )cy win-d -9  mph . aoil su=fuce dry , sojl :mOiG� 
,:ur- (2 n d�p.;h) mois- , and � - 1 �a:mp@rature ( 2 ° deptnl SQbF. 
P�eJne"g""nr:1?. reatmo.nts were applied May 23 using i::h!! tl,a.c:tzyr 
mo.mted sprayar. w�a-rbl:!n L:Ondi_..:or a-; i;h t tllte of tr�atment: 
:.,,cl"& : a:!.r emptaratu� 65°F, :r'eliii:iv!:! h raid:.cy S51i , : ear sky ,. 
wint::i 0-2 mph .. !:i-Oil suri.!c� dry , soil moisture C '2 11 d.i!.:p'th) mois,,t , 
and Eo.:..l 1ru:ipera-rura C 2 "  ctqrth} 50° f. �"lY pos't'-@nreriJ-enc 
herbicide. rre111.rnen.;!.; -'UI! iifPFl!iet:! June S LLEing · :il bi.;:ycl� spra.ye-r 
O MF'H 1 3::' PSI, 10 ' uwa--rrt , and 20 GPA).  Wea-i:h.e.r conJi ion .. 
3r �J Tim� �f ::rea:.:nen wer• · air temperature 66° F ,  relative 
humidity 45% , clear sky , wind 6-8 mph , leaf surface dry, soil 
moisture (2" depth) moist , and soil temperature (2" depth) 59° F. 
Common lambsquarters were 1" tall at the time of treatment, 
Total rainfall for the 1st and 2nd weeks after application was : 
0.00 11 nd , . 5c;,• r-e-:;pci::_•;\el tor the preplant incorporated 
nd ""he p: e"-i!m rge:pce -;-r,e.a-t:ments and 1 ,  2 7"  and O. 8 8 " ,  respec­
t.i 1J-:::l ·1 for the early post-emergC?nce treatments. The soi! is a 
idlcy clay l�r:i ( 22.8\ S"antl -. i1 �. 2 sJ· . 11 . s1 c.lay' w1.-eh 
1. S 1 • gan...:: �n:er:i p!J � .  9 1 nrl ts Wf!(;l 1:r.ain,ed. Weed eantrt>l 
was evaluated June 28. The results are shown in Table 61. 
BAS 90520 H effectively controlled foxtail species when applied 
post-emergence. CP 55097 was somewhat more effective for con­
croilLn� n� ��xtai speci�s � aliienlor and �oJTt1:1ollet1. �0fDfJlOTI laml:rnqua..r t '!.!.;;. b:;::,-:-t_er. J,,C-... g. '79h  · �ndec t" be mor- !!f e,..-t 1.vc 
when applied preplant incorporated at compared to pre-emergence. 
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Table 6 1. Evaluation of soybean herb1efdes. ( Arnold» Wrucke, Gyl l ing, and 
Holmdal ) 
Growth % Weed Control 
Treatment Rate Sta,9:e Grft Rrew KOCZ � 
Bas 90520 H 0.50 POST 94 0 11 
Crop O i l  1 qt/A POST 
Bas 90520 H 1.00 POST 94 0 15 
Crop 01 1 l qt/A POST 
Bentazon 0. 75 POST 40 94 88 
Crop O i l  1 qt/A POST 
Bentazon o. 75 POST 97 97 88 
Bas 90520 H 0.50 POST 
Crop Of 1 1 qt/A POST 
Bentazon 0.75 POST 97 97 61 
Bas 90520 H 1.00 POST 
Crop 0 1 1  1 qt/A POST 
CP-55097 2.00 Pre 93 33 98 
CP-55097 3.00 Pre 94 52 98 
AC-206.784 3.00 PPI 95 86 96 
Metribuzin 0.38 PPI 
AC-206. 784 3.00 Pre 91 60 92 
Metribuzf n 0.38 Pre 
AC·206.784 3.50 PPI 96 92 96 
Metribuzin 0.38 PPI 
AC-206.784 3.50 Pre 92 61 96 
Metribuzin 0.38 Pre 
Pendimetha 1 1 n  1.25 PPI 93 89 92 
Metr1buzfn 0.60 PPI 
Pend1methal fn 1.25 PPI 98 95 98 
Metrfbuzfn 0.60 Pre 
Chloramben 2.00 PPI 95 93 93 
Pendimethal i n  1.25 PPI 
Chloramben 2.00 Pre 96 94 97 
Pendimethal i n  1 .25 PPI 
Chloramben 1.50 PPI 95 92 93 
Pend1methal fn 1.00 PPI 
Metrf buzin 0.25 PPI 
Handweeded Check o.o Post 99 99 99 
Weedy Check 0.0 0 0 0 
LSD ( .05) 13 12 11 
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EVALUATION OF PREPLANT INCORPORATED AND 
PRE-EMERGENCE SOYBEAN HERBICIDES 
W.E. Arnold, M.A. Wrucke, S.R. Gylling, and J.A. Holmdal 
Research plots for evaluating preplant incorporated and 
pre-emergence herbieides in soybeans were established at the 
Southeast South Dakota Research and Extension Center at 
Beresford. Ten herbicides were included at various application 
rata.rr and comb1na�ions , giving a �o�a.l of ii �a1::m:e.nts� Fo�� 
�epli�� inns w��e �anged in a randcrnri.%ed eemp1e�@ bl!:Jck 
design. "Evans" soybeans were planted in 30" rows on May 24. 
Preplant incorporated herbicides were applied to a moist 
surface soil on May 24 and incorporated immediately after 
application. Weather conditions at the time of treatment 
were : air temperature �6° F, relative humidity 88\ , clear 
sky, wind 0-1 mph, and soil temperature (2" depth) �8 °F. ?re­
emergence herbicides were applied to a dry surface soil on 
May 25. Weather conditions at the time of treatment were : 
air temperature 57 °F, relative humidity 50%, clear sky, wind 
ii---! l'l'rp"h , soil moi s-t ura C 2 11 depth) m.oil:n: 1 am! soil tempc.rart uri e 
( 2 11 .:L--epth) 450- r.  All oorbicide&· we�� applied u,sing 4 ��01' 
mounted sprayer (3 MPH, 3 2  PSI, 10' swath, and 20 GPA).  Total 
rainfall for the 1st and 2nd weeks after application were o.ssu 
and 0.00 ", respectively. The soil is a silty clay loam (7\ 
sand, 5 7%  silt, 36% clay ) with 4.7\ organic matter, pH 7.9 
and is poorly drained. Weed control was evaluated June 30. 
The results are shown in Table 6 2. 
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Table s 2 , Evaluat1on of preplant incorporated and pr.eemergence soybean herb1-
cides. ( Arnold, Wrucke, Gyl l 1ng1 and Holmdal) 
Growth % Weed Control 
Treat111ent Rate Stage Grft Rrpw KOCZ 
Tr;flura 1 1 n  0. 75 PPI 95 83 
Bifenox 1 . 50 PPI 
Hetribuz1n 0.33 PPI 96 91 95 
Etha lflura l in  0.75 PPJ 
Tr1flural 1n 0.75 PPI 88 84 93 
Fl uridone 0.08 PPI 
Trifl ural in 0.75 PPI 91 81 92 
Fluridone 0.15  PPI 
Metribuzin 0.38 PPI 95 93 96 
Tri fl ura 1 1  n 0.75 PPI 
F luridone 0.15 PPI 
Metribuzin 0.33 Pre 90 90 97 
El 5219 0.94 Pre 
Chloramben 2.00 Pre 90 88 91 
El 5219 0.94 Pre 
Hetribuzin 0.33 Pre 83 78 90 
Oryza1 in  LOO Pre 
HC-10982 0,38 PPI 47 20 27 
MC-10982 a.so PPI 68 45 59 
Trifl ural 1 n  .75 PPI 89 88 90 
IIC-10982 0.38 PPI 
Triflural fn 0.75 PPI 97 98 97 
MC-10108 0 .50 Pre 
Handweeded Check o.o Post 99 99 99 
Weedy Check o.o 0 0 0 
LSD ( .05) 23 18 20 
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SMALL GRAIN VARIETY TRIALS - YANKTON COUNTY, 1979 
F. Shubeck, P. Carson, D. Reid , V. Miller 
R. Nettleton, D. Beck, and R. Gelderman 
Introduction 
This trial is a satellite experiment from the Southeast 
Experiment Farm that was established in cooperation with the 
Crop Improvement Association to evaluate many of the varieties 
currently being grown in this and other areas of the state 
under Yankton County growing conditions. This provides an 
opportunity to evaluate these varieties under the growing 
conditions encountered west of the Experiment Farm. 
Methods 
1. The experiments were conducted on the Human Service 
Center Farm just north of Yankton , SD •. The site was 
located on a Houdek silty clay loam. Houdek soils 
are deep, well-drained , nearly level loamy soils 
which have formed on glacial till uplands. The soil 
test on the samples taken at planting time are as 
follows : 
NOg-N (0-24" ) 
Organic Matter 
Phosphorus ( P )  
Potassium (K) 
pH 
Texture 
94 lb/A (high) 
2. 5% (medium) 
3 8  lb/A (high ) 
430 lb/A (high) 
7.0 (neutral) 
silty clay loam 
Fertility was considered high. 
2 .  The previous year ' s  crop on this land was small grain. 
The seedbed was prepared by plowing and disking. The 
experiment was seeded April 2 3 , 1979. 
3. Each plot was 4 x 25 feet. The treatments consisted 
of 17 varieties of spring wheat , 6 varieties of durum 
wheat, 19 varieties of oats and S varieties of barley. 
Each variety was planted 3 times within the area. 
The purpose of planting each variety 3 times is to 
provid� a numerical estimate of what is known as 
"experimental error", or unexplained variations in 
yield. When differences in the yield of two varieties 
are greater than this value, it can be said that the 
yields are "really different" with a high degree of 
confidence. 
4. Fertilizer was applied with the seed to all varieties 
at a uniform rate to insure that fertility was not a 
limii::::ing rc1c..tor. T� p� ..z-�� plan::-t!(f with 4 smau. 
;i:rrt:S:s. dr!...ll made i"� oxpe'r"��..i"tion t"ha:t m�l:,eu i 1: 
possible to seed one variety after another, with no 
mixing of varieties. The plots were sprayed with MCP 
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and Bromoxynil to control weeds. Control of broadleaf 
weeds was good. Some green foxtail was present. The 
plots were harvested with a small self-propelled 
combine on different dates according to maturity. 
6 * l'hc supply e- a._va:L.1ilblii mois-t1r-@ was good th!'oug}uru.'t 
mos� -of 'the gro1,d..:n& �son. Ela't' ;jry weau.e.r dari-t1g 
early July speeded the ripening and filling process. 
Results and Discussion 
Comparisons of the yields and test weights for each type 
of small grain ( spring wheat, oats, barley and durum wheat) 
are found in their respective tables. These yields are con­
sidered above average for the area. The yields are grouped 
according to relative maturities of the varieties. 
The wheat yields (Table 6 3 )  were considered above average. 
They varied from 32 bu/A for Prodax and Profit-75 (medium­
maturing varieties )  to 48 bu/A for Butte (early variety). The 
average yields of the early and late maturing varieties are 
8-9 bu/A higher than the medium maturing varieties. The cause 
for these yield differences cannot be positively stated. How­
ever,. it ma.y have 1'e·:::t;n e-a-U-se:tl 1.'ly ho-i:: . tlr1y weathnr -du'ri-ng- tlh::, 
t-;i.me th.e medium ffia'ULJ"ing varie-::±e-5 \11e:re fi' ling� ThiB coul.� 
_a.lso axpla.iri 't.lle. lower ave:ra� talrt -wtigirta ,or t:h� w.: n!ium 
maturing varieties. 
Oat yields would also be considered above average for the 
area, ranging from 55  bu/A for Multiline E to 94 bu/A for Lang. 
Severe lodging was noted on the variety Multiline E. This was 
due to the necessity of harvesting this variety when it was 
overly mature. An evaluation of the differences in yield due 
t:o vari.ecy ci111 be cb�ai.ru!rl through -tiie use of Du:ncan 1 .s mu.J.:1: =.p.l!!: 
range 1:.est!'. 11 which is  found i.:n Ta..bl.u 64 . The. early matw,ing 
variaties prcduoed �r� l<YJer av�&9 yia!� C al  bU/AJ iol1o�ea 
by tb:e la-re a-nd med.iu:m ma1:ur� gt•oup.:S with yi�1d.s o� B !i  and 
QO �/A> re.s-irective.ly. High yi.e.ld:ing v�le-tlt!.� a;ri.� fow,.rl in 
each maturity group. Grain test weight values do not vary 
consistently with maturity groups. 
The barley yields are also considered above average. The 
yicld s rang&d f l"OI!l 6 Q bu/ A !-e-r t;1en t:o 7 4 bu I A for I..a:rJc e1i .. 
1'hel'.'l,fl wa.:s a. l..al"ge yield d.i.ff .fU't!llCe bwi:w.e.e.n G.l.e..n and L� � ;  
fil'tciugb i:o co.ns-idef' thl!ne n,,o yield11 s ta'tistix:ally d.il.fe:re.nt. 
These differences can be evalua·tu with The. Duncan 1 s ,nul-ipl 
range test in Table 65.  Glen t s test weight was significantly 
lower than the remainder of the test weights (Table 6 5 ). 
The durwn yields were slightly above average. The yields 
�ang�d ;.from J3 -co 11-l bu/A. �by anc Vie hd. s_ignl-f icru:itly 
Jd .. gher y.i:elds 'than .c;r�he.J'.I viir..Ln.::ie� (T�l!! 5& ) .  Yield-s. ,i;ind tea1m: 
weights ' did not vary much between the early maturity and the 
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medium maturity groups. The differences in yield and test weights 
can be evaluated from Table 66 .  
In summary,  the yields from this variety test plot were 
higher -'tMTI average far t.lK! a.•e-e. • r. g.en-e.f'tl , enol..l&fl 141oi.a 1a..1t1-e. ,_ 
fertili-ty 1 and growing 42erae .. ays-- "°'� prt:.Hii2'nt- ;'or e_xcalle:n"t" 
yli!.ld . Th:e gL•owi ng r::.oniii tlwns o.n this si t:'I'! provi-d.a:d 'th!!! 
oppo.rtunity for the genetic difference in the plants to be 
expressed. This is reflected in the yields and test weights. 
A f,ew days of hot weather in July may have limited yields and 
teat weights in some cases. 
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Table 6 3 . The Effect of Wheat Varieties on the Yields and Test Weights of Wheat 
Grown Under Yank-ton Com1t:y Weather Conditi.ons � 191!. 
Variety 
Early-Maturing Varieties 
Protor 
James 
ws 1809 
Butte 
Average 
Medium-Maturing Varieties 
Prodax 
Proi=it-75 
WS-25 
6 Bounty 309 
m Waldron 
Average 
Late-Maturing Varieties 
SD 2355 
Eureka 
Angus 
Coteau 
Len 
Olaf 
Era 
Solar 
Average 
Yield 
bu/A 
40 c* 
41 cd 
42 cd 
48 e 
li3 
32 
32 
33 
35 
39 
'34" 
35 
41 
42 
42 
43 
43 
43 
43 
� 
a 
a 
ab 
b 
c 
b 
cd 
cd 
cd 
cd 
d 
d 
d 
f,e at: We lght 
lb/bu 
55 . 8  
56 . 3  
57 . 2  
60 . 2  
'St.4 
51 . 2  a 
52 . 5  b 
52 . 0  ab 
d* 
de 
efg 
h 
54 . 5  c 
56 . 3  
� 
51 .  8 ab 
56 . 5  
58 . 0  
58 . 2  
57 . 0  
56 . 8  
58 . 0  
5 7 . 2  
!73 
de 
de 
fg 
g 
ef 
de 
fg 
efg 
* Duncan t s  multiple range It.est-= Vnri.ecie-s not followed by the samm lecter IT?'ll:! signlfia:arttly 
different at the . 05 le\t,el . "fha t iR � l chance in 20 exists it.bat. they are· no·t . :stlltlst.i.ea1ly 
different .  
Table 64. The Effect of Oat Varieties on the Yields and Test Weights of Oats 
Grown Under Yankton County Weather Conditions , 1979 . 
Variety Yield Test Weight bu/A lb/bu 
Earlz-Maturing Varieties 
Multiline E 55 a* 33 . 5  fgh* 
Otee 80 be 36.0 i 
Nodaway- 70 84 bcde 36.2 i 
Bates 93 de 33 . 2  d·efg 
Lang 94 e 32 . 0  bcde 
Average BT !li:-! 
Medium-Maturing Varieties 
Noble 85 bcde 34 . 2  gh 
I-' Stout 87 bcde 32 . 3  bcdef 
0 Lancer 89 bcde 32 . 8  cdefg 
Chief 91 cde 33 . 5  fgh 
Benson 92 cde 31.5 be 
Spear 93 de 34.2 li!h 
Burnett 93 de 34 . 7  h 
Average gn- Jr:"'! 
Late-Maturing Varieties 
Otana 78 b 32. 7 cdef 
Marathon 82 bed 29 . 2  
Dal 82 bed 31 . 2 
Froker 85 bcde 33 . 3  efgh 
Wright 86 bcde 33 . 5  fgh 
Lyon 88 bcde 31 . 8  bed 
Moore 92 cde 31.  5 be 
Average 8"5" n, 
* Duncan • s  multiple range test : Varieties not followed by the same letter 
are significantly different at the . 05 level .  That is , 1- chance in 20 
exists that they are not statistically differen t .  
Table 6 5 .  
The Effect of Barley Varieties on the Yields and Test Weights of 
Barley Grown Under Yankton County Weather Conditions, 1979. 
Yield Test Weight Maturity 
Variety bu/A lb/bu Evaluation 
Glen 60 a* 43 a Medium-Early 
Primus II 67 ab 46 b Early 
Park 67 ab 45 b Medium-Early 
Morex 70 ab 45 b Medium 
Larker 74 b 46 b Medium 
* Duncan's  multiple range test: Varieties not followed by the same letter 
are significantly different at the .OS level. This means that 1 chance 
in 20 exists that they are not different. 
Table 6 6 .  
The Effect o f  Durum Wheat Varieties on the Yields and Test 
Weights of Durum Wheat Grown Under Yankton County Weather 
Conditions . 1979 .  
Varietv 
Early-Maturing Varieties 
Botno 
Edmore 
Rugby 
Yield 
bu/A 
34 a* 
34 a 
41 b 
est 
Weight 
lb/bu 
58 . 2  be* 
58 . 7  c 
58 . 5  c -- -- -- ---- .;;.;;. ... -.;;: ------� -------=----------- ---,__, ---------------- ------------....- --......... ·iiiii 
Medium-��turing Varieties 
Calvin 
Cando 
Vic 
33 a 
34 a 
39 b 
57 . 3  b 
56 . 0  a 
59 . 2  c 
* Duncan 's multiple range tes t :  Varieties not followed by the 
same letter are significantly different at the . OS level .  
That is . 1 chance in 20 exists that they are not statistically 
different . 
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STARTER FERTILIZER ON CORN 
P. Carson, R. Gelderman, F. Shubeck, and R. Nettleton 
It has been observed that planting corn on fallow slows 
thl! �.arly gl"'O�t:n vi �e?!J'I. It ha.a a.J...So be·� t:.h:ret"v�d lHs-t earl.:,� 
�ITT1:J -: ecrn can b.e imprgve:a by �pp:..i.::ai;ian_$: f pbcspnoru.n. 
wit:h "" p-l;i;ntm e-qui�d wi �n * filI'"ti.1.l.L_ tta-i:hm-m,-i;. W:....U-
carn :ion.sL "e.t'�-Y .respcnc t-: starter fertilizer? If so, 
what elements are responsible? 
O?rj �Grtlv@s 
l .  To determine how much phosphorus is need to improve 
the early growth of the corn grown on fallowed land. 
2. To determine if combinations of N ,  P, � K as a  starter 
have an effect on yiel� of corn. 
3. To determine which element is responsible for any 
yield response to starter. 
Methods 
1 .  The experiment was located on an Egan silty clay loam 
south of the office building at the Southeast Experiment 
Ya:rim • I:g =1n soi 'ls a.ra deep � fr iablt , W-1!! 11-J f'I� ine<J ,, 
l:l.lil t:.y �la f loii.ffl_a d Ii! \rE!l "?t::d in. a.. ill ty cap OVffi"' gla llla:l 
till . Gcd L t".as-rs tnk !'I j�ot" a..ftar planting 'ti.mil:. il.r� 
Liste in Ta.bl.a. t,7. 
Table 67. Soil Tests - Starter Corn Experiment - 1979 
O .. M. 
117 200 2 . 5  
p 
lb/A 
22 
K 
lb/A 
450 
pH Soluble Salts 
mmho/cm 
6.3  0.5 
Because of the previous year ' s  fallow, nitrate-nitrogen in 
-the r op four £-=et wa__:; ad f?-Q u...u�-e -� proa,u;.e a: .1 • .as:. lC) b.ulihB.J. s 
� ccrn .  Toi! phosphO"r\:s !R!;tply (22  1.l>IA} Iiil;i!S 11 ·c'h-a m'edium 
range and the potassium supply of 450 lb/A was very high. 
2. The land was fallowed in 1978 because of a hail storm 
in early July. The seedbed was prepared by disking 
before planting. 
3. The fertilizer treatments were applied with a corn 
planter that places the fertilizer beside and below 
the seed. Approximately l 1/2 to 2 inches of soil 
separated the seed and the fertilizer. the fertilizer 
treatments used are listed below : 
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Table 6 8 ,  Fertilizer Treatments - Starter Corn Experiment 
Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979 
Treatment Identification Rate of Fertilizer applied in 
No. lbs/A N + P
z.
0 5  + K20 
1. N2P2K2 3 + 7 + 5 
2. N2P2K4 3 + 7 + 21 
3 • N2P4K2 3 + 27 + 5 
4 . N2P4K4 3 + 27 + 21 
5. N4P2K2 12 + 7 + 5 
6. N4P2K4 12 + 7 + 21 
7. N4P4K2 12 + 27 + 5 
8 .  N4P4K4 12 + 27 + 21 
9. N3P3K3 6 + 14 + 11 
10. N1P3K3 0 + 14 + 11  
11 .  N5P3K3 24 + 14 + 11 
12. N3P1K3 6 + 0 + 11 
13. N3P5l<3 6 + 54 + 11 
14. N3P3K1 6 + 14 + 0 
15. N3P3K5 6 + 14 + 43 
16, N1P1Ks 0 + 0 + 4 3  
1 7. NlP5K1 0 + 54 + 0 
18. N1PsK5 0 + 54 + 43 
19, NsP1K1 24 + 0 + 0 
20. N5P1K5 24 + 0 + 43  
21. N5PsK1 24 + 54 + 0 
22. N5P5K5 24 + 54 + 43 
2 3 ,  N1P1K1 0 + 0 + 0 
In addition to the starter fer'tiilie.r :1 100 pounds of nitrc.lg�n 
were applied as a broadcast applic.a.1:· of\ 'befvT'e pl n-"ti:ns ., 
4, The experimental design \ilAS a -:rwo rop...:..ic�ti.on c.omptrsir�. 
5 . Weed control consisted or:. L.i.Esa <.1.pplled t pla.Jrtir.g 
time and two cultivations. Wee.a cont�o.1 was gQQO. 
6, Soil insects were controlled by the use of Dyfonate 
applied at planting time. 
7, Variety used was Pioneer 3541. 
8 .  The corn was planted May 16th with a John Deere tool­
bar planter. Row width was 30 inches and approximately 
18 ,000 seeds per acre were planted. 
9 .  Corn was harvested by hand on October 24th : 40 feet 
o ro� wa u hu.rv�a·eJ -�r grain. Mia-sections ct th� 
e-ar wt?r= t:akl!l'l f-:>r r.i�isture .:le-r!tl:'minati...:n. 
10. Leaf ��ples wee� ta.ken a� silk on J\.U._y i?rh. 
i: .  'i1h-.A"t..h!!.2 .'?r h1:1 p.rodJ.t!tion of -eorn l.i.l& exc-ellem:- · a 
although, dry weather fr-nm mid-Ju...'1� 'to "tlw las or ul:y 
caused some stres 
l:10 
Table 69. Effects of Starter Fertilizer Rates and Ratios on the Yield of Corn, Moisture 
Content of the Ears, the Final Plant Population at Harvest Time, and Percent 
Leaf N, P ,  and K;  on Corn Grown on the Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979 . 
Fertilizer addedL3 
lb/A YieldLl MoistureL2 Plant \ Leaf 
No. Designation H + P205 t Ki> bu/A Content \ Population N p K 
1. N2P2K2 3 + 7 + E 141 21. 0 18513 3. 4 6  .371 4.50 
2. N2P2K4 3 + 7 + 21 138 19. 2 15899 3.18 . 300 lJ .  3 e 
3.  N2P41<2 3 + 27 + 5 144 21.9 1655 2  3 . 21 . 3 6 6  4.69  
lf • N2P4K4 3 + 27 + 21 131 20. 4 17859 3 .17  . 3 8 4  4.51 
s .. NqP2K2 + 7 + s 136 21.6 15682 3.25 .371 4.44 
6 .. N4P2K4 12 + 7 + 21 145 19.8 18295 3.37 . 405  4.38 
7 .. N4P4K2 12 + 27 + s 14 5 21. 8 18077 3.46 .443 4.62 
a *  N4P4K4 1 2  + 27 + 21 137 20.7 15899 3. 51 . 418 4.69 
9 .  N3P3K3 6 + 14 + 11 131 22.4 15681 3.42 .352 4.56  
10 . N1P3K3 0 + 14 + 11 150 18 . 0  17859 3. 50 . 34 6  4 .  57 
I-' 11. N5P3K3 24 + 14 + 11 149 18.7 16988 3.39 . 472 4 .13 I-' 12. N3P1K3 6 + 0 + 11 136 2 1 .  2 15899 3.22 . 339 4.07 I-' 
1 3 ,  N3P5K3 6 + 54 + 11 141 22.2 178 5 9  3.33 .411 4.38 
1 4 .  N3P3K1 6 + 14 + 0 149 21. 5 19384  3.37 .419 4. 13 
15. N3P3K5 6 + 14 + 43 155 27. 5 17423 3. 21 . 3 27 4. 69 
16. N1P1K5 0 + 0 + 4 3  146 2 1 . 6 17641 3.43 .308 4 . 69 
17 ,. N1P5K1 0 + 54 + 0 134 20. 7 17424 3. 24 .359 4 . 19  
1 8 .  N1P5l<5 0 + 54  + 43 143 21. 9 17424 3 . 27 . 4 21 5.25 
1 9 ,. N5P1K1 24 + 0 + 0 143  24 . 6  18 513 3. 4 2  .305  4 . 32 
20 ,. N5P1K5 24 + 0 + 4 3  141 23.3 17859 3 . 21 .328 4 . 37 
21. N5P5K1 24 + 54 + 0 140 20.6 17424 3 .5 5  .545 4 . 44 2 2 ,. N5P5K5 24 + 54 + 4 3  130 19 . S  17424 3. 44 .496 4 .8 2  
23. N1P1K1 0 + 0 + 0 147 22. 1 17859 3. 35 .236 4 � 07 
Ll - Yields calculated at 15\ moisture. 
L2 - Moisture sample was taken by cutting a 
includes the cob. 
section out of the center of 8 ears of corn. This 
L3 - Fertilizer applied with a planter that placed the fertilizer beside and below the seed. 
Results and Discussion 
Yields in bushels per acre of 15\ moisture corn, percent 
lll-Oi sture- in ..ea:i:rs a h f"V!!_S:-C 'C!t11-e, pJ.,1 .n't p1>pl,llation at hl,r'\fe_at 
tinre 1 and p�n1: H JI , iI.11:d • • 1.n �b.� lea:f -at'i! 1"1!po!"'ted ill 
Table 69. 
Grain yields were excellent , ranging from 130 to lSS 
bushels per acre with the average yield at 142 bushels per 
acre. The check (N+P+K)  was on@ of the highest yielding plots. 
No definite yield trends can be established among treatments. 
It should be noted that on this fallowed ground , growth differ­
enc:t}S" cau.ld ·:elea'flly 1'e ide-ntifi�d ea-rly in t�:e snason. The.!iE 
differences in gt10Wth llleJ!e still a.ppa:rant- un�il after si.lk:i n&� 
The growth respOnoeS WO'M'" A��O.icted witn i:"h� added pnosphort.l a .  
These same differences have been noted in previous years on 
corn following fallow. 
Grouping of yields by rates of application of the different 
fertilizer elements provides a means of further evaluating these 
treatments. These groupings are shown graphically in Figure S • 
Again, no clear picture of the effect of rate or source of 
starter fertilizer emerges. We see a rather large increase 
(4 bushels above check ) for phosphorus at the third rate. 
However , this falls within the experimental error of measurement. 
The phosphorus effect is grouped separately over the past 
few years in Figure 4. To get the true yield for 1975 , sub­
tract 100 from values shown. The reason for this is to reduce 
'tlle I.engtl, ill ve.ri;ic.al �:u.-s .i..n 'the �.. 1n 'the YNJ"S m 
197 5  a.nd 197 7 ,  the yiel.d:s: o_ corn showad a. 1senettai dfi_aline 35 
·add i:tial'm.l p1\osphorus w-1:1.S �cd�. j'hf: ef.f�t cm yield.a, far 197 ! 
is not as clear. 
A grouping of percent N, P and K in the \ leaf at silking 
by rates of application is shown in Table 70.  No consistent 
differences in nitrogen content are shown. However, as rates 
of P and K increased in the starter , the percent P and K in the 
leaf also increased. Therefore , the added P and K are being 
taken up by the plant although they did not influence the yield. 
A look a"t Pcl6� wor• � the Sout-hea� Experiment Fal:im with 
· s'tart4!r .far tili-zcrs on C'l:irn 111-ay 'PUt tb-e: da"ta. in perspec,tiv� k 
A s't:ari::e.r :f-er-tili:;.ar ex.t1e-!"i.mfm_-t- }J;n,s been conductte:d c:m tbe f m 
every year since 1962. - The response to a starter fertilizer 
in these years is shown in Table 71·  The fertilizers in these 
experiments contained N ,  P, and K. 
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Table 70. The Influence of Starter Fertilizer on Percent of 
N, P, and K of leaf at silking time. Southeast 
Experiment Farm , 1979. 
Rates of 
Fertilit N \ p i K % 
1 3. 36 . 303 4.23 
2 3. 26 . 361 4.56 
3 3 .3 1  . 38 3  4.34 
4 3 .40 . 402 4.49 
5 3. 40 .446 4.76 
Table 71. The Effect of Starter Fertilizers on the Yield 
Response of Corn, Southease Experiment Farm , 1963-74. 
Average Response June Temperature Deviation 
Year bu/A from Long-Time Average 
1963 -10 +l .  8 
1964 + 7 -1 . 7  
1965 + 5 -0. 3 
1966 - 2 
1967 + 3 - 2.1 
1968 0 +3.2 
1969* - 1 .  3 
1970 - 5 +S. 5 
1971 - 7 +S . 8  
1972 + 8 -3.7 
1973 +18 - 1 . 0  
1974 + 5 -4. 4 
R No data 
The average response in bu/A of corn over the 1 1  year period 
was minus 5 . 5  bushels fo� those years when the June temperature 
was average (approx. 70-75° F) or above. When the June temper­
ature was average the average response to starter was a plus 
7. 6 buaels per acre. This correlation between June temperature 
and st�rter response is true in every year except 1966. With 
this in mind, the 1979 June temperature was 3 . 2  degrees below 
the average ; however, no yield increase was noted. This year 
appears to be one of the exceptions to the trend as was 1966. 
The average yield response to starter in Table 71 is fairly 
� in TDCB't y�s. The- GV-G.Pa.li a.�age is on.Ly 11;. ""Tiii'O hll E-hei 
inc=raase: irh.e.r, s-taJ""'l:"er i� a:d.4e;!. 3i!t:a.....ac a:: :..r.i,:; J. cng �.isne a:veJ;Li,ge 
i:ht: use a ,;: .ate:rtJ?r fertili2:-f!! _:3 ... on;ddered q1...e1rd:onablL UJUi� 
tnru ! g.::-awing .::aruli UQn&. aia-wcv""lr, as Table 71 shows , many of 
those yea�6 �hii1:. did �e� 1'liltt fairly large yield increases. 
In summary then, we did not receive a clear yield increase 
due to the addition of a starter fertilizer to corn following 
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fallow in 19? 9'. There were J.aflge Fllwth d iff_e'M!nces early .in 
the season bu "th.r!EJe did not' !::t"analii"te in,:o yit!ld d i.lforences.  
�ny y� of d-a-ta- on s-ta.rce.l' re-spona£ would ..shC'W a mD.i:ill 
a.ve:z;,age increase due ta h a.ddit-ion of S tarri!l" i a.1t'hough 1 in 
any individua..l yeav , VI!r)' la:rge ino:r-eaae JD.aY oeeUJ"I. lt 
Gppears the ?Osil:ive respons� GT �om t d si:arter f e�tilizer 
is fiel:at� �o a law Ju.ru!" tll?lIIJ)e..C'ature. 
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Phosphorus CP20 5 )  added lb/A 
* Subtract 100 bu/A to get true yield for 1975 
Figure 4. The Effect of Increasing the Amount of Phosphorus 
Contained in the Starter Fertilizer on the Yield of 
Corn. Southeast Experiment Farm , 1979 
145 
Cl) 140 •ri 
< 
........ 
135 
l 5 
Rates of fertility added 
Figure 5. Th i:-_,ec s o.; S't rt.,. _;�.1 :- Corn Yield. Each 
paint · s a.�. d� 11=- _1:t that same element 
and same rat e .  Southeast Experiment Farm, 1979 . 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF COLD-FLO ANHYDROUS 
AMMONIA WITH FORAGE SORGHUM SILAGE 
G. Kuhl , C .  Carlson, G. Williamson and B .  Jorgensen 
Summary 
Forage sorghum was treated with Cold-Flo anhydrous ammonia at ensiling 
time and compared with untreated silage supplemented with soybean meal at 
feeding time. One hundred Angus steers were used in the 9 1  day trial . 
There was no significant difference in average daily gain with the 
two silages. However, cattle fed the ammonia treated forage sorghum con­
sumed less feed than controls, resulting in a substantially better (16. 7%) 
feed conversion by steers on the ammonia treated silage ration. 
The results of this experiment indicate that Cold-Flo anhydrous ammonia 
is efficiently utilized as a non-protein nitrogen source with forage sorghum 
silage. More study is needed to verify this original finding. 
Introduction 
The application of liquid anhydrous ammonia to corn plant material has 
been demonstrated by several agricultural experiment stations to be a 
highly effective and economical means of increasing the crude protein con­
tent of corn silage. 
In order to apply anhydrous ammonia as a liquid, a condensation chamber 
(Cold-Flo Converter) has been developed which converts pressurized anhydrous 
8DIIDOnia to a super-cold liquid. This has the advantage of decreasing losses 
of the ammonia. This system has been patented by USS Agri Chemicals and has 
received FDA approval for use with "freshly chopped com plant material" as 
a source of non-protein nitrogen. However, research with other types of 
silages is lacking. 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the feedlot performance of 
cattle fed Cold-Flo anhydrous ammonia treated forage sorghum s ilage or 
untreated (control) silage supplemented with soybean meal at time of feeding. 
Since forage sorghum is lower in energy than corn silage, it was of great 
interest to determine whether &l!'DllOnia would be efficiently utilized as a 
crude protein source with this type of silage. 
Experimental Procedures 
Late planted Pioneer 956 forage sorghum was harvested in late October, 
1978 and ensiled in two 18 x 50 ft .  concrete upright silos. One silo was 
filled with untreated (control) silage. while the other had liquid anhydrous 
ammonia applied at the blower. An anhydrous ammonia field applicator 
equipped with a regulator supplied the ammonia. A Cold-Flo Converter was 
connected between the regulator and the forage intake of the blower. 
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Initially, several loads of chopped forage sorghum were weighed and 
their unloading times measured. From this information, the average unloading 
rate was cal culated, and the ammonia regulator flow rate set to apply about 
10 lb . per ton of s ilage. However ,  the amount of anhydrous ammonia 
ultimately applied averaged 1 2 . 5  lb. per ton, due to variations in regulator 
efficiency and unloading rate. The forage sorghum yielded 9 . 2  tons per acre 
with an average dry matter content of 36%.  Crude protein content of the 
control silage averaged 7 . 9% ,  dry basis . 
One hundred Black Angus steers from a single herd in western South 
Dakota were used for the study. The short yearlings were allotted into 
4 pens of 25 head each with shrunk body weight obtained after an 18 hour 
stand without feed and water. The steers were housed in an enclosed barn 
with access to outside concrete lots. All steers were implanted with 
Ralgro , poured with a half-dose of Warbex for lice control and wormed with 
a TBZ feed additive prior to start of the trial on March 30 , 1979. One 
animal died of pneumonia during the trial. 
Two pens of cattle received a full feed of control silage plus 2 lb . 
of soybean meal and 6 lb .  of cracked corn per head daily, while the other 
2 pens were full fed the anhydrous ammonia treated silage plus 8 lb . of 
cracked corn per head daily. All cattle received 1 o z .  of a high iodine, 
trace mineral salt to control foot rot and � lb . of a custom s upplement 
per head per day . The supplement consisted of 65% ground corn, 22% dicalcium 
phosphate,  10% trace mineral salt and 3% of a Rumensin-Vitamin A premix to 
provide 200 milligrams of Rumensin and 30 ,000 IU of Vitamin A per head 
daily. All steers received 1 lb. of a 38% protein supplement ,  2� lb. of 
alfalfa hay and 0 . 2  lb .  of a high level antibio tic  (AS-700) per head daily 
during the first 4 days of the trial. 
Results 
The results of the 9 1  day trial are presented in the table. Average 
daily gain of the steers fed the two silages were very similar ( 2 . 24 vs . 
2 . 1 8 lb . ) .  However,  the cattle fed the anhydrous ammonia treated forage 
sorghum consumed about 7 . 5  lb . (24%) less silage chan the control silage fed 
steers, while mainta ining comparable weight gains . Thus , the total pounds 
of feed required per pound of gain was about 1 7 . 5  lb . with the control 
silage and about 1 4 . 6  lb . with the ammonia treated silage t or about 1 6 . 7% 
better feed efficiency with the latter ration, on an as-fed basis . 
These results suggest that anhydrous ammonia is an effective s ilage 
additive for forage sorghum. However ,  additional studies are necessary to 
confirm these original research findings. It should be noted that the 
Cold-Flo anhydrous ammonia treatment of forage sorghum is not technically 
approved by FDA at this time. 
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TABLE 72,  EFFECTIVENESS OF COLD-FLO ANHYDROUS AMMONIA WITH FORAGE 
SORGHUM SILAGE 
Item 
No. Steers 
Initial Shrunk Wt . ,  lb. 
Final Shrunk Wt., lb . 
Avg. Daily Gain, lb. 
Avg. Daily Ration, lb. (as-fed) : 
Lb . 
Silage 
Cracked Corn 
Soybean Meal 
Supplement 
Trace Mineral Salt 
TOTAL 
Feed/Lb . Gain (as-fed) : 
Silage 
Cracked Corn 
Soybean Meal 
Supplement 
Trace Mineral Salt 
TOTAL 
Control Ammonia-Treated 
50 49 
625.9 623.4 
829.8 821.  7 
2 .24 2 . 18 
30.80 23.33 
6 .02 7.87 
1 . 86 
0 .52  0.52 
0 .05 o.os 
39. 25 3 1 .  77 
13.74 10. 71 
2.69 3,61  
0 . 83 
0 . 23 o .  24 
0.02 0.02 
-- - --
17 .51 1 4 . 58 
1 18 
EFFECT OF CEMENT DUST AND REIMPLANTING 
ON FINISHING HEIFER PERFORMANCE 
G. Kuhl, c. Carlson. G. Williamson and L .  Embry 
Summary 
Eighty crossbred yearling heifers were used to determine the possible 
benefit of including 2% cement kiln dust in a typical high concentrate 
finishing ration. The value of l vs. 2 Ralgro implants during a lSl 
feeding period was also evaluated. 
Cattle on the cement dust ration gained 13% slower and ate 6 . 3% less 
feed per day than control heifers, resulting in an 8 . S% poorer feed conversion 
to gain with cement dust .  Carcass quality and yield grades were not 
significantly affected by cement dust in the ration. 
In this study, no benefit was observed from implanting heifers twice 
during a 151 day feeding period as compared with a single implant, in terms 
of finishing trial performance or carcass characteristics. 
Introduction 
Recently, certain studies have indicated that including cement kiln 
dust,  a waste byproduct of the cement industry. in the rations of live­
stock may increase performance. However, the trials to date are far fro= 
consistent, with some experiments showing no effect and others actually 
decreasing performance by adding cement dust to rations. While the possible 
mode(s) of action of cement dust is unknown, several theories have been 
proposed, including its action as a buffer and as a source of certain trace 
minerals .  It appears that considerable variation exists i n  the mineral 
composition and possible growth promoting effects of cement dust from 
various states and plants . 
Th.us , the objective of this trial was to compare the performance of 
finishing heifers fed a high concentrate ration with and without 2% cement 
dust from the South Dakota Cement Plant. 
In addition, this study presented an opportunity to evaluate whether 
2 successive Ralgro implants during a 151  day feeding period would promote 
better performance than a single initial implant. 
Exeer�mental Procedures 
Eighty crossbred yearling heifers averaging about 780 lb. were used 
for this 7 7  day study. The heifers had been utilized on a corn silage 
additive trial at the S .E.  Farm prior to this experiment. The cattle were 
allotted to 8 pens of 10 head each , with shrunk body weights obtained after 
an 18 hour stand without feed and water. Four pens were assigned to the 
cement dust ration and 4 pens to the control ration. Two pens of cattle on 
each ration were reimplanted with Ralgro on the first day of the trial. 
All heifers had been implanted with Ralgro 74 days previously. 
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The control ration consisted of 80% whole shelled corn. 10% chopped. 
poor quality alfalfa hay, 5% wet beet molasses and 5% pelleted custom 
supplement . The cement dust ration was identical to the control ration. 
except that 2% cement dust and 78% corn was fed. TI\e wet molasses was used 
in the rations to minimize fines and prevent separation of the cement dust 
from the rest of the ration. The custom mixed supplement contained 75% 
ground corn, 5% dry cane molasses, 1 1 . 7% limestone, 6% trace mineralized 
salt and 2 . 3% Rumensin-Vitamin A premix. The premix provided 30,000 IU of 
Vitamin A per lb.  of supplement and 30 grams of Rumen.sin per ton of complete 
ration. TI\e cattle were slowly brought up on the high concentrate rations 
by decreasing the hay and increasing the shelled corn over the first 12 
days of the experiment. 
Analyses of the major ration feedstuffs yielded the following average 
values for moisture and crude protein, respectively : alfalfa hay, 10.6% and 
16 . 2% ;  shelled corn, 1 1 . 6% and 1 1 .0%;  and supplement, 10 .0% and 9 . 6%. The 
cement dust which was obtained from the S .D.  Cement Plant s tockpile in 
Rapid City contained 0 . 45% moisture, 33 .9%  calcium and 0.04% phosphorus . 
The heifers were fed in open, sloped concreted lots without access to 
enclosed shelter. Daily feed records were kept on each pen and individual 
heifer weights were obtained at monthly intervals .  TI\e experiment was 
terminated after 77 days on feed, at which time the average full body 
weight of the heifers was about 1 . 000 lb. The cattle were sold on a grade 
and yield basis so that detailed carcass data could be obtained. 
Results 
The feedlot performance and carcass characteristics of heifers as 
influenced by cement dust in the ration and by reimplanting is shown in 
the table. Averaged across implant groups, the daily gain of heifers on 
the control ration was 2 . 70 lb. compared with 2 . 32 lb. for the cement dust 
fed cattle. Thus . feeding 2% cement dust in the ration decreased Tate of 
gain by about 13%. Daily feed consumption was also decreased an average of 
6 . 3% with cement dus t, and the amount of feed required per lb. of gain was 
increased 8 .5%.  
These results are cons istent with recent Alabama and Oklahoma trials in 
which feedlot performance was decreased by adding 2-3 . 5% cement dust to 
high concentrate finishing rations . 
Carcass characteristics were not significantly influenced. except for 
lower carcass weights, by including cement dust in the ration. TI\us . there 
does not appear to be any advantage to adding South Dakota cement dust to 
high concentrate finishing rations, at least at levels approaching 2% of the 
ration. Indeed, this trial suggests that feedlot performance will be 
adversely affected. It should be noted that cement dust is not approved ae 
a feed additive in livestock rations . 
In this study, no benefit was achieved by implanting cattle twice with 
Ralgro during a 151 feeding period when compared with a single initial 
implant. Indeed, rate of gain and feed efficiency of the reimplanted cattle 
was slightly lower, although these results were not significantly different . 
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Overall, the crossbred heifers graded 82.5% low choice or better, and 
over 76% yield graded Hl and b2. 
TABLE 73. BFFECT OF CEMENT DUST AND REIMPLANT!NG ON FINISHING HEIFER. PERFORMANCE 
Control 
Item 1 Implant Reimplant 
No. Heifers 
Initial Shrunk Wt. , lb . 
Final Shrunk Wt. , lb. 
Avg. Daily Gain, lb. 
Avg. Daily Ration, lb. (as-fed) : 
Shelled Corn 
Chopped Hay 
Wet Molasses 
Supplement 
Cement Dust 
TOTAL 
Lb. Feed/Lb. Gain (as-fed) : 
Hot Carcass Wt . ,  lb. 
a Fat 'lbickness, in. 
Rib Eye Area, sq. in. 
Quality Gradeb 
Yield Grade 
l Liver .Abscesses 
20 20 
779 . 6  779.0 
999.8 974.2 
2.86 2.54 
18.64 
3.86 
l . 20 
1.17 
24.87 
8 .70 
607.4 
0.40 
11. 74 
19. 2 
2 . 56 
45 
17.83 
3.76 
1 . 14 
l . 12 
23.85 
9.42 
589 .8  
0 . 39 
1 2 . 25 
19 .0 
2 . 62 
30 
Cement Dust 
1 Implant Reimplant 
20 20 
777.0 779.0 
960 .2  952.0 
2 . 38 2 . 25 
16.46 
3.62 
1 .08 
1 . 06 
o.43 
22.65 
9.44 
578.4 
0.44 
1 1 . 35 
19.0 
2 .  72 
45 
16.68 
3.68 
l . 10 
1 .08 
0.44 
22.98 
10.22 
580.2  
0 . 38 
1 1 .92 
19 . 3 
2 .52 
25 
8 Pat thickness measured over rib eye between the 12th and 13th ribs. 
b Quality grade score : 18 • High Good. 19• Low Choice. 20 • Avg. Choice 
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COMPARISON OF CORN VS. SUNFLOWER SILAGES WITH 
GROWING HEIFERS RECEIVING SYNOVEX-H OR MGA 
G .  Kuhl.  C. Carlson. G.  WilliaC1Son and F .  Shubeck 
Two groups of crossbred heifer calves were used to study the relative 
feeding value of corn and sunflower silages. Heifer feedlot performance 
with Synovex-H and MGA was also compared. 
Heifers fed sunflower silage gained 28% slower , but also consumed 
considerably less silage, resulting in comparable feed efficiencies with 
the two silages. Palatability was definitely lower with the sunflower 
silage. 
The feedlot performance of heifers receiving Synovex-H or MGA was 
very similar. 
The crossbred heifers were from Hereford-Angus and Simmental-Angus 
cows bred to one purebred Charolais bull. The Hereford-Angus cross calves 
gained about 13% faster and 13% more efficiently than the Simmental-Angus 
cross heifers. 
Introduction 
While sunflower silage is not commonly used in feedlot rations at 
present, the recent marked increase in sunflower production in South Dakota 
has stimulated renewed interest in sunflowers as a forage crop. This 
interest has been spurred by concerns regarding the feeding value of 
sunflower silage in the event the crop can not be used as a cash crop, due 
to insect damage or lack of maturity. 
Studies conducted 40-60 years ago with the mammoth sunflower varieties 
indicated tremendous yield capability; however, the feeding value of sun­
flower s ilage was generally only about 70-80% of corn silage due to palat­
ability problems resulting in reduced dry matter intake. The advent of the 
new oilseed and confectionery varieties requires an evaluation of their 
value as whole plant forage. 
The objective of this study was to compare the feedlot performance of 
calves fed sunflower and corn silages . In addition, the relative value of 
Synovex-H and melengestrol acetate (MGA) as growth stimulants was examined 
with 2 different groups of exotic crossbred heifers. 
Experimental Procedures 
The silages used in this study came from late planted sunflower and 
corn crops . Hail damage to the original crops required that these crops 
be replanted in mid-July. The corn s ilage yielded about 4 . 1  tons per acre 
at 66% moisture in early October. Sigco 8903, an oilseed variety of 
sunflowers was harvested for silage on October 25. Difficulty was exper­
ienced in getting the sunflowers sufficiently dry to allow proper direct­
cut harvesting and ensiling. Considerable leaf loss occurred before the 
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heavy ,stalks vere dry enough to allow proper ensiling. The sunflower silage 
yielded about S tons per acre at 65% moisture . 
Two sroupa, of crossbred heifer calves were available from a South Dakota 
State University cow-calf management project at the Fort Meade Station. 
Twenty-eight heifers were out of Simnenta l-Angus cows , while another 28 head 
were from Hereford-Angus dams. All cows were artifically bred to one pure­
bred Charolaia bull . ntus , the breed groups consisted of one-half or three­
fourths exotic breeding. 
The calvea had been implanted once with Ralgro during the suckling 
phase at Fort Meade, but were not creep fed. The heifers were treated for 
external parasites and received a three-way and !BR vaccination prior to 
weaning. 'lbe calves were then shipped to the research feedlot and back­
grounded on 1/3 alfalfa hay and 2/3 forage sorg�um silage until the start 
of the trial. A high level antibiotic (AS-700) was fed during the first 
three weeks after arrival. 
nte experiment was initiated on December 18, 1978. Each breed group 
was uniformly allotted into 4 pens on the basis of shrunk body weight 
obtained after an 18 hour stand without feed or water. Two pens of heifers 
from each breed group received sunflower silage while the other 2 pens were 
fed corn silage, One pen of each breed group and silage type combination 
was implanted with Synovex-H1 while the other lot received MGA at 0 . 35 mg. 
per head per day from a commercial, pelleted, supplement fed at a constant 
1 . 5  lb. per heifer daily. The Synovex-H implanted calves received a com­
parable commercial supplement at the same level but without MGA. Both 
supplements coQtalned 32% crude protein, 4 . 0% calcium, 1 . 2% phosphorus, 
3 . 5% salt and 20,000 IU Vitamin A per lb. 
Initial plans were to simply full feed the two silages along with the 
appropriate supplement .  However, feed intake was rather poor on the 
sunflower silage, so 3 lb. of cracked corn per head was added to all rations 
daily as of the 11th day of the trial. The level of cracked corn was 
subsequently boosted to S lb. per head per day on January 22,  in order to 
improve ration palatability and reduce the effects of record low temperatures 
on animal performance. 
'nte heifers were fed in open, sloped concrete lots without access to 
enclosed shelter. Daily feed records were kept on each pen and individual 
heifer body weights were obtained at monthly intervals throughout the 71  
day trial. 
Results 
The comparative feedlot performance of heifers fed either sunflower or 
corn silage and receiving Synovex-H or MGA is shown in the table, When 
averaged acro1s growth stimulant groups , the sunflower silage ration resulted 
in about 28% •lower gains (0 . 86 vs . 1 . 20 lb . )  than the corn silage ration. 
Daily feed intake was considerably reduced on the sunflower ration (32 . 6  vs . 
4 7 . 1  lb. as-fed) with about 28% less sunflower silage consumed than corn 
silage per day. Lower palatability and high oil content of the sunflower 
silage was likely responsible for the lower intake. About one-half of the 
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sunflower silage dry 11l8.tter consisted of seed which contained, about 38% oil. 
Overall, feed conversion was not significantly affected by· eilage type; 
however, relatively more grain and supplement wae required per lb. of gain 
on the eimflower ration due to lower intake and rate of gain with this 
silage compared to corn silage. 
Further experimentation is needed with sunflower silage to determine 
optimum stage of maturity for ensiling sunflowers and to evalu.at:e different 
feeding levels and mixtures to improve sunflower silage palatability and 
feeding value. 
No material differences were observed between Synovex-H and MGA in 
terms of daily gain, feed conswnption or feed efficiency when averaged 
across silage types. 
The Hereford-Angus cross heifers gained 13 .4% faster than the Simmental­
Angus cross calves with little difference in feed intake, resulting in over 
13% better feed conversion by the half-blood exotic heifers. The extremely 
cold weather conditions resulted in greatly reduced feedlot performance 
during this trial. 
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TABLE 74. COMPARISON OP CORN VS. SUNFLOWBR. SILAGES WITH GB.OWING HEIFBRS 
RECEIVING SYNOViX-H OR MGA. 
Item 
No. Heifers 
Initial Shrunk Wt . ,  lb. 
Final Shrunk Wt . ,  lb. 
Avg. Daily Gain, lb. 
Avg. Daily Ration, lb . 
Silage 
Cracked. Corn 
Supplement 
TOTAL 
Corn Silage 
Synovex-H MGA 
14 
588.8 
670.2 
1.15 
(as-fed) : 
41.9 
3 . 5  
1 . 5  
46.9 
14 
590.0 
678 . l  
1 . 24 
42.4 
3 . 5  
1 . s  
47.4  
Lb. Feed/Lb. Gain (as-fed) : 
Silage 
Cracked Cora 
Suppleaent 
TO'l."AL 
36 . 6  
3. 1 
1 . 3  
41.0  
125 
34. 2  
2.8 
1 .2  
38. 2  
Sunflower Silage 
Synovex-H MGA 
14 
587 .8  
652 .6  
0.91  
27.S 
3 . 5  
1 . 5  
32 .5  
30 . 3  
3 . 9  
1.6 
35.8 
14 
589.S  
647.9 
0.82 
27.8 
3 .5  
1 . 5  
32.8 
34. 7  
4 .4  
1 .  8 
40.9 


